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ABSTRACI' 

Grammar-oriented Object Design was shown to be a potent combination of 

extending methods, incorporating DSLs from a given business domain (BDSLs) 

and Variation-oriented Design in order to provide a seamless transition from 

business models to component-based software architectures. GOOD starts by 

extending current object modeling techniques to include the discovery and 

explicit modeling of higher levels of reuse, starting from subsystems, defining 

their mzrrners using a domain-specific business language, i.e., using use-ClISe 

gpmmtr5, that describe the rules governing the creation, dynamic configuration 

and collaboration of large-grained, business-process-scale, adaptive software 

components with pluggable behavior, through the application of architectural 

patterns and representation of component manners in the BDSL. 1his presents 

immense potential for applications in the domains of grid services, services on 

demand and a utility-based model of computing where a business need initiates 

the convergence of application components based onl from the manners of 

services they provide and require. 
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SUMMARY OF PRIMARY CONTRIBUTIONS 

The primary contributions of this thesis can be sununarized as follo'WS: 

Term Type (concept, DescriptIon 
technique, method, 
pattern) 

1. Grammar-oriented Method, Notion An evolution of software engineering methods 
Object Design for aeating a dynamically re-configurable 
(GOOD) architectural style based on enterprise 

components and services. 

An integration of component-based, service-
oriented engineering with domain-speciflc 
languages, software architecture, business 
rules, self-integration of context-aware 
autonomous components. 

2. Business Grammar Technique A grammar representing the flow. structure and 
composition of a business domain. 

3. Variation-oriented Method A set of 6 techniques and artifacts along with 
Analysis and examples to partition a system or part thereof 
Design ( into its more stable and less stable aspects. 
VOANOD) 

4. Axes of variation Technique Within VOAD. identifying. handling and 
extemallzing axes of variation for greater 
stability in the maintenance of software 
applications and architecture. 

5. Subsystem ActIvity in Method Identifies key subsystems within the business 
Analysis domain and provides a formal description for 

them 

6. Goal-oriented ActIvity in Method Identification and specification of candidate 
Component component abstractions during business 
identification and analysis based on the notion of encapsulating 
Specification design decisions. 

7. Reuse levels Concept and ActIvity Identify and Select reuse level 
in Method 

8. Manners Notion. Abstraction Rules governing behavior of a component within 
a given context. Presented with a set of pattems 
for its implementation. 

9. Context-aware Taxonornylfype of Defines the characteristics necessary to design 
Software component, and implement context-awareness of software 
Component components. 
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10. Enterprise Pattem Provides a standard and consistent way of 
Component designing large-grained components in 

enterprise content. 

11. CBDi Pattem Pattem Language A Pattem Language for Component-based 
Language Development and Integration 

12. Rule Pattem Pattem Language A Pattem Language for Business Rules 
Language Modeling, Design and Implementation. 

13. Pattems for Web Pattem Language A Pattem Language for the design of service-
Services oriented architectures. 
Architecture 

14. Dynamic Notion and Used to produce just-in-time integrating, on-
Configuration, technique demand application component assembly 
Collaboration 

15. Mapping Business Notion and Defining a set of steps and artifacts that result in 
Architecture to methodology the more seamless mapping of business 
Software architecture to component-based software 
Architecture architecture. This helps bridge the semantic gap 

between business and 1fT through the creation 
of an abstract formal specification of the high-
level business functionality that can be mapped 
directiy onto component-base software 
architecture. 

16. Extensions to Methodology, A set of activities and workproducts have been 
current methods for techniques, identified and utilized on projects since 1994 
component-based workproducts, that extend object-oriented methods for 
and service- activities component-based development. Examples: 
oriented software 
engineering 

17. Dynamically re- Blueprints and The blueprint (components, connectors and 
configurable reference constraints) for creating an architecture that will 
architectural style architectures support dynamic re-configuration and re-

composition 
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1 CHAPTER ONE: ISSUES IN THE DESIGN 

AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SOFTWARE 

ARCHITECTURE AND ApPLICATIONS 

Objectives 

• To discuss the issues and problems prevalent in the design and 

implementation of software m:hitecture and applications based on 

the literature and fIeld experience; describe the need to solve a set of 

re1ated problems. 
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1.1 THE PROBLEM: THE GAP BETWEEN 
BUSINESS AND liT 

Businesses lose revenue, time, budget and reputation in failing to stay within 

the constraints of their often rapidly changing functional and non-functional 

requirements; imposed through a variety of "forces" such as legislation, 

market pressure, deregulation, competition, customer trends and business 

policies. The challenge is to remain within the allotted time within the set 

budget and yet have the ability to manage changes to requirements and 

implement the new changes in a timely and cost-effective fashion. 

These forces often include total cost of ownership; lowering currendy high 

maintenance costs, having the ability to rapidly introduce new products and 

services into the marketplace, tap into legacy applications to recompose an 

application to handle new business goals and models. 

Integration is found to be key in elevating an enterprise into higher levels of 

capability towards the ability to achieve the degree of resilience and 

responsiveness that is required in today's rapidly changing and on-demand 

world of interactions and transaction across vast value-nets. 

The gap between business liT is even more pronounced when we see the 

current state of liT being at a level 0 in the following scale of levels of 

integration within the enterprise. 
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Figure 1: Levels ofIntegration 

Integration; 
A utlllty-based model; client pay for 
using data and slHVlces; On demand versus 

Call1llWOke services provided by one 
component and required by the next 

identify components Ind their servlcel 
AcrOSI product llnel; ltart I product malllgernent 
Perspedlve with Iong~enn evolution Ind 
Planning of prodUdlthltlntlfOperate Ind reply 
On one lnother 

AI I first Step; hlnnonlze InfOl1l'llllon 
Flow through meuagHlriented 
EAI Ipprolchea 

be 

IIT Systems are typically at level 0 while the expectations of the on-demand 

world of business are often at level 4. In order to bridge this gap we need to 

elevate the capabilities of IIT systems from level 0 to a higher level, gradually 

migrating key systems to level 4, although the prospect of taking all system to 

that level of maturity is not going to be operationally viable. 

Integration (of data; EAr or enterprise application integration) is a good start 

as we go from level 0 to level 1. However, integration of processes is also 

required. This cannot be done in an ad hoc manner; therefore components 

must be identified and built or mined out of legacy systems that enable 

process integration within lines of business at level 2. Further, the exposure of 

sezvices across the value-net and across lines of business in an interface-only 

fashion (as in Web sezvices) is key to supporting business needs at level 3. 

It is vital for a business to be able to adapt to variations in requirements, 

technology, business goals and processes as well as new yet slightly dissimilar 

software architectures that need to be created. 
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A Business has many challenges. Competitors, market, legislation and world 

politics often impose the requirements volatility. This is especially true for 

large businesses with multiple product lines and business lines such as 

banking, telecommunications, insurance, etc. 

The rapid advancement of technology brings with it the need to renovate and 

adapt older legacy systems for more robust and reliable processing. This is 

called legacy integration and transfonnation. 

In addition, the business rules and logic locked within often monolithic legacy 

systems is often required to be tapped into so, for example, web enabled 

systems with added value can not only enhance a business lines CWTent 

functionality but also maintain the smoothness of its operation by tapping 

into the units of its legacy functionality. 

Thus the primaly factors of successful software architecture are summarized 

as: 

• Component-based; reuse-driven 

• Architecture-centric 

• Aligned with business goals and direction 

• Being able to re-confIgUl"e and re-assemble parts to produce new 

applications 
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• Adaptive, flexible and changeable 

• Integration or transfonnation of legacy systems into currently usable 

assets 

Over the past 20 }ears of the author's experience in large scale systems 

development, experience has shown that these problems are best addressed 

when managed across five domains. The domains of component-based 

development and integration are explored in the following section. 

1.1.1 Five Domains of Component-based 
Development and Integration 

One of the first key impediments to component engineering has been the 

false assumption that components are primarily a technology and tooling 

issue. Although there are various technology and deployment-based solutions 

to creating fine-grained components, the full realization of component-based 

software engineering (CBSE) on a large scale {"progr.unming-in-the-large" 

[138] or "megaprogrunming" [92] requires a focused set of solutions not 

only for the technology arena, but also in the organizational, business, and 

operational (e.g., project management) areas. 

There are two fundamental questions to ask: "What (should) become a 

component? What are the boundaries based on which we should define 

components?" and "How do you build this component?" Both these are 

distinct, but related to "what is a component?" The selection of "what 

18 



becomes a component?" follows from the needs of the business domain. 

Components are fIrst a business issue then a technology problem 

Addressing component-based development and integration issues m an 

enterprise context requires attention to fIve domains of concern where 

activities are done and artifacts produced. The domains 0./ CLID/ are defined 

as: organization, methodology, architecture, reusable technology 

implementation and infrastructure (see Table 1: How GOOD relates to other 

disciplines in Software Engineering). For each of these domains, we have 

identified and executed on producing workproducts and activities that 

support the aims of that specifIc domain as it pertains to enterprise scale 

component-based and setvice-onented computing. This comprises the 

method proposed as part of GOOD which has been implemented on 

industrial strength projects. 
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Domain Scope 

Organizational! Reuse across the organization; reuse programs, notions of 

Business CBDI, knowledge transfer; management of CBDI projects, 

team structures, hand-off protocols; business sponsorship 

and visibility 

Methodology/Process Extensions to current methods (Unified Process and GS 

Method) to fully support CBDI from the ground-up 

(vertical support) and across the life-C}cle (horizontal 

support) 

Architecture Patterns for mode~ design, bWld, test, deploy, and maintain 

component architectures in green-field and legacy 

integration! transfortnation tracks. 

Reusable Technology Best-practices and patterns on Mapping the architecture to 

Implementation an implementation technology (each is called a mapping): 

Enterprise Java Beans, Web Services, Java SelVlets/Java 

SelVer Pages, CORBA, NET 

Infrastructure Tooling; development, test, pre-production and production 

environments, 

Table 1: The Domains of Co nent-based nevelo ment and In tion mpo p tegra 
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1.2 ISSUES IN 

IMPLEMENTATION 

ARCHITECTURE 

THE 

OF 

DESIGN AND 

SOFTWARE 

The gap between the Business Domain within conunercial organizations 

and Infonnation Technology (1/1) is primarily a result of the conceptual 

gap between the tools, tenninology, methods, models and the mismatched 

expectations that result from dichotomy. This gap is problematic in that 

software must clearly reflect, support and be aligned with the often rapidly 

changing needs of the business domain. Therefore a mapping from one 

domain to the other is required. This mapping is often done in an ad hoc 

fashion resulting in great risk and expenditure to projects. Where it is 

successful, it is often the result of valiant attempts of "heros", often not the 

consistent and repeatable result of a mature software indusny. 

Mapping Business Architecture to Component-based or Semce-oriented 

Software Architecture has been an area that presents more promise in 

solving this problem, because components and services naturally fonn units 

of encapsulation that can be built with less ripple effects on the rest of the 

system once changes come dashing in from changes in business 

requirements. 

However, this large gap still exists and the promise of brining business and 

technology closer together to achieve greater repeatable success on projects 

and on on-going maintenance has not been fulfilled as 80% of projects that 
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are started are cancelled and of that remaining 20%, 70% are over time and 

budget. 

One of the main problems in this gap, is the inherent imprecision of natural 

language requirements specifications coming from the business domain that 

are handed over to liT. Such specifications are open to risk-ridden 

intetpretations that may not only miss the business goals and objectives but 

actually impede business development through lack of flexibility in 

resiliently accommodating new requirements. 'This is one of the major issues 

in software development today. 

A ltfxuJJ there I'M mmy isSUf5 ani prrJiem that I'M enDII1Imfi Wthin the sifrwtre 

deuJqJrnn /ifot.)lie, the amr!It chapter attenpts to atpture the mRf! saJiI!d aE5 b:tstd at 

the dJIIhoIs experiera ani Ws«i at in:Iustry literature. 

The context in which these issues and problems arise are in the design and 

implementation of software architecture and applications on large-scale 

entetprise-wide projects in larger organizations (such as banks, 

telecommunications companies, financial institutions, healthcare, etc.). They 

have been found to primarily consist of issues relating to : inxJnat sela:tim if 

~ grarru/arity, trr!atm!nt if ~-b:tstd siftume ~ as cJ:iea

aieImJ siftume ~~ (djects My as fiw:graimi cmpmenIS), IaJe if first-class 

ani foil stlfJlXJlt for cmpmenIS ani serUas in amf!J1t CJ;jttt-arienJai tn!thcxJs, IaJe if 

anideratim if lMsinss rules as first -class antlUCts if the ~ paradign ani 
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~asseniiy. Other issues have been documented in [14]. 

Not only are the tools and languages inadequate, but a deeper problem exists. 

The methods, process models and methodologies prevalent in object-oriented 

cin:les fail to adequately support the identiflcation, speciflcation and design of 

software components and services. And indeed they fail to take into account 

the notion of their component context and configuration within the face of 

changing requirements. A component context can be described with an 

analogy: hardware integrated cin:uits (ICs) are plugged into a silicon board, 

which provides the buses and connections between elements on the board. 

The software components are plugged into a similar domain, architecture and 

application context, which provides the practical constraints on the 

collaborations and interactions between components and semces. 

Components are mentioned in the context of a component-based 

development and integration context and services are related to service-

oriented architectures in particular the variety implemented as Web Services. 

1.2.1 Granularity 

Cmpcntts gmnJarity is iftm taciJJy assumrl to k too fim-~ ~ an dj«t 

graph 'UiJh ¥ dtg1a5 if dtperJen:ies mtk~ 184S~ R(actaint!. ani 1e-cmpaitim 

dijfioJt if ret inpasilie 

The first issue under consideration is that of Component Grllnlll4fity. The 

scope and context of the discussion is at the enterprise scale that often deals 

with families of applications; product lines and business lines. This requires 
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large applications that interact to support the business within the entire 

enterprise. To this end, it is convenient to define three levels of component 

granularity: fine-grained "traditional" objects, medium-grained business 

subsystems (pricing engine, shopping cart subsystem) and large-grained 

semi-applications (billing system, account management system) that are 

customized and composed to produce enterprise scale systems (e.g., internet 

order-processing system). 

Components are most often discussed and handled within the same context 

as if dealing with objects in the object-oriented paradigm. Object-oriented 

projects tend to result in rather convoluted graphs of inter-dependent 

object. The entropy introduced by creating these unmanageable object 

graphs arise from the perspective of using a large number of fine-grained 

objects (here used in a general sense and held to be - in this context

synonymous with the notion of class). 

It is noteworthy that the author's experience points to the fact that large 

enterprise object models seldom find their way into working systems; 

agreement across business lines within an organization is difficult to achieve. 

Thus, an Account class may have different connotations for each product 

line or business line: "This is not my Account semantics." Starting from the 

axiom of fIne-grained classes or objects often results in a design that is 

found to be weaving a web of (often unnecessary and impractically limiting 
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set of) dependencies (within the context of technolog0 and lack of 

consensus (within a business context). 

Whereas this paradigm is certainly applicable on smaller-scale projects of the 

order of a few developers with a few dozen classes, large enterprise systems 

require a larger granularity of partitioning and separation of concerns. This 

can be done through the explicit selection of reuse levels [8] . A "class" is 

the fmest-grained Qowest) level of reuse. Recursively larger grained, named, 

clusters of classes are required to partition and manage the conceptual and 

operational complexity of large numbers of classes. This problem is similar 

to that encountered in state diagrams where there is a combinatorial 

explosion of states. The solution, introduced by Harel is to use a 

modularized hierarchy of states, represented as statecharts. Similarly, we 

propose that medium- to large-grained components recursively aggregate 

smaller-grained classes into larger modular constructs that can be 

manipulated and managed as a single entity using key attributes and 

capabilities as outlined in the Enterprise Component architectural pattern 

(see Figure 2) which defmes the set of underl}ing patterns for designing 

large-grained components. 
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Figure 2: EnteIprise Component Pattern 

It must be recognized, however, that the design and mamtenance of 

medium- to large-grained components requrres a different mindset. This 

mindset is based on deciding on the parameters for separation of concerns 

and of the design decisions that need to be encapsulated by the choice of 

component boundaries. In addition, this requires more mature perspectives 

on not only the notion of reuse (as depicted in the concept of reuse levels) 

but of the attributes of pluggablity, interoperability, dynamic configuration, 

dynamic collaboration (dynamic choreography) and self-description. 

As depicted by the concept of reuse levels, fine-grained objects are not the 

only level of granularity of reusable entities or components. Assuming that 

fine-grained objects are the unit of reuse is a fallacy that leads to large, 

mostly un-maintainable object graphs that tend to take on a design direction 
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of their own rather than being traceable to a business goal. By targeting a 

level of reuse appropriate for an application context, the issues arising from 

the improper addressing of Component Granularity can be mitigated. For 

example, instead of building an entetprise object model that business lines 

will not agree upon; choosing large grained components with services 

exposed and messages exchanged through choreographies in a component-

base service-oriented architecture seems to yield a more realistic, feasible 

solution. 

nus constitutes the explicit acknowledgment of the eXIStence of, 

subsequent identification of and appropriate selection of higher levels of 

reuse from the very outset of the project; starting at the beginning of the 

life-cycle in business modeling and analysis. As a contribution to business 

modeling and analysis we introduce the notion of Subsystem Analysis 1• 

'Reuse Level Selection' is the fll'St step of subsystem analysis. Then, the 

domain is decomposed into a set of subsystems based on the selected level of 

granularity. Usually, such subsystems are Composite (m the sense of design 

patterns) . Yet current methods do not support the explicit decision-making 

on what level of reuse to set as the unit of reusable granularity for a project. 

For example, the spectrwn of reuse levels spans individual base classes all the 

way to subsysteIm (collections of classes). 

1 See chapter on ExtenSions to G.trrent Methods for Component-based Software Engineering, 
SubsFm Analysis. 
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Granularity can apply to both components and selVices. Figure 3 shoVlS that 

the decision on granularity impacts the size, scope, usage complexity and 

performance of the software components and semces. 

Granularity has an impact on size, scope, usage complexity and 
performance. 

• Granularity: 

• Fine-grained 
• Scope: Single program 

• Medium-grained 
Multiple applications 
Scope: 

• project, framework, 
Business line or product line 

• Large-grained (Enterprise Components) 

Usage Complexity 

One type/class 

A collaboration cluster 

Multiple applications, product lines and business line,~s __ __ 
Scope: enterprise 
Less usage complexity; cleaner interfaces 
Less network chatter ~ 

- Higher performance 
Ease of intemal changes (if built in a standard 
manner e,g" a la Enterprise Component 
pattern) 

An Enterprise Component 

Figure 3: Granularity of Components and 

Services 

hffll.lI"t!.1§4 

Appropriate granularity naturally comes when a correct method is applied to 

the discovery of component boundaries. 1bis contribution of the steps in 

using GOOD from a method extension perspective is described in detail in 

Olapter Nme, 7.1 Extensions to Oment Methods for Component-based 

Software Engineering. 
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1.2.2 Semantics of Component 
Composition and Collaboration (aka 
Manners) 

Although interlaces and in some rare cases, contracts are indeed used in 

software development, how the contract is to be designed (not implemented) 

is not specifIed. Although from a consumer of the contract the "how" (or 

abstract specifIcation of component context-sensitive behavior) should be 

transparent, from the perspective of the component designer, the provider of 

the setvices exposed by the component, this specifIcation is critical. Without it 

systems are designed in inconsistent and non-standard ways, policies, rules 

and contextual aspects of the component, its composition and collaboration 

are left to be lwd-coded. This tight coupling and implementation dependent 

nature of the policies, rules and context make changes to the component, its 

composition and collaboration fra.meVVOlk diffIcult, if not impossible to 

manage in a cost effective and timely manner. 

Protocols have been offered as partial solutions to this dilemma but fail to 

solve the problem. The way in which groups of methods on an object or 

functions in a structured module are to be used; the sequence of usage and 

dependency structure (which one is called before another one) is left to ad 

hoc hard-coding rather than a declarative specif'lcation that facilitates 

maintenance through the ability to be dynamically re-composed or re

confIgured. 

To address this problem Grammar-oriented Object Design (GOOD) 

introduces the notion of manners described in detail in Otapter Four: 

Manners. 
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1.2.3 Gap between Business and IT 
Architecture 

'This gap contains several detailed aspects, each of which deserve their own 

attention. Various aspects of this major problem in software engineering are 

described below. 

1.2.4 (Non) Evolutionary Cohesion 
Non-cohesive, divergendy evolved architectural elements. Consolidate 

or "assimilate" disparate processing that is the natural result of organic and 

unstructured architectural growth of infonnation systems. This calls for 

removing redundant functionality across multiple heterogeneous systems, 

evolved over time with differing business goals architectural discipline and 

infrastructure. Sometimes this consolidation occurs when a business gro'WS 

and its legacy systems can no longer withstand its volume, throughput or 

scalability requirements; not to mention the need to have drastic additions 

toitsfilnctionality. 

1.2.5 (Lack of )Adaptation to Change 
Functionality changes or software maintenance accounts for over 60% of 

software development costs and sometimes more than 70% of the project 

effort [21]. 

1.2.6 (Lack of ) Business Traceability 
Lack of tlaceability and business goal and rule centlalization. Often 

there is no central repository of business rules that can be used as a frame of 

reference to trace back the filnctionalityof software components. 
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1.2.7 (Lack of Appropriate) Modularization 

Lack of proper modularity or componentization. Thus with a lack of 

traceability the need invariably arises to replace obsolete rules and "plug-in" 

new ones in a modular and componentized fashion. 

Lack of configurability. Systems are built five times over rather than 

building one system and configuring it five times. TIlls often occurs within 

the context of product lines or families of applications that have similar but 

sufficiendy varying needs. 

1.2.8 (Lack of consideration of multiple) 
Reuse Levels 

Reuse is an elusive goal. It has been the holy grail of software engineering for 

many decades. One of the major issues is that the granularity of reuse impacts 

the type of reusable element being designed and implemented and later 

maintained. Reuse is thus not only a technical problem but a very large and 

deep-rooted organizational issue [48]. One of the key fallacies in software 

development projects is the primary reuse of the notion of class or object. 

Contrary to this, real reuse is achieved and is achievable through the 

consideration of higher orders of reuse. The selection of this level of reuse 

sets an achievable objective for the project and does not waste time in 

focusing on what is not of primary importance within the context of reuse. 

Ten levels if 1f!USe !me hJen itlettiforJ [8]. They are, in order of increasing 

abstnction: base class, aggregation hier.m;hy, inheritance hier.m;hy, and 
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cluster, i.e., subsystem, framework, component, pattern, generic architecture, 

environment interaction meta-knowledge and technology tnmsfer knowledge. 

The base class, i.e., level zero, is often the tacitly assumed reuse level that 

projects employ, leading to fine-grained objects that build "forests of inter

wined object graphs" which are difficult, if not impossible, to reuse in part. 

Our experience and research indicates that higher levels of reuse should be 

chosen for designing reusable components by modeling subsysterns--at 

design-time, and realizing them as components at run-time. Methods have 

typically emphasized the run-time aspects of components; e.g., the UML's 

icon for a component provides no guidance on what the steps are to realize 

one: where to start design and what to include in a component. 

1.2.9 Reuse 
Lack of reuse. Writing reusable software requires more than the valiant 

efforts of a few developers; it requires a reuse program and full 

organizational support. However, this approach [48], as not been successful 

in the large. Although there have been instances of success, a repeatable 

pattern has been diffIcult to achieve. Many reasons exist [18]. A salient one 

being the fact that reuse is not tackled from the five domains of 

component-based development and integration [214]. 
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1.2.10 Flow Variation and Adaptation: 
Applying Changes Non-intrusively 

Ganges to software architecture and applications are often applied 

intrusively resulting in long testing and validation cycles that often exceed 

the tolerance of the timeliness required supporting business goals. 

Cltange is not anticipated explicitly in the methodologies employed in 

software design and construction. Grammar-oriented Object Design 

presents a method (see OIapter Nme) that is an extension to current 

methods such as Rational Unifted Process, IBM Global Services Method, 

Method /1, etc. The extensions fill a need for the first-class support of 

components starting from business analysis down to deployment. 

This section contains an elaboration of the requirements for applying 

changes non-intrusively. 

1.2.11 An Analogy 
implications of 
adaptation 

for 
flow 

context 
variation 

and 
and 

Within this section, an analogy from the domain of theoretical physics will 

be used to provide a richer description of the context and implications of 

the current theme on flow variation and adaptation. 

In 1905, Albert Einstein wrote a paper entitled "On the Electrodynamics of 

Moving Bodies" in which he introduced the special theory of relativity. In 
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this he proposed that bodies whose motion approached the speed of light 

were ~ by a dijforent set if Ia-us than those traveling at lower velocities. 

Another challenge is the increasing demand for olioer Con/igllrauufty 

and dynamiC 7E'-con/igllra~/on. Configurability refers to the assembly of 

an application within a family of applications from parts that are entetprise 

components that can be dynamically re-configured and re-wired into a 

working application; often designed to meet a volatile set of functional in a 

moving landscape of non-functional requirements. 

In modem day computing, software objects move through the 

implementation of business specifications, or more accurately, move 

through versions and confIgurations based on changes in their requirements. 

Here, requirements are the frames of reference for software objects. 

Applying changes to software architectures to meet a continuously changing 

landscape of business requirements and technology issues and constraints is 

a major challenge of modem software engineering, akin in analogy to the 

changes in the frame of reference of Newtonian Mechanics where the speed 

of light was shown to be a limit and the velocities approaching that of light 

required a different set of equations to describe natural phenomena for 

moving bodies. 
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Although object technology has provided great advances in the way we 

conduct the software engineering process, it has not fulfilled many of the 

goals of large-scale reusability, ability to rapidly introduce variations (slight 

changes, not those requiring major restructuring) to (often running) 

software. 

Component-based software engineering [25] is an evolution of the object 

paradigm. Service-oriented architectures are a wrapping of services and 

capabilities around a component infrastructure. However, realizing esSE 

has had its challenges primarily due to a large myopic focus on technology'

related aspects. 

Recognizing that components are a means to an end of highly re

conflgurable and adaptive architectures that are able to shadow the changes 

in a business domain with ease is a step in the right direction. 

Recognizing that five domains of CBSE must be simultaneously addressed 

[10] is key to realizing "On Describing the Variations of Otanging 

Requirements" to extend Einstein's metaphor. 

Adaptive Architectures [101] have been suggested to address some of these 

issues but are constrained to more structural types of adaptation than being 

able to dynamically change business rules and business flow. 
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Patterns and pattern languages have been proposed [9] to solve commonly 

encountered problems. These are based on a wide variety of project 

experiences applied across multiple industty segments. These help in 

defining standards and best-practices for building large-grained, message-

aware entetprise business components that can be used to build applications 

that function across multiple product lines and business lines. 

1.2.12 Current Methods do not explicitly 
Design for Change: Change and Variation
oriented Design (VOD) 

An examination of current methodologies shows that they do not have 

explicit support (other than, for example, the variations in a use-cases or 

"change cases") for designing for change and variability of the software 

architecture and applications that will be running on it. GOOD provides 

explicit support within methods (see chapter nine) in the fonn of Variation-

oriented Analysis and Design, employing extemalization to achieve 

resilience in the face of change [13]. 

VOD was first mentioned in [5] by Gamma et aI. Arsanjani expands VOD 

into a discipline with a set of explicit methodological steps and techniques. 

The author introduces Variation-oriented Analysis (VOA) and develops six 

principles of VOAD. This extends VOAD to the notion of dynamic non

intrusive re-confIguration [5111] where dynamic configuration, 
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collaboration and self-description of the component seIVlces and 

component composition into applications are realized. 

Variation-oriented analysis and design is based on separating out the 

changing from the less-changing, more stable and pennanent aspects of a 

business domain, software architecture and finally, detailed design at the 

class level The latter is the level of granularity mentioned by Gamma et aI. 

in their seminal Design Patterns work. 

Arsanjani further extends the notion of designing for variations, a notion 

that can be called "Design for Change" relying on and expanding on 

concepts such as Me}er's Open-Oosed Principle [66]. 

1.2.13 Types of Change 
In this section we will explore the impact of changes to code (existing 

systems) from several aspects: life-cycle, intrusiveness, unit of composition 

/ encapsulation, and timing. These aspects have been empirically experienced 

as critical to change by the author or many}ears on nrultiple projects. 

1.2.13.1 Life-cycle 

Cllanges can occur all through the software development life-cycle; from 

requirements all the way down to implementation and deployment. As the 

changes are made to fIner grained woIkproducts of the development life-

C}Cle, such as detailed design or even worse, to code, the resulting 

modifICations are increasingly costly. 
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Let us focus for a moment on the changes to existing systems which is in line 

with many of the problems encountered in actual software engineering 

projects in industry. 

1.2.13.2 Intrusiveness and Unit of Composition 

Cltanges to code can generally be categorized as being 

• Intrusive, or 

• Non-intrusive 

With respect to a unit of composition or encapsulation (generally a reuse 

leve4 but more specifically, we will focus on the following more commonly 

encountered units) 

• method, 

• object, (class) 

• cluster (of classes; group of collaborating objects), 

• f~~gr.Unedcomponent, 

• framework, (medium-gr.Uned component) 

• large-gr.Uned component (enterprise component) or 

• Subsystem (containing several enterprise components). 

1.2.13.3 Us.ge Time 

These types of change and unit of composition can be applied at various 

points in the life-cycle of a component composition: 
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• Design Tune 

• Usage Ttme 

• Assembly or composition Tune 

• Start-up 

• Configuration 

• Run-time 

Therefore, the objective of VOD is to minimize the cost of making changes 

with respect to the above aspects of a software system, namely phase in the 

life-cycle, unit of composition, usage time (timing) and intrusiveness. 

1.2.14 Methods and Methodologies 
The third flaw of CU11'ent component-engineering methods is that 

object-oriented analysis and design methods do not fully support the design 

and construction of medium- to large-grnined business components aom the 

agree to enforce Large Component Granularity then we must augment 

software engineering methods to support the design of larger-grained 

components. This calls for Subsystem Discovery (versus Object Discove~ 

and Subsystem Analysis subsequent to Domain Analysis. Subsequent steps 

in this process is discussed in the last chapter of this thesis. 

The lack of methodology support for component-based development 

from a holistic business-focused perspective has detrimental effects on the 
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software life-cyt:le. Cmrent methods do not provide direct upfront, leading 

life-cyde support for business architecture design and modeling leading to 

component identification and specification. 

Having attempted to address the same basic problem or reuse and 

conf'lgwability, Object-oriented methods and progamming have 

essentially fallen short of their expected progress in this area. Systems 

continue to be hard to reuse and difficult to maintain. Smaller gr.lined 

components or objects (here used to cover the commonality between the 

stricter delineation of classes, interlaces, and types) tend to create large cluster 

or object graphs with high dependencies in tenns of inheritance, composition 

and reference to other objects. Often, reusing one object or cluster entails 

using its dependents and those it depends on as well, defeating the purpose of 

light-weight reuse. The lack of success of many large smaIl object-oriented 

frameworks, despite an elegant design is a testimony to this (e.g., San 

Francisco Project, Taligent's Framework). 

ConfigNnt/Ji/ity, symmehy rind SI4/Ji/ity. Component-based development 

[25], an evolved fonn of object-oriented development, has been attempting 

to solve the same problem through a black box composition metaphor of 

poltS, connectors and interlaces. More recently, notions of aspect-oriented 

programming [98], subject-oriented programming [98] and multi

dimensional separation of concerns [98 (251)] have been introduced to deal 
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with increasingly overwhelming issues in this space. Product line 

architectures concentrate on building components that can be reused across 

a family of applications [51157158]. 

Even with this impressive landscape, we are still faced with the same basic 

questions of reuse, configurability, customization, stability and adaptation. 

Within this sphere of change in architecture, we must note that hard-wired 

connections between components in an architecture are based on (often) 

tacit assumptions about the non-changing aspect of the connectors or 

components. Entropy is the amount of disorganization that creeps in as the 

result of the third law of thermodynamics as applied to physical systems. 

The same notion, applied to cybernetics via the work of Norbert WIener, 

suggests that entropy can also be measured within infonnation systems. 

Specifically, the entropy of a software architecture increases with every 

change made to its structure and function; because the intention that the 

software was to change along that axis of variation may not have been 

present as an architectural design decision when the system was designed. 

Focusing on the goals and intentions that the business has set out to 

achieve, even on a per-iteration basis is critical to its success and the success 

of supporting software. 
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1.3 THE SOLUTION: DYNAMICALLY RE-

CONFIGURABLE ARCHITECTURE THROUGH 
GRAMMAR-ORIENTED OBJECT DESIGN 

1.3.1 Motivation 

To achieve the above, the author proposes Gramntr-arienJa:i Wject design 

(GOOD) as a new way to solve "old" problems in software architecture. It 

is the application of subsystem analysis; variation-oriented analysis and 

design using domain-specific languages that help define an enterprise-scale, 

loosely coupled, business-driven component architecture. This allows the 

creation of a new architectural style that has the attributes of dynamic re-

configurability and re-composition based on changing business 

requirements and liT non-functional requirements. This architectural style 

is composed of medium- to large-scale business components, services and 

their interfaces, contr.lCtS and manners in a set of architectural layers 

mapping to an n-tier architecture. 

Rather than emphasizing the components within the architecture, this style 

focuses on the more impottant problem of dynamic composition of 

enterprise components and services that are guaranteed to support business 

processes and goa1s. 

Granunar-oriented object design is the next step in the evolution of software 

engineering methods. From proceduml programming and design to object

based and object-oriented progr.unming and then on to object-oriented 

design and analysis (m the oIder of their evolution), we next anive at 
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component-based software engineering and recently to setvice-oriented 

software engineering. The notion of subject-oriented or aspect-oriented 

programming paradigms [41] is powerful metaphors which are based on the 

nrulti-dimensional separation of concerns. Object-orientation is based on the 

separation of concerns across one dimension. 

The next step needs to fulfill the following goals which can be summarized by 

the name "on-demand computing": 

1. Dynamic configuration 

2. Dynamic collaboration 

3. Self-description of semi-autonomous components 

4. Just-in-time integration or rapid component or service assembly based on 

business goals and technical aspects (often relating to non-functional 

considerations and requirements) 

a. This is also referred to as on-demand computing. 

b. One of the corollaries of this approach is a utilio/' based model of 

computing 
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1.4 THESIS STRUCTURE 

Therefore, what is needed is an integrated methodology that enjoys the 

combination of component-based, service-oriented software engineering, 

domain-speciflc languages and software architecture. 

In chapter one commonly encountered problems and issues in the design 

and implementation of software architecture are described in detail. This 

lays the foundation for many of the problems that GOOD helps solve or 

alleviate to a greater degree. Cllapter two is a literature review which 

discusses the evolution of the notion of software components. 

Subsequently, in Chapter Three the solution to the problems detailed in 

Cllapter One is shown to be solved through the introduction of Granunar

oriented Object Design. Chapter Three describes one of the main 

contributions of this dissertation, namely Grammar-oriented Object Design 

(GOOD) in teons of semi-fonnal, re-configurable, executable business 

specifications. The subsequent two chapters (four and five) elaborate the 

details of the novel contributions of GOOD by describing Manners and 

Executable Business SpeciflCations. Cllapter Six describes the impact of 

GOOD on the disciplines of software engineering such as Business 

Architecture, Software Architecture, SeIVice-oriented Computing and On

demand computing. In Chapter six, 'We concentrate on the notion of 

software architecture and its relevance to our discussion within the context 

of architectural styles that can support the needs of dynamic re

confIguration or rapidly changing business needs. Chapter six also explores 
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the implications of GOOD for semce-oriented architecture and web 

semces on demand computing where the leveraging of open standards and 

enablement of ;ust-in-time integration paradigms is described using the 

contributions of this thesis. Otapter six also explores the domain of 

business modeling and business architecture to provide a background for 

the reader as to what is missing in this domain and how this dissertation 

contributes towards filling that gap. 

Otapter seven describes the method contributed by Granunar-oriented 

object design that creates a dynamically reconftgurable architecture based on 

a service-oriented architecture. This chapter introduces a set of process 

steps in the context of the GOOD methodology for developing seIVice

oriented, component-based systems that exhibit dynamically re-conftgurable 

characteristics. This creates the platfonn for on-demand computing. 

<llapter eight is an evaluation of the contributions by demonstrating a 

canonical example using a case study called E-bazaar. 

Finally the conclusion summarizes and concludes the dissertation. The 

structure is depicted in Figure 4 below. 
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The following diagram summarizes the structure of this dissertation: 

Chapter One: Chapter Six: 

Chapter Three: ••• 

Chapter Four: 

Figure 4: Strucrure of the Thesis 
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1.5 KEY CONCEPTS 

The set of primary concepts can better be grasped by understanding their 

mutual relationships with one another. The main concepts and notions 

discussed, analyzed and contributed in this thesis can be summarized in the 

following conceptual diagram. 

, 
I 

Gap 

I 
A 

I I 
Business r " lIT widens 

Emerging Agile; I Siqnifies ability Changes in 
Computing paradigm: Responsive in to implement Requirements 

On-demand [near] real-time I 
I Require support of ~ 

Business 
Software ~omponent-based - Modell t-- -

Architecture 
.........---

Service-oriented I---
Architecture 

...... -- . . ----, 

Needs to reconfigure 
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Require Require Method -
.;, 

--t 
Business -Applications are 
Value-net ~ 

Dynamically I-- Compositions 

1 Re-configurable 

Composed of 
i -- -- ---- -- - - - - ----- - ---------- ~ Enabled thru 

Context-aware - Variation 
Components I Type of 

Components 

Semantics externalized by has expose Ex ernalized into/adapted b 

I Manners -0 Services 
y Configuration 

f 

Figure 5: Meta-model of Concepts in Thesis 

The gap between business and liT is shown above and seen to be aggravated 

or widened as changes in requirements come about making changes to 

typically brittle liT systems difficult to implement in a timely fashion that 

would keep up with the business domain. Therefore, to enable the emerging 

paradigm of on-demand computing which allo-ws the just-in-time horizontal 

integration of systems and businesses across a supply chain to respond to 

customer needs and outside threats, we require agility and the ability to 

respond in near real-time to these changes in requirements and new needs. 
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This agility and responsIVeness reqwres a dynamically re-confIgurable 

business modeVarchitecture and software architecture. The business model 

or architecture nrust be able to rapidly reconfigure its value-chain and the way 

it conducts business in that value chain. The software architecture has 

applications running on it which consist of components that encapsulate 

fwlctionalityoffered as seIVices. 

The main contributions of this thesis are found in the green boxes which 

include methods and architectural patterns and styles for developing 

dynamically reconf'Igurable component-based (seIVice provider side) and 

seIVice-oriented (seIVice consumer side) software architecture that enables on

demand computing. 

This is achieved through the introduction of the notion of context-aware 

components and seIVices (CAu) that have manners as a fIrst -class 

construct. Manners externalize the composition and flow of fwlctional and 

non-hmctional (i.e., operational) aspects of software and business 

architecture. 

Manners are often externalized in EnteIprise Components in the fonn of 

ConfIgurable ProfJles. 

The variations that come about as a result of changes in requirements are 

dealt with and defIned by the method which includes variation-oriented 

analysis and design. These variations are shown to be identified, separated, 

encapsulated and externalized within the manners of the system and its 

components. 
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2 CHAPTER Two: THE EVOLUTION OF THE 

NOTION OF MODULARITY, SOFTWARE 

COMPONENTS AND SERVICES 

Objectives 

• To describe the evolution of the notion of software components 

within the literature and relate them to the issues in chapter one 

• To describe the requirements for software components and how they 

drove the evolution of the notion, techniques and methods for 

designing, creating and managing software components 

• To explore the notions of granularity and composition of software 

components 

• To identify the relationship between software architecture and 

software components 

• To explore the relation of components with. object-oriented types 
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2.1 THE EVOLUTION OF THE NOTION OF 
MODULES, 

SERVICES 

SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AND 

2.1.1 A Literature Review of the Junction 
Point 

The topic of this dissertation stands at the junction point of several 

disciplines in computer science, most notably, software architecture, 

component-based software engineering, patterns and best-practices, 

domain-specific languages and architectures, formal specifications, business 

rules, business modeling and software development methods. 

Software projects exist to support the business or application domain; they 

are not a Dingan-siJl. These projects supporting a given business domain 

should consciously be initiated from a business driven perspective, construct 

a business architecture and then map that onto a component-fIrst software 

architecture. The configuration or composition of components is infinitely 

more important and complex than the sum of its constituent parts. TIm 

composition or confIguration however needs to be made confIgurable for 

different component contexts. TIm need gives rise to the need for a 

Dynamically Re-confIgurable Architectuml (D}Rec) Style. 

This style lends itself to rapid business growth through lower maintenance 

costs through more confIguration for adaptation than customization of a set 

2 "1biug-in-Itsdf". Immamvol Kant, Qitique of Pure Reason. 
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of components, faster time to market through the enablernent of agile 

introduction of products and services into an extremely competitive 

marketplace, and the introduction of product line spanning, enterprise 

components whose manners are typically externalized for ease of adaptation 

- even at runtime. 

In order to expound this new discipline of software engineering, namely, 

Granunar-Oriented Object Design (GOOD) which focuses on the goals of 

the business and can thus also be called Goal-Oriented Object Design, we 

need to explore and understand the overlapping aspects, key 

interrelationships and seminal impacts of the above areas of software 

engineering amongst themselves. 

We will start by what is now considered a classic; namely, David Lorge 

Pamas' 1972 paper "On the Oiteria to Be Used in Decomposing a System 

into Modules" [72]. This acclaimed paper has been considered seminal to 

the creation of the object paradigm; primarily due to the introduction of the 

concept of information hiding. Upon closer study, however, the paper's 

main import and implications are deeper than the commonly perceived 

notion of information hiding. The paper's main theme is, rather, the more 

general anzpt if ermpsulatim if des. det:isims. This allows the changes to a 

software system to be localized rather than have wider ranging ripple effects. 

The emphasis is so much on understanding and isolating variations that we 
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call this notion "variation-oriented design" (VOD) [110]. The notion is 

not unfamiliar to the design patterns and domain engineering conununities. 

Encapsulation of variations on design decisions is of key importance to 

introduce stability in software systems and thus software architecture. The 

notion of designing-in change points into a software structure has been 

explored most notably by Pree [75]. Fayad has explored the notion of 

software stability through the notion of Enduring Business Themes (EB1) 

[37]. However, EBT's do not handle or discuss the notion of variations and 

how to handle them in software application and architecture design. 

One of the contributions of this thesis is the introduction of a set of 

patterns for software symmetry and stability [3], describing how to achieve 

stability and design for changeability and variations in applications and 

architecture. This higher architectural stability is gained through monitoring 

aspects of symmetry in software architecture. 

Complementary to the notion of stability or less-changing aspects of 

software architecture is the notion of Variations. Pamas' paper [72] 

introduces the notion of infonnation hiding, which was later the foundation 

for abstr.lCt data types and subsequendy, the object pamdigm. This principle 

is often enunciated as follows: "an abstract data type should conceal its data 

structure and implementation mechanisIm from the outside world or clients 
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who invoke its services through a set of functions that are exposed and can 

be used to manipulate the Wlderlying mechanisms of the data structure. 

It is interesting to note that the frequently overlooked aspect of Pamas' 

paper is that design decisions about varying aspects of the algorithm should 

be encapsulated; infonnation about the decision should be hidden 

(encapsulated) so that when we decide to change this decision the impact 

will be minimal. 

This thesis, in Variation-oriented Analysis and Design, shows how hiding 

the infonnation about the design decision or mechanism implies the 

encapsulation of Uln4t/on points. We introduce six principles that describe 

the process of identifying these variation points and how to externalize 

them [14]. 

Each design decision is a potential variation point that once exposed, 

exposes the architecture to entropy with every change made to that variation 

point. Eventually, the architecture is lent brittle as the number of variation 

points, not having been separated out conceptually or physically from the 

rest of the design or code sustains changes to its implementation through 

new design decisions. 

Thus, it is crucial to identify, reify and externalize [14] these variations 

points in software architecture, often done well through encapsulation 

within the context of an Enterprise Component [9]. 
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We discuss the importance; propose a set of principles and process for 

handling variations and building adaptive architectures that are resilient to 

change. These extend and complement the notions and techniques of 

Enduring Business Themes [37], Adaptive Architecture [100] and variability 

and configurability [28158]. 

2.1.2 Component Software 
The literature reflects a lack of agreement and an overloading of component 

software tenninology, offering a number of definitions of what a component 

is or should be. For instance, Clemens Szyperski defmes a soft-ware 

component as a unit of composition with contr.lCtUally specified interfaces 

and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be 

deployed independently and is subject to composition bythini parties [25]. 

For example, a component provides prefabricated functional building blocks 

to be reused by reammging them in new compositions. One example might 

be using prefabricated avionics software in a complex command and control 

application. In other wonis, components can be thought of as building blocks 

or units of independent deployment used for third-party composition and 

having no persistent state (there is no differentiation between the component 

and its copies). The majority of the defInitions point out certain 

characteristics that are worth repeating. 
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First of all, terms in the literature that refer to a component (unit, piece of 

software, or abstraction) do not indicate any particular implementation 

technology. For instance, there is no need for a component to contain 

classes and be constructed using object technology, although that usually is 

the case. It could contain traditional procedures or it might be realized using 

any other approach and provide its functionality using any technology. 

Also, the tenn unit does not provide any indication about the size of the 

component. However, there are hierarchies of components, so size can vary 

considerably. 

Second, the tenn independent deployment refers to the fact that components 

are t}pically unaware of the contexts in which they can be used. In this case, 

to be ab1e to deploy a component independently means that a component 

needs to be well separated from its environment and other components. 

Therefore, a component encapsulates its constituent features, and it will never 

be deployed partially. This requirement usually has perfonnance implications 

and is one prob1em when trying to employ such components in an embedded 

system Third, if a component is to be used for composition then it has to be 

suffICiently self-contained with a clear specifJCation of what it requires and 

provides. In other won:is, a component has an interface specttICation that 

describes what the component does and how it behaves when its functions or 

semces are used. Through the specifJCation, any potential user of those 

functions can use the component in his application without preoccuP}'1ng 
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himself with how those functions are actually per-fonned. Also important is 

that a component can be viewed as a white box or black box building block 

depending on the visibility that the users have of its interface implementation. 

If a user has access to a component's source code, then it is said to be a white 

box component, since it implies some degree of extension and customization. 

If, on the other hand, a component is available with no source code, and may 

be used just as it is, it is described as a black box component. Finally, besides 

the specifIcation of provided interfaces, components also are required to 

specify their resource and other needs. These needs are called context 

dependencies, referring to the context of composition and deployment 

required. 

2.2 DECOMPOSITION 

Pamas (1972) [72] pioneered the notion of hiding the infonnation about 

design decisions behind modu1e interfaces. The notion of program families is 

explored and introduced, again by Pamas in 1976. This was to be precursor 

for product-line architecture [51125] and software kits. Pamas, Clements et a1. 

(1984) added hierarchies and their documentation through Module Guides to 

render the criteria for module decomposition scalable. 

Note that the main import of these papers was not as is conunonly conceived: 

they 'Were not solely about data abstmction - the hiding of data structures and 

exposure of methods to non-intrusively manipulate them - but rather about 

~ dsiwJ dtDsims. Variation-oriented Design [11] introduced by 
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Arsanjani in 2000 is built upon the same principles while Illa11}IDg the above 

notions with the concept of design patterns introduce by Beck, Gmningham 

and Gamma [42]. 

TIlls thesis extends these by a set of six principles, a process of extemalization 

and a method bywhich VOAD can be achieved. 

The literature contains few references on howto decompose a system or the 

actual mechanisms or methods for defining component boundaries; their 

identification and defInition. The notion of decomposition around the axis 

of change or variability has deep historical roots. Pamas [72] presents the 

initial criteria for system decomposition around design decisions - later 

diluted into data abstraction and forerunning the notion of object-oriented 

software development. VanHilst and Notkin [131] extend this notion 

recursively to decomposition of modules themselves; rather than the 

systems. They note that minimizing the number of design decisions per 

module, although producing smaller-grained modules, makes the software 

more amenable to change. The authors do not explicidy consider the impact 

of design patterns [42], although we fmd a reference to Ganuna et al. The 

module decomposition criteria they mention; i.e., of data representation 

changes, changes of behavior and algorithms, etc., can be elegandy handled 

by the notion of design patterns which are partially founded on the precept 

of variation-oriented design: "encapsulate what tends to change". Pree later 
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discusses hooks and hot-spots that can be used to provide a similar type of 

behavioral extension within object-oriented frameworks. 

2.3 REUSE OF FINE-GRAINED SOFTWARE 

COMPONENTS 

Fine-grained software components initially referred to as "mxiuks" began to 

be evolved into abstract data types. Soon this evolved into the notion of 

dJj«ts and dass(5. With the realization that similar or vittua11y identical 

modules need not be rewritten for every project, the notion of reuse, fll"St 

incorporated in program utilities and catalogs began to increase in 

importance. Gasses were thus sought out for reuse. This was the first level 

of reuse. Johnson and Foote (1996) discuss the criteria to be used in 

designing reusable class's [77]. 

Oasses soon began to be combined into groups of classes to fonn the second 

level of object composition: class libraries. The cohesion of these classes was 

defined by association, aggregation and inheritance or of the notion of 

delegation or composition. 

This second level of class dependency was often used to fonn groups of 

coupled d:jtrt graphs [132] around specialized domains such as graphics 

libraries, graphical user-interface widgets, financial instruments, etc. 
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Class libraries, being the second composition of classes, were utilities or 

advanced Application Program Interfaces (APIs) that a client program could 

invoke when a given functionality was desired. This type of class clustering 

led to a more specialized relationship between classes, which were based on 

inheritance and composition rather than merely a "uses" relationship. 

Once the object graph's collaborations were generalized enough to 

represent key domain concepts as abstract classes and incotporate the 

collaboration of these abstract classes, often with initial default 

implementation, the resulting cluster was named an object-oriented 

.fram!uork. Subsequently, Roberts and Johnson (1997) present a pattern 

larfpageforevolving frameworks [33]. 

The problem with frameworks lies in their strength: they abide by the 

principle of inversion of control whereby a client registers their software 

with the framewom and the framewom calls their program (classes that 

often implement or derive from a framewom base class) at appropriate 

points. 

2.4 COMPOSITION 

The composition of the components of software architecture plays a more 

can:iinal role in software engineering than the study of producing its 

individual components. Very often, the emphasis on research in this area is 

focused on the defInition of component models such as CDRBA 
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Component Model, DOOM, J2EE Enterprise Java beans, black box reuse; 

whether pre-existing (G.!stom-off-the-shelf (COTS)) or under development. 

Thus the specification of this composition from both a structural (static), 

flow (dynamic) and adaptive (reflected and altered at run-time) perspective 

is highly important. This dissertation combines the well-known capabilities 

of domain-specific languages with the problems of component-based 

software engineering to achieve a highly re-configurable, adaptive 

architectural style. 

This chapter further demonstrates how a domain-specific language is used 

to specify, generate and drive the configuration of a set of software 

components. A fonnal specification [119-121] is carried to component-base 

software architectures in the fonn of a formal language specification. The 

emphasis and usage context of this business domain-specific language is on 

highly re-conf"IgUrable architectural style. Garian et al., [43] describe the 

notion of defIning architectural styles for a collection of related systems. 

The style detennines a coherent vocabulaIy of system design elements and 

rules for their composition. By structuring the design space for a family of 

related systetm a style can, in principle, drastically simplify the process of 

building a system, reduce costs of maintaining systems. In this sense, an 

architectural style is a meta-architecture; or architecture that describes the 

composition of a set of related architectures that arise within various 
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domains, but within the same context. Our last defmition ties the notion of 

architectural styles to that of design patterns.3 

The notion of using a domain-specific business language is introduced to 

define the static and dynamic aspects of the composition and configuration 

of component-based software architecture. The composition of a software 

system is more than the sum of its parts; its configuration is more crucial to 

meeting the objectives of reuse, maintainability and time-to-market than the 

sole focus on what components to buy or how to create the components 

themselves. Although CUITent industry and academic focus has been on the 

selection of components, or of how to build them, little emphasis has been 

placed on how to assemble them into larger units of (e.g., business) 

functionality, especially while maintaining the ability to dynamically re

configure components at run-time. 

Service-oriented architectures brought to the forefront with the advent of 

Web Services [94] provide the ability to dynamically bind to a remote 

component's services, invoke them and disengage on demand. This sort of 

run-time adaptation, of querying for components for services, binding to 

them or of creating a dynamic component assembly to realize a business 

transaction or session is becoming increasingly important. Current 

component technologies and concepts do not allow this. 

3 For a !DOle detailed discussion ~er to the section on Arcbitectuml style and Softw.ue An:hir.ecture. 
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It gro\VS increasingly more important to be able to realize an on-demand 

service using the dynamic composition of component-based software 

architecture with the goal of providing a set of well-defined services for a 

transactional purpose. E-procurement or satisfying a value chain of 

providers and consumers is an example use-case where for the purposes of a 

business-to-business supply-chain transaction or set of transactions, two 

parties dynamically locate and negotiate one another, with one or more 

parties assembling a set of capabilities or services required from them by a 

service consumer to fulfill a business transaction. 

The duration of this composition or assembly may range from a few 

minutes to a semi-pennanent one. If the given confIguration tends to recur, 

it would satisfy non-functional or service level agreements to maintain this 

software composition over a period of time, where instances of components 

are assembled and collaborate in a configuration defIned by a set of business 

objectives. 

This paper dra\VS from the vast literature and prior work in the fields of 

software engineering, domain SpeCiflC languages, software architecture, 

domain engineering as well as the very well recognized and implemented 

theoretical foundations of compiler theory to construct a business complier. 

The steps to producing such a compiler call for augmentations to current 
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software development methodologies to support specification of business 

architecture and subsequendy mapping it to composition-based component 

architecture. 

Domain Analysis or Engineering is the process of defIning, creating and 

evolving reusable assets for a family of applications in a domain. Often 

domain analysis [5] is used to identify commonality/variability as a first step 

in the direction of the defInition of product line architectures (Cements and 

Bosch [24125]. A formalism to depict its results is lacking such that could 

be used to generate, drive and execute a specification for a business domain 

under investigation [95]. 

Formal methods tend to have a steeper learning cwve for the average 

developer or architect and add a signifIcant amount of formal specification 

time to the life-cycle [119]. Such methods tend to be highly abstract and 

often cumbersome to implement in business and information technology 

(Ill) circles where there is a large degree of skepticism on the actual value

add that these methods and specifications bring to the end-product. The 

effort to integrate formal specifIcations into the life-cycle for business 

applications, render it so far removed from justifiable project activities that 

developers and architects (let alone project managers who are aiming to get 

the project some on time) shy away from producing them. Such, often 

impractical attempts are abandoned in favor of tried and true, yet potentially 
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more labor-intensive methods of software development using general-

purpose progranuning languages Oava TIl and VisualBasicTli being currendy 

in vogue). 

This dissertation proposes a semi-fonnal method of software specification, 

development and maintenance through the representation of the manners of 

a system and its components in a domain specific language, resulting in the 

construction of a highly-re-configurable architectural. Thus, the notions of 

compiler theory (parsers, granunars) are combined with software 

engineering principles, software architecture, pattern driven software 

construction and domain-specific languages. Thus a balance is achieved by 

combining the strong points of more fonnal specification approaches with 

practical design and software architecture, pattern-related activities that 

direcdy produce workproducts of demonstrable value to the business 

sponsor of a software project. General purpose and special-purpose 

(domain speciflC) programming languages are thus used in a potent 

combination. 

2.5 COMPONENT-BASED SOFTWARE 

ENGINEERING (CBSE) 
Building software systeIm with reusable components brings many advantages. 

The development becomes more efficient, the reliability of the products is 

enhanced, and the maintenance requirement is SignifICantly reduced. 

Designing, developing and maintaining components for reuse is, however, a 
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very complex process which places high requirements not only for the 

component functionality and flexibility, but also for the development 

organization. 

This section discusses the different levels of component reuse, and certain 

aspects of component development, such as component generality and 

efftciency, compatibility problems, the demands on development 

environment, maintenance, etc. The evolution of requirements for products 

generates new requirements for components, if components are not enough 

general and mature. This dynamism detennines the component life cycle 

where the component fIrst reaches its stability and later degenerates in an 

asset that is diffIcult to use, diffJCUlt to adapt and maintain. When reaching 

this stage, the component becomes an obstacle for effIcient reuse and should 

be replaced. Questions related to use of standard and de-facto standard 

components are addressed specifJCally. 

Modularization was probably the first step in the direction of the design and 

implementation of software components. Even this is not an ad hoc 

process, the criteria for decomposition was often left to the experience of 

the system designer or programmer. However, the criteria against which 

systems are decomposed or partitioned into modules is critical to success. 

The hardware industry has many shining examples of effective component 

use as testifJed by the increasing success in producing replaceable parts that 

can be independently manufactured based on standards. Thus, in the 
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hardware discipline, component technology has been successfully in use for 

some time. This success has been a source of envy to software designers, 

raising question such as: "Why isn't software more like hardware?" 

Hardware-like software integrated-circuits [123], for example, have been 

suggested over a decade ago as a potential solution to the expected software 

crisis [140]. In fact, software engineering textbooks ifalseIYJ cite hardware 

component reuse as working so 'Well, that "component reuse is not regarded 

any more a central issue, since it is so obvious and widely practiced." But so 

far there has been little success applying this approach in reusing existing 

software. The author atll:rr5s15 this prriiem by usirJ: a sclutim apprwth htstd 00 

n!Sd~ issues in all foe danUns if ~-htstd deuJcpm.n arri integratim, arri 

m rmrJy /ooIsirJ: m ~ ~ issues; the traditional misplaced 

focal point of component-based software engineering. 

A component is often thought of as an independent part or constituent 

element of a larger whole that is wired together through its connectors to its 

ports [30]. In most of the liter.tture, the components themselves are fmt

class, not the context or conftgWation they reside within- conuary to the 

experiences gained in other disciplines. Although components should be 

replaceable they should not be context independent; they are bound by 

contr.tcts that assume an underlying wiring mechanism which will facilitate a 

collabor.ttion sequence to achieve the pwpose of the component (and the 

seIVices it provides). 
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This connotation, often structural, is also taken to mean a deployment-time 

biruuy unit or executable code that can be "loaded" and "run" or "linked" 

independently. The UML [84] defines components as deployment-time 

entities. Notwithstanding the work of the present author, haw a design [J!IS 

mtpped to dep/o)m!nt-tim cmpcn:nIS is currently ra a 'UiIJ dt{trm prrms. 

In this dissertation a context-aware component (CAq is a software entity 

exhibiting three main characteristics: presenting services (this can be web 

services, for example or merely methods on a class), abiding by contracts 

and exhibiting context-awareness or m4nne". [14]. 

Meyer expounds on contracts and introduces and implements the notion 

within Eiffel [66]. Interfaces, taken fonn the world of object-orientation 

[22] and implemented in many progmnming languages such as Java, c++ 

and recently, 01, are a means to separate implementation from the 

specification of a method. More recently this ideal has been realized to an 

even larger extent through service-oriented an:hitecture based on Web 

services. Web services provides a Web services description language 

(WSDL) [2] which provides a clean sepamtion between the interface and 

implementation of a service. 
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WSDL Document 

Abstract service --..;-
interface definition 

How to interact 

definition 

type l message 

portType 
operation 

Extensibility 

with the service ---+--_ lbindin

3 (how it is implemented) 

Location of ----i-- service I 

the service I-_po_ rt ___ ~r -,- --

Here, the extensibility of a seIVice is through two degrees of freedom: namely, 

how a seIVice is actually implemented and secondly on where the actual 

provider of the seIVice resides (and thus the location of the service). 

This is based on the following architectural style, namely the service-oriented 

architectural style. Note that a style of architecture has three essential 

elements: components, connectors and constraints. The components in 

client-server architecture, for example are the corresponding roles of the 

client and that of the server. 

Figure 6 client server architecure 

If we were to apply variation oriented design and externalize the ability to 

change servers without having to hardwire the connection between client and 
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selVer, we obtain a service-oriented architecture whose major components are 

the service provider, selVice consumer (or service requestor) and the service 

broker, who provides the level of indirection between the requestor and 

provider. 

discovery ---------------
'---_ .... 

Service _____ _____ • Service 
consumer broker 

______________ + Service 
provider 

Figure 7: The Components of a Service 

Oriented Architecture 

The second element defining an architectural style is the connectors between 

the components. In this case, we have several connectors that are shown as 

the methods or service types for each of the components as shown in the 

figure below. 

Service 
Provider 

Service 

Service 
Requester 

Figure 8: A service-oriented architecture 
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The EJB 2.0 specification introduces the notion of a message-driven bean 

(MDB) which marries the notion of message-oriented middleware (MOM) 

with Entetprise Java beans, solving the issues of asynchronous invocation 

and guaranteed delivery through applying the Java Messaging Service to 

EJBs. 

Thus, components have evolved from being merely small-grained entities 

(e.g., a class, a Java Bean) to covering a wider spectrum: from being medium 

grained (a cluster of collabontting classes) and finally, larger-grained or 

coarse-grained units of business functionality, for example an account 

management, customer management or billing component [91741102]. 

2.5.1 Component Perspectives and Roles 
The EJB specification classifies component producers, consumers into 

specialized roles [34]: the assembler, the EJB provider, the container 

provider, etc. There are two types of roles that lead to criteria for 

component specification: the external and internal perspectives. 

The external or client perspective at the very least needs to know about the 

component's interfaces and hopefully, if the component is well-designed, its 

contr.tct: for every method, detennine the pre-condition and post-condition, 

and possibly its invariants. 

D'Souza and Wills [30] utilize oa... (Object Constraint Language) [70] to 

introduce greater precision to the SpeciflCation of object-oriented 
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frameworks, and to some extent to "components". They further generalize 

the notion of generic types or templates (a la C++) into the design domain 

by depicting how a framework is similar to the notion of the C+ + template. 

The Rational Unified Process provides stages and steps that tend to build 

smaller-grained components or objects. Coupled with UML, it uses the 

notion of subsystems to introduce an intennediaty classifier between classes 

and packages. It does not direcdy support the notion of components 

starting from business modeling. 

It is cardinal that components are designed and implemented in a consistent 

fashion within the same organization for maintenance reasons, not from a 

component's client's perspective. 

Current methodologies do not provide flJ'St class support for component

based development and integration (CBDQ and component-based software 

engineering (CBSE) in general. Although the claim to components is there, 

the only notion that is directly supported as a first class construct is that of 

objects that have identity, state and behavior. 

Some authors [21136] have described the merits of interface-based 

computing and consider it to be the replacement for a component-based 

perspective. Supporting component based development and integration 
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(CBDi) across large enterprises reqmres support for each of the five 

domains of CBDi. Moreover, the emphasis on interfaces, although 

important, does not add more value than a type model for objects. D'Souza 

and Wills, Booch, Rumbaugh and Jacobson, Arsanjani, Gamma et al., 

emphasize the principle of separating interface from implementation. 

However, the problem with the current definitions is that they are in the 

abstract: they provide no guidance for how to identify and scope 

component boundaries in a systematic fashion. This leads to a trickle down 

of irrational and unfounded component boundaries and object selection that 

leads to inflexibility in design. One of the contributions of this thesis is the 

definition of a method (activities and workproducts) full-life ~le support 

for component-based development and semce-oriented architecture on a 

large scale. Also, the second related contribution is the definition of a set of 

patterns for component design. Now that the boundaries and semantics 

have been defmed; we show how to design and build the component in a 

technology-neutral fashion. Components require an opemtional defInition: 

i.e., how to build the component from a flexible design. The Enterprise 

Component pattern [9118] provides such a focus for seIVing as a standard 

template for design across projects within large organizations. 
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CDmponents expose and require semces, are wired together, via their pons 

and connectors based on their contracts. The latter component capabilities 

are solely from an external component consumer's perspective. 

A component semce provider (<:SP) must provide an abstract specification 

that although it exposes very little or none at all about its implementation 

provides a succinct semi-fonnal specification of the internal manners of a 

component. 

Arsanjani introduces the notion of manners as the laws or rules governing 

the behavior of a component within a given context [14116]. Objects have 

identity, state (attributes) and behavior (methods, setvices). CDmponents on 

the other hand need to know how to behave differently depending on their 

context. Unlike a method or setvice invocation on an object, an Enterprise 

CDmponent (EO never responds blindly to a setvice request. Instead, it is 

an event-aware, message-enabled large-grained element. 

The EC registers interest in an event (a publish! subscribe modeU and thus 

introduces the notion of notiflCation similar to Message-driven Beans in the 

Enterprise JavaBeans 2.0 Specif'lCation. When the event occurs, a broker 

such as a message broker may notify the EC that an event has occurred. 

2.5.2 Component-based Programming 
Issarny et al., (2000) [90] describe Component-based programming in the 

context of distributed systems. Szyperski introduces the notion of 
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component-based programming as being above and beyond regular object-

oriented programming, requiring different notions of component instances, 

containers, interfaces, run-time characteristics [25]. 

Visual Basic started the trend for visual components or "widgets". The X

window system and motif contributed their fair share of disassociation of 

presentation and control epitomized in the Smalltalk Model-View-Control 

architecture and later, architectural pattern; two variations of which, 

Document-View (in Microsoft Document Models exemplified in MS-Office 

products) and Presentation-Abstraction-Control (PAG [40] are popular and 

in wide usage. 

But components are beyond presentation. Theyare more interesting on the 

server side, as exemplified by EjB and Microsoft .NET. 

2.6 GRANULARITY 

Although the terms used to refer to a component do not give any indication 

about its size, the right size is one that makes it most useful. This means a 

component tmlSt have some quality issues such as correctness, robust-ness, 

careful specification, and so folth. Ako, a component must provide the right 

set of interfaces without restricting context dependencies. For examp1e, a 

component shoukl provide all required software encapsulated in it, but this 

woukl increase its size. On the other hand, a component coukl be designed to 

provide maximum reuse capabilities with a likely increase of context 
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dependencies. As both approaches present inconveniences, there has to be 

some balance in order to come up with the right size component. 

First, component-based architectures are considered modular, and so 

naturally layered, leading to a natural distribution of functionality. This 

modular approach makes the dependencies more explicit, helping to reduce 

and control them Therefore, modularity is a son of precondition to defining 

components and their granularity. A system can readily be partitioned into 

units of v~ size and coherence. Second, to achieve the best granularity of 

components, the rules governing the partitioning Valj' from case to case and 

may depend on many different aspects, such as abstraction, analysis, 

compilation, fault containment, and loading. Depending on these aspects, a 

component could have different granularity. For example, as a unit of 

abstraction, a component could be an abstract data type, such as a stack or a 

queue, while as a unit of fault containment and loading, a component could 

be an entire file system 

2.7 INTERFACES 
A fundamental principle of component-based design is that a component has 

an inter-face. All connections between components occur through interfaces 

that can be defined as a set of functions invoked by other components. To 

guarantee component independence, component software maintains a strict 

sepamtion between the interlace specifICation and the interlace 

implementation. The interlace specifICation of a component is a well-known 
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contract specifying how a component's functionality is accessed. In addition, 

the specification provides the necessaty infonnation for both those 

implementing the interface and using the interface. Besides functional aspects, 

an interface specification may also contain non-functional requirements, such 

as performance. 

To develop useful interlaces, understanding the behavior of the participants 

of key activities in a domain is effective. In this case, component modeling 

and domain modeling are helpful. A domain model sets the context for the 

area being studied, which can be a large area or a pan of a specific application. 

The key thing about domain models is the possibility to point out and 

describe important components, their relationships, and the meaningful 

collabor.ttions between them in the domain of interest. In component 

modeling, the interactions between components can be analyzed and 

captured, which is helpful for interface specification and its implementation. 

Interactions between components are called collaborations, which may be 

complex, involving many parties and an agreed sequence of actions between 

them. 

The main elements of an interface are its list of functions with the 

corresponding parameters expected from its ca11ers and the specifICation 

model that provides the means by which each service may be understood. 

How-ever, it might be necessaty to have more infonnation about a 

component to detennine its behavior .. In this case, besides the basic con-tmct, 
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which is composed of the functions, parameters, and possible exceptions, an 

inter-face through its specifIcation model can contain another three levels of 

contract: behavioral, synchronization, and quality of setvice. 

2.8 TOOLS AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

To be useful, components must be implemented, assembled, and interact with 

other components. Therefore, they require tools that may be specialized to 

component assembly and construction, and they also require some basic 

support structure (infrastructure) providing the means for their interaction. 

First, it is helpful to know what kind of programming languages can be used 

in component software development and if there are some special 

requirements. For example, as component progr.unming supports 

incremental loading of code, late binding has to be supported because 

interactions with other components need to be dynamic. Other features, such 

as polYlllOIphism, infonnation hiding, and safety also are meaningful. 

Languages such as C C++, Modula-2, or Smalltalk are not truly component

oriented programming languages because they lack the support for 

encapsulation, polymorphism, type safety, module safety, or any combination 

of these.7 However, almost any programming language can be used for 

developing components. 

1he development of component software appears to be more dependent on 

supporting tools. Although most of the traditional tools of software 

engineering for design, implementation, and maintenance will continue to be 
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used, new tools will be necessary. Today, most of the tools concentrate on 

component assembly nonnally perlonned by instantiating and connecting 

component instances and by customizing component resources. Some 

assembly tools assume that all component instances have a visual 

representation at assembly time and then use powerful graphical builder tools 

to assemble components. An important aspect in the assembly process is that 

it should be automated and repeatable wherever a modifIcation is necessary 

regarding the availability of future versions of components. Finally, there 

needs to be some kind of environment that supports components con

fonning to certain standards and allows instances of these components to be 

attached into the component environment. This infra-structure should 

establish environmental conditions for component instances and regulate the 

interaction between component instances. All popular component 

infrastructures provide mechanisms that allow development in nrultiple 

languages and execution across nrultiple hardware platfonns. Examples of 

such infrastructures include Corba (conunon object request broker 

architecture), COM {Component Object Mode~, DmM (Distributed COM), 

and Sun's JavaBeans. As reusable components have been a trend in softwue 

engineering for some time, Corba, OOM, DOOM, and JavaBeans all address 

these concerns. These systems senre important, but different needs than the 

ones addressed in this article. 1hey provide a kind of macroscopic-level 

infrastructure for component-based software. 
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More recendy, the Jini architecture has been defined to address the need to 

plug components worldwide into networks.!3 In Jini's world, the 

components to be plugged into a network can be large software 

components, entire applications, hardware devices, and embedded systems. 

The Jini system depends on and works with Java and consists of sets of 

interfaces. These interfaces include distributed events, a two-phase commit 

protoco~ and various functions involved with resource allocation and 

reclamation. Also included is support to aid in supplying and finding 

services through lookup and discovery components. The system is very 

open-ended, as it needs to be to address worldwide networks and evolution. 

A key ability in Jini is the dynamic plug in ability and concepts that support 

this capability, which may prove useful in some aspect of application specifIc 

operating systems where such keme1s nrust support hot swappable soft-ware. 

A key difference between Jini and Corba, for example, is Jini's ability to 

download code to the client that is then used to comrmmicate with the server. 

This approach pennits changes to servers to be evolvable and be propagated 

to clients at the time they are to be used. Jini is a1s0 serving a different need 

than the one addressed in this article. 

2.9 RELATING COMPONENT CONCEPTS TO 
OBlECT-ORIENTED TYPES 

Much of the discussion of component composability, reusability, and 

substitutability can be linked to the tenninology of object-oriented (00) 
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types [21,22, and 23]. Doing so selVes a dual purpose: (1) it enables readers 

whose prinwy expertise is in the area of 00 type theory to relate the 

concepts and tenninology of CBSE to those with which they are familiar, and 

(2) it helps clarify the composition properties of components and connectors. 

For example, conditions specifying when one component may be substituted 

for another are akin to sub typing in 00 prognunming languages (OOPL) 

according to the Liskov Substitution Principle (lSP). At the same time, the 

differences between the presented architectur.ll concepts and typing in OOPL 

can help identify the limits of applicability of methods and teclmiques 

developed in one to the other. SpecifIcally, objects tend to create object 

graphs that have relatively high coupling, whereas components tend to have 

crisper boundaries: they are more loosely coupled. 

CDnceptually, components and classes are similar but not identical. 'The 

seMces a component provides are equivalent to a class speciflcation, and the 

requests it sends correspond to 00 messages. However, no OOPL concept 

corresponds to event-based or message-based notifications, whereby state 

changes of enterprise components are reifled as messages and no assumptions 

are made about the existence or the number of recipients of those messages. 

This results in the possibility of messages being ignored in enterprise 

component architecture, whereas a similar situation would result in a runtime 

error in an OOPL 
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The distinction between notifIcations and requests and the topology the 

enterprise component style imposes on a set of components in architecture 

are the major differentiators between the component-based paradigm and 

OOPL. Nevertheless, the similarities between CBSE components and 00 

classes allow us to explore the ramifIcations of 00 sub typing on reusability 

and substitutability of components. For that reason, we assume that a fIne-

grained component is a class in the 00 sense, exporting two interfaces, 

medium- and large-grained components being Composites that aggregate 

other components or objects. 

2.9.1 Issues in Enterprise Components 
During the course of diverse client consulting projects across nmltiple 

industtycontexts over many years, we have experienced fIVe common threads 

of prevalent problems and issues. 

Firstly, the overall tkmDn amxt 'lielq consisting of collaborating s~, is 

often lost in favor of tactical development needs such as database tables, user

interfaces and fme-grained objects. Successful wiring of components is 

conducted within a well-defIned domain context view; describing how 

subsystems collaborate to ensure business goal fulfillment across business 

processes and worldlow steps against business ru1es. This can often be done 

in terms of a aJIaJxmtim reifiattit:n, which defmes a pluggable worldlow that 

can be realized in terms of a Rule Object pattern [13], so the worldlow steps 

can be adapted to new business requirements. 
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Secondly, in order to create a component, it is important to specify the 

setvices the component will riYpIire and pruride. This cmpamt intet{ace 

sp«:ifimtimnot only includes the extemaIlyvisible behavior (setvices), but also 

the rules governing this behavior (component "mmtl!IS") and meta-data 

needed for reflection and component sen.ia disaxery. Thus, a holistic picture 

of an end-to-end business process model is necessary to show the subsystems 

and their perceived interactions within the business domain and software 

realization. This domain-partitioning and modeling of manners is the prime 

function of subsystem analysis, which is one of our extensions to cwrent 

methods. 

Thirdly, there is, most often, a anI!fJIUI1J rrismmh Ix!tutm the businss ani siftwrre 

rraitis. These mode1s are created for different reasons by different teams. 

Usually, the business model is ignored altogether or "magically assumed" to 

exist [35]. Most object methods view a software modeling process as 

consisting of an identiflcation of the identity, state and behavior of fme

grained dasses in the problem domain based on ambiguous business 

requirements that are most often incoITeCtly "assumed" to exist [31]. 

Business modeling is mentioned in only the most recent versions of the 

methods [82]. This creates a curious impedance mismatch between the 

business model and the software architecture that will eventually realize a 

well-defmed subset of the business model The mismatch stems from a 

"conceptual gap" between an often vague and ambiguous under-specifIcation 

of what is needed and what the development team assumes is meant, which in 
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tum, leads to unnecessary rework as tangible and executable extensible 

prototypes emerge 'With each iteration. The result is yet another problem of 

creating design elements that are too fme-grained, interdependent and not 

explicitly planned for reuse. 

This leads to the fourth issue of anpmert granularity. "from what level of 

granularity should 'We commence modeling and designing components?" It 

nrust be detennined if one should start (object discovery vs. subsystem 

discove~ by defming whole business subsystems and processes (large

gntined), parts of a business process (medium-grained) or more fIne-grained 

business entities such as wtomer, Account or Loan within them 

Finally, a 7f!IISe leuJ is assumed or chosen as a starting point for modeling. A 

conunon misconception assumes that the fIne-grained "class" is the ultimate 

unit of reuse and thus of "componentization." Our rese~h suggests that 

higher leve1s of reuse (e.g., the "cluster" leve~ are more suitable for mDI and 

creating resilient business-supportive software ~hitectures. 
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2.10 IMPLICATIONS FOR 
ApPLICATION INTEGRATION 
SYSTEMS 

ENTERPRISE 
AND WORKFLOW 

Manyentetprise architectures are moving to a hub-and-spokes architectural 

style that utilizes message-oriented mid.dleware to route and transfonn 

incoming data and messages among a set of applications. This Entetprise 

Application Integration approach [143] is useful as a fIrst step in providing 

synergies between otherwise non-communicating, semi-autonomous 

systems. G.urent industry trends point to the need to provide the output of 

one business process as input into another one. 

In many cases, this business flow, or the order in which infonnation and 

messages are sent to various loosely connected applications or subsystems 

require the use of workflow management systems [137]. 

If manual intelVention is necessaty, workflow management systems such as 

MQ Workflow 'I'll are sometimes employed to maintain state across 

invocations, provide context and guide the branching logic of where a 

document must be routed based on a number of business rules to the 

appropriate role in the company. 

2.10.1 Micro-workflow and Macro-workflow 

It is convenient and in most cases necessaty to distinguish between three 

levels of workflow: macro-flow, mediwn-flow and micro-flow. The latter 

should not be confused with micro-workflows [139]. 
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The macro-flow is the workflow or business flow between large grained 

elements such as subsystems or applications or enterprise components. 

Micro-flow deals with the collaboration of business logic among the internal 

representation of an enterprise component. 

Thus, the axes of variation, detennined by Variation-oriented Design 4 

(VOD) [110] are encapsulated and externalized as axes of configuration [14]. 

A design pattern that defines this process is a Configurable Profile [9]. 

Each level has its own implementation mechanisms that allow the 

optimization of the architecture to confonn to non-functional requirements 

and constraints that relate back to the patterns for symmeuy and stability in 

software architecture [17]. 

To achieve stability amidst change, Van Hilst and Notkin (1996) [131] 

consider it a requirement to localize change: minimizing its impact across 

the system. This decreases the effect of architectural entropy that increases 

with every unanticipated change made to the application Qogical) and 

technical (physical) architecture. This is an extension of Pamas' [72] 

proposed infonnation hiding principle to encapsulate changing aspects of a 

module and hide the design decision from outside the module. 
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Thus in this thesis, the contribution is the method steps (VOAD, 

Extemalization) that takes into account the variations arising in the domain 

and including them as part of Business Analysis and Architectural Analysis. 

Ultimately a system COnslStmg of components must map it's logical 

component model to a physical operational realization; or an operational 

model [47148]. In this model components are allocated to nodes in the 

physical architecture and the architectural mechanisms become relevant and 

must be applied [48]. 

This problem is solved in GOOD by the introduction of manners that 

encapsulates the functional and non-functional aspects of the components 

(micro-leveQ and their interactions {medium-leveQ and collaborations 

(macro-leveQ. The process of introducing manners is outlined in the method 

proposed by GOOD. Also, the architectural style and techniques needed to 

support it are outlined. 

2.11 REVIEW OF DOMAIN-SPECIFIC 
LANGUAGES 

A tJ:mzin.specific IarfIIIIW (DSL) is a progr.unming language or executable 

specifJCation language tailored spedfJCally to an application domain: rather 

than being general purpose it captures precisely the domain's semantics and 

offers the notations and abstractions necessary to express the semantics of 
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particular domain [1, 4-7,76]. Bentley describes them as little ~gs [53] and 

gives examples using PIC and other languages used to built it (lex and yta) 

and discusses the DSL design method. A DSL-based development 

methodology addresses the need for increasing domain specialization in the 

software engineering fIeld [1]. Domain-specifIc languages allow the concise 

description of an application's logic reducing the semantic gap between the 

problem and the solution program [4]. 

DSLs have been built for literally hundreds of domains [3]. Examples of 

DSLs are outlined below. In particular, more familiar ones include lex and yur 

used for program lexical analysis and parsing, HfML used for document 

nwk-up, SQL the structured quelY language, BNF (Backus Naur Fonn) used 

to describe grammars for programming languages and VlIDL used for 

electronic hardware descriptions. The key characteristic of DSLs according to 

this defmition is their j'rx:usm expressive power [517]. 

The domains themselves can be grouped into the following areas [1]: 

• Software Applications 

• Systems Software 

• Graphics and Hypermedia 

• TelecoIJlllD.1nications] 
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• Artificial Intelligence 

• Mathematics 

• Haniware Design 

Moreover, Deursen et al [1] contrast a "domain as the real world" point of 

view as adopted in the artiflCial intelligence comnnmity, with a "domain as a 

set of systems" approach, as used in the systematic software reuse research 

conununity. 

DSLs are usually smJI, offering only a restricted suite of notations and 

abstractions. In the literature they are also called tricro-~ and little 

~. Sometimes, however, they contain an entire general-purpose 

language (GPL) as a sublanguage, thus offering domain-speciflC expressive 

power in additim to the expressive power of the GPL. This situation occurs 

when DSLs are implemented as entsHrJ~. Languages such as Cobol 

or Fortran, which could be viewed as languages tailored towards the domain 

of business and scientifJC programming, respectively, are generally not 

regan:led as DSLs, because they are not small and because their expressive 

power is not restricted to these domains. 

Domain-speciflC languages are usually ~ Consequently, they can be 

viewed as specifICation languages, as well as programming languages. Many 

DSLs are supported by a DSL compiler which generates applications from 
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DSL programs. In this case, the DSL compiler is referred to as applimticn 

~ in the literature [3], and the DSL as applirat:im.sp«ific ~ Other 

DSLs, such as YAeL or ASDL , are not aimed at programming (specif}IDg) 

complete applications, but rather at generating libraries or components. Also, 

DSLs exist for which execution consists in generating docwnents (TEX), or 

pictures (PIC). A conunon tenn for DSLs geared tow.uds building business 

data processing systems is 4th Generation Language (4GL). 

Related to domain-speciflc programming is end-user programming, which 

happens when end-users perlonn simple programming tasks using a macro or 

scripting language. A typical example is spreadsheet programming using the 

Excel macro-language. 

The contribution in the area of DSL's is to employ the use of DSL's, not 

merely in the traditional sense of usage, but extending it to include a two-level 

specifICation and run-time combination of domain-specific and general -

purpose languages used in different steps of the method used to create the 

software system, such that the general-purpose code is used in the detailed 

computations that are best achieved by general purpose progrmuning 

languages, and the higher order semantics of composition, flow and 

navigation are expressed declaratively by the domain expert who is more 

lmowledgeable than the technologist in the business domain, as a domain

specifIC language; e.g., a context-free grammar that drives and invokes the 
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decoupled services of the components or general functionality available to 

perfonn the business logic, presentation and manipulation of data. 

Although the languages are separate, they are defined to be related and loosely 

coupled making modifications simpler and less time consuming. 

Secondly, another contribution in this area is that since the business grammar 

that implements the manners is a runnable specifICation that drives the 

invocation of the computational specifIC code written in the GPL (general 

pwpose language), the need for code re-engineering is minimized. 

2.12 CONCLUSION 

The problexm and issues described in this chapter are seen to be present in 

the domains of CBDi (see Table 1) and cover areas that fonn a spectrum 

from concrete practical tools to high level Stnltegic business models. 

They all are defICient in one common notion - that of dynamic Ie

conflgumbility and its implications in tenns of extemalization, manners, 

context-aware components, methods and models. 

The notion of integration of data, process and tools in tenns of Enterprise 

Application Integration, data transport between tools, etc., although a 

necessary condition, is no longer adequate to take an enterprise to higher 

levels of integration enabling on-demand integration within a value-net. 

In the subsequent chapter we offer the contributions of Gnunmar-oriented 

Object Design as a solution. We then elaborate on this solution in Cltapters 
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Four and Five and describe manners and executable specifications along 

with an implementation of a tool supporting the concepts of GOOD. 
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3 CHAPTER THREE: GRAMMAR-ORIENTED 

OBJECT DESIGN 

Objectives 

• To defme the process of Grammar-oriented Object Design (GOOD) 

• To describe the concepts underlying GOOD and how it is the junction 

point for eight disciplines of software engineering 

• To introduce the notion of extemalization, variation-oriented analysis 

and design and how change can be accommodated into a software 

architecture 
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3.1 GRAMMAR-ORIENTED OBJECT DESIGN 

(GOOD) 

GOOD is a new discipline of software engineering that combines and 

enhances and introduces innovations at the junction point of several software 

engineering disciplines. It lends a holistic and unifying perspective to a set of 

loosely related disciplines. G<X>D includes a methodology (process model 

and method) to produce component-based, seIVice-oriented and dynamically 

re-confIgurable architectures. These three styles of architecture fonn a 

spectrum and as we move from components to seIVices to re-conftgurability, 

based on the needs of the domain at hand and the project applied to, an 

increasing degree of flexibility, business driven maintainability, reuse and re

confJgUIability is achieved. These attributes are conductive to the realization 

of the on-demand paradigm of computing. 

The method and reference architecture (DyRec) alleviates the problems 

outlined in Cllapter One. Wtthin the methodology (outlined in Cllapt.er Ten) 

the notions of extemalization [10] and variation-oriented design are used to 

augment the definition of manners for a dynamically re-confJgUIable 

architectural style. 

3.1.1 Usage Scenarios 
GOOD can be applied to three types of scenarios: 

1. Static aspect. How to compose a set of components; component or 

service assembly is declaratively defined by a domain-specifJC 

granunar. 

2. Navigational aspect. The interaction between tiers in an architecture 

often requires the tnversal of remote object graphs. A granunar 

defmes the traversal path of the objects that are relevant versus the 

entire exhaustive search that may be otherwise conducted. 
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3. Dynamic aspect. The flow composition or choreography of the 

collaboration between components is documented as a business 

domain-specifIc language and externalized in the confIgurable profIle 

that 

3.1.2 GOOD as the Junction point 

GOOD can be seen as the unif}mg element present at the junction point of 

various disciplines in software Engineering concepts in various (see Figure 9 

and Figure 10). It impacts not only software architecture and the applications 

that run on that architecture, but empowers the business analyst, modeler or 

architect to play a more signifIcant and important role in the software 

development lifecycle. Software applications are built on software 

architectures. Both should be created in order to support business function 

within commercial or scientifIc enterprises. Thus, the modeler's role is 

elevated from the requirements writer to that of the business architect who is 

empowered to create an executable representation of their business processes 

that can be mapped and still plays a signiflCant role in the software 

development process. 

GOOD affects and is affected by other disciplines within computer science, 

specifJCa1ly, within the realm of software engineering. These are shown in 

Figure 9: Related Disciplines and their gaps fIlled by GOOD in the following 

page. 

To bring cohesion to these multiple concerns and areas, an integrated 

methodology is therefore needed, that threads through these disciplines and 

brings wholeness. Figure 9: Related Disciplines and their gaps filled by 

GOOD describe the relation between various disciplines and grammar

oriented object design. 
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, 
Component-based 

Software Engineering 

Figure 9: Related Disciplines and their gaps 
filled by GOOD 

Table 1: How GOOD relates to other 
disciplines in Software Engineering 

1. GOOD I Map business architecture to 
component-based software 
architecture using a domain-specific 
language approach. 

2. Component-based Software Engineering GOOD can provide an executable 
specification for the structure, 
composition and flow of 
components 

3. Domain-specific Languages Uses DSL in the controller 

GOOD provides and makes use of 
4. Patterns patterns at various levels of analysis, 

architecture and design 
Extends current methods for 

5. Variation-oriented Design components, services and manners 
6. Software Architecture Allows an enterprise to evolve into 

higher levels of integration 
7. Autonomic Computing Context-aware Components defined 

by GOOD Facilitate the design and 
creation of autonomic software 
components that fully support 
autonomic computing, not just from 
a hardware perspective but from an 
software application perspective. 
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I 8. Integration Technologies 
I 

Provides a roadmap for an 
enterprise to evolve to higher levels 
of inte tion 

I 9.0bject--o-:ri-en-t-ed~Me-=-th-:-ods--:--------------l1 Presents a new architectural style 

lO.Business Rules Provides rules for interaction of 
subsy.;tems and components 
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The junction of the disciplines are seen in the following figure: 

Figure 10: GOOD is the junction of several 
software engineering disciplines 

GOOD provides the underlying wholeness in connectmg apparently 

unrelated parts of these various disciplines in software engineering, together. 

It unifies object-oriented methods by introducing the extensions necessary for 

the development of component-based (from a service provider perspective) 

and service-oriented architectures (from a service consumer perspective) and 

enables the creation of a unique dynamically reconfigurable software 

architecture that abstracts and externalizes business rules and policies into 

manners that can be implemented by, patterns on one end of the spectrum 

and domain-specific languages at the other end of the spectrum. 
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The following section shows how the business grammar created by the 

business architect using their own (industry specifIC) domain-specifIC language 

will be used to drive the software architecture and applications that run on it. 

3.2 GRAMMAR-ORIENTED OBJECT DESIGN: 
CREATING AN ARCHITECTURE WITH A 
DYNAMICALLY RE-CONFIGURABLE 
CONTROLLER 

A standard model-view-controller architecture [40] includes components that 

are all written in the same level of general pwpose programming languages 

such as Java SelVer Pages, Entetprise Java Beans and pemaps a backend 

system with CDBOL. These are all general purpose programming languages. 

"The MVC design pattem provides a host of design benefItS. MVC separates 

design concerns (data persistence and behavior, presentation, and controQ, 

decreasing code duplication, centralizing contro~ and making the application 

more easily modifiable. MVC also helps developers with different skill sets to 

focus on their core skills and collaborate through clearly defined interfaces. 

An MVC design can centralize control of such application facilities as security, 

logging, and screen flow. New data sources are easy to add to an MVC 

application by creating code that adapts the new data source to the view API. 

Similarly, new client types are easy to add by adapting the new client type to 

operate as an MVC view. MVC clearly defines the responsibilities of 

participating classes, making bugs easier to ttackdown and e1iminate [141]." 
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Figure 11: Standard Model-View-Controller 
[126] 

The typical interaction sequence is shown in Figure 12. 

from client 

to client 

Figure 12: MVClnteractionSequence [141] 

TIlls is a special case of a 3-tier architecture which is in tum a special case of 

n-tier architecture [142]. 

A Gc:xJD architecture (dynamically re-configurable) on the other hand is 

unique in that it combines two levels of languages: the controller written a 

domain-specific language written by the domain expert and the view and 
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model written in general purpose programming languages. The controller 

layer (see Figure 13: Dynamic Controller Architecture Using GOOD) 

contains a dynamic interpreter that processes Business Grammars to transfer 

control to the appropriate component on an as-need basis. Typically this 

controller is written in a domain specific language versus the traditional 

notion of a controller which uses a general-purpose programming language 

implementation for the controller. 

E-Business On Demand Controller Architecture 

View 3 

General Purpose 
Language 

Imprecise 
GUI Tools 

Class Libraries 
Frameworks 

Domain-specific 
Language 

"Business Grammar": 
Formal 

Language 

General Purpose/ 
3Glj4GL 

Language 

EJB 
COM 

Web Service 

Figure 13: Dynamic Controller Architecture 

Using GOOD 

Architecture 

Language 

Precision 

Further, a conceptual model of how GOOD impacts business and software 

architecture can be seen in the following diagram. 
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From a business architecture perspective, GOOD includes the BA in its 

methodology and empowers the Business with executable specifications. 

From a software architecture perspective, GOOD provides a reference 

architecture and methodology for building. Thus, it helps build a business 

architecture that drives the design and execution of the software 

architecture. Thus the business architecture primarily defines the functional 

aspects while the software architecture also defines the operational or non-

functional aspects of performance, availability, security, etc. 
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Manners are initially defined by the BA and later refined by the SA; it is 

therefore a joint product. Manners is realized and stored in the configurable 

profIle of an enterprise component. Business processes and functional areas 

help define component boundaries. 

3.2.1 The Specification and code ride 
together 

Typically, speciftcations are analysis and design-time activities that ultimately 

disappear and are untraceable from the code. In GOOD, this problem is 

alleviated by having the speciftcation of a program and its code "travel" 

together in the code (two levels DSL and GPL) and as the program runs 

(deployment time). The domain-specific languages used in its flow 

composition (between larger components) and inside its enterprise 

components will be driven by business modelers, with occasional help from 

architects. 

IT staff will create genew purpose programming language code for view and 

models (e.g., in Java) and the executable program will have both levels of 

languages within itself: the domain's language as well as the technology 

language. 

Properties fonnally defined by the grammar will be ensured to be true in the 

nlDning code because it is the domain-specific language that is running and 

oIChestrating the flow and composition of components in this dynamically re

configwabJe seMee oriented architecture. 
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4 CHAPTER FOUR: MANNERS 

Objectives 

• Describe the need for representation of abstract collaboration semantics 

• Describe the notion of manners 

• Describe the notion of context-aware components 
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4.1 THE EVOLUTION OF MANNERS: 
REPRESENTING SEMANTICS OF COMPONENT 

USAGE 

The composition, flow and usage of components and selV'ices are not 

explicitly confJgUred in applications. This presents a problem with 

maintenance. Mantr!YS solves this problem by combining the 

infonnationl specifIcation necessary to use, compose and interact with the 

component in an externalized specifJCation. Manners combines three of the 

best-practices outlined below to provide an executable specifJCation in a 

domain-specifIC language. 

4.1.1 Vertical Partitioning Through 
Encapsulation of Design Decisions 

As we follow the evolution of the notion of software components, the 

encapsulation of design decisions is indeed one of the first and foremost 

criteria for componentization. Pamas describes this in his seminal WOlX on 

the criteria to be used in partitioning systems into components [72]. Despite 

common misconception, Pamas does not exclusively introduce data 

abstmction; the examp1e in [72] is an examp1e of a broader princip1e, namely, 

the "tmzpstJatim if desiwz dtrisim. .. Let us name this type of partitioning, a 

vertical partitioning simply because the criteria are often focused within the 

context of a single project. 

A second important best-pnctice is that of "separation of concerns". 

stparatim if anzrn is a fundamental concept of software engineering. It refers 
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to the ability to identify, encapsulate, and manipulate those parts of software 

that are relevant to a particular concern (concept, goal, purpose, etc.). 

Concerns are the primary motivation for organizing and decomposing 

software into manageable and comprehensible parts. Thus, it is the primary 

motivation behind componentization. This is often an additional 

consideration to the encapsulation of design decisions and constitutes a more 

horizontal or "cross-cutting" aspect of a software system This quickly leads 

to a generalization in tenns of nrultiple dimensions of separation of concerns 

(MDSoq [98]. This allows us to refactor based on a set of often rapidly 

changing concerns: functional, non-functional, etc. 

Once a system has been decomposed using these techniques (e.g., based on 

design decisions and separation of concerns) '9Je now need to access these 

components. However, explicit access via method calls is not necessarily the 

most conductive to extension or maintenance. The context of the invocation 

or problem itself may change and the constituents that "We implicitly rely on 

may no longer be there in "the software flesh". Rather, new components who 

still abide by the same protocols and implement the same interlaces (Le., pJay 

the same rries) may still be allowed to participate in the collaborations defIned 

within the system to fulfi1l its objectives (e.g., business goals within a business 

process). 
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Therefore, a third best-practice of software engineering is to "program to 

interfaces rather than implementations". This precept is expounded in detail 

in the literature of software design patterns [42]. 

4.1.2 Connection of Manners and GOOD 
GOOD is implemented as system that is comprised of a set of large-grained 

context-aware enterprise components and seIVices whose manners are 

declaratively described using a domain-specific language. 

It nmst be noted that Manners can be implemented in a spectrum of 

realizations, each with increasing flexibility and re-confIgUnlbility: as patterns 

such as Strategy, combination of patterns (such as mediator, state, strategy, 

etc.), a regular expression, and fmally, the way we propose to use it in 

GOOD, as a domain-specifIC language. 

Cltanges to the components, and the services provided by the components 

are made for the most part through re-conftguration of their ConftgWable 

Prof1les. Therefore, changes or enhancements to functional or non-functional 

aspects of the application or system is done non-intrusively thereby retaining 

the symmetry and stability of the system architecture while supporting the 

new business goals, objectives and needs. 

Manners can be implemented in a spectrum of realizations: from the 

application of design patterns such as Strategy all the 'Way to the realization as 

a domain-specifIC language describing the composition and flow of the 
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software component intemally or describing the external collaborations of the 

components. 

4.1.3 Impact of Manners on Software 
Arch itectu re 

GOOD advocates the use of an abstract speciflCation of the semantics of a 

software system and the semantics of the composition of its components in 

the fonn of manners. Manners can be implemented using a spectrum of 

implementation decisions and realizations, starting from a Strategy pattern 

which encapsulates a family of algorit:lum and makes them interchangeable, to 

the extemalization of process composition in a domain-speciflC language. 

But one of the impacts of the separation of concerns of the composition and 

collaboration of (software and / or hardware) components is the architecture 

of systeIm built acconUng to GOOD. Figure 15 below shows the relationship 

between a Model-View-Controller architecture and its variation as a GOOD 

Controller Architecture. Here, the manners of the system is implemented by 

the Controller using a domain-speciflC business language. The View and 

Model continue to be written in general purpose, (often) third-generation 

programming languages such as Java. Thus, M and V are in a general pwpose 

and C is implemented in a domain-specific language. 
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Figure 15: GOOD Controller Architecture 

4.2 MANNERS 

Architecture 

Language 

Precision 

One of the characteristics of a software component is that a component is a 

deployable unit of functionality that can be assembled with other components 

to construct a system or application. More importantly, a component exposes 

its interfaces to a set of internal objects that it "bundles" and often hides (as 

in infonnation hiding a la Parnas). Meyer [66] introduced the notion of 

contracts using pre-conditions, post-conditions and invariants. 

Contracts specify the conditions that must be true before the invocation of a 

method on a component and what must hold true after the invocation has 

finished its processing, as well as those invariant aspects or properties that 
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should remain unchanged during the process. This is a component usage 

perspective. 

However, contracts do not help in defining the semantics of the component 

itself; namely how the component is going to fu1fill or realize its contracts 

(note that a component may implement various interlaces and may have to 

abide by several contracts). This behavioral specifIcation is an abstract 

specifIcation not a concrete one; it nrust allow the realization of the contract 

without constraining it to an implementation. 

Thus, this chal1enge in component engineering is the difficulty in defIning a 

highly adaptive abstract specifICation for the internals of a component from a 

service provider's perspective; the seIVice consumer assumes the contracts 

and the provider nrust know how to build the contracts in a fashion that is 

conductive to maintenance. Namely, the extemalization of functional and 

non-functional aspects of the component through variation-oriented design 

allows another dimension to the notion of separation of concerns. 

Although the very nature of components point to the separation of interface 

from implementation, it is important to maintenance that the composition 

and behavior of a component under different contexts is amenable to 

extension without extensive internal modifICations. Meyer calls this the 

"open-closed" principle [66]. 
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In order to highlight the necesscuy characteristics that a component IlUlSt 

suppott, it is convenient to contrast the behavior and characteristics of a 

component with that of a standard class or object in the object-oriented 

paradigm When an object receives a message, it often responds to it by 

executing an action indicated by the message signature: the method is needed 

bya client program (object) and it is invoked. 

Large-grained components, or Enterprise Components [6113], however tend 

to be slightly more context-aware or exhibit more intelligent behavior: they do 

not blindly respond to a message by executing an action. Instead, upon receipt 

of a message or other trigger, it will fu'St check its context, state and then 

decide which subset of rules to apply and after checking the flltered subset of 

rules for the validity of certain conditions, it may then execute the requested 

action. 

To implement a dynamically reconfigurab1e architecture as proposed by 

GOOD, components and services need to be "context-aware". To do so, 

they need to be poqdriven; rule sets need to be se1ected based on the 

context in which the component fmds itself. Components and services need 

to be aware of the distinction between valid and invalid combinations. These 

combinations include (typically a dec1amtive mechanism of expressing the 

following; often implemented as a grammar): 

• Compositions 
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• "[As an application or larger grained component] How am I 

assembled?"; "What assemblies and compositions can I 

participate in?" 

• Collaborations 

• "How do I engage in inter.u:tions and transactions with 

partner X?"; "Who can I partner with?"; "What are the rules 

of engagement?" 

• Contextual Behavior 

• " Am I in a secure, transactional context to enact a transaction 

(e.g., submit a transfer from one account to another)?" 

Thus context-aware component semces drive dynamically conftgurable 

architectures as deftned by GOOD. 

When a component or selVice exhibits such context-sensitive behavior it is 

called a context-aware component or service. Context-aware components 

exhibit mannelS. ManneIS are the way a component behaves within a given 

context. 

ManneIS consist of six main elements: 

• Context - the domain related types that will detennine policies, such 

as customer type (e.g., platinum, goJd, nonnal), b~r type (wholesale, 

retail), etc. 
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• State - The current values of variables that are often passed in to be 

checked by a condition of a business rule. 

• Policies - The meta-rules that detennine which set of rules to apply 

within a given context. nus selVes as categorization and 

detennination mechanism for sets of related rules. 

• Rules - the event! condition! action trio that governs the business 

logic in applications. 

• Meta-data (generally in a ConfIgurable profJ1e) - can be static or 

dynamic. The static aspects defIne the way a larger-grained 

component should be composed., the dynamic aspect shows how a set 

of components or services should be oochestrated via a domain

specifIC language using GOOD. Meta-data can contain functional and 

extra-functional aspects: how a component should behave and the 

qualit}c-of-service criteria (non-functional requirements) it should 

confonnto. 

• Actions - the results of applying a business rule and fmding a 

condition valid often entails perfonnance of an action or the initiation 

of a workflow. 
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Event! 
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ConfigurabJe 

Profile 
Rules getRules(AccountType, 

CustType,TxnType) 
getFlow() 

auth= getCreditCardAuthorizationO 
debitAccount(auth, amount) 

Figure 16: Manners defines Context -aware 

Component Behavior 

XML can be used to represent the Configurable profile and its static, dynamic 

aspects. Also both business and technology aspects can be captured in a 

Configurable Profile. 

As an example of combining meta-data with application components, EJB 

deployment descriptors contain information about the binding of an EJB to 

its environment. 

The Configurable Profile pattern (part of the CBDI Pattern language) defines 

a profile for each user t}pe, so you can change the rules governing how the 

user t}pe interacts with the system, their workflow, the rules that they have to 

abide by when they are offering products and services in a given office in a 

given geographic region (context) for a corporate (customer t}pe) client 

within these time frames (duration constraint). 
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Therefore, a component is context sensitive: it will behave appropriately in 

each different context. 

In this fashion, we introduce the notion of a component context to denote 

the background into which a component will be placed and is expected to 

function. The context has both functional and non-functional aspects. The 

functional aspects comprise the set of seIVices satisf}mg feature requirements 

while the non-functional aspects of the requirements ensure usability and 

continued value to the users through security, pertonnance, scalability, 

interoperability, maintainability, flexibility, etc., as defmed in the non-

functional requirements document. 

4.2.1 Manners of Self-Aware and Context-
Aware Components 

4.2.1.1 Definitions 

CDntext-aware components are components that have extema1ized their 

manners and use it to detennine their behavior (e.g., in response to an 

event) based on the context they fmd themselves within. Self-aware 

components add learning ability to context-aware components. Thus, the 

self-aware component leams from the results of acting in specifIc behavioral 

modes when it responded to a given context. It can then use this to modify 

its behavior in similar future contexts. It achieves this through the 

application of artiftcial intelligence techniques for learning such as newal 

networb or learning engines. 
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4.2.2 Solution of Problems through 
Manners 

A component in an enterprise context should be context-sensitive and pick-

up the domain-specifIc behavior in context when it is operating within the 

confmes of a given component context. Therefore, manners are a fonn of 

extemalization of context-sensitive behavior from a component. 

This allows non-intrusive changes to be applied to the component's flow, 

rules and behavior without having to modify the internal structure of the 

component; just its manners need to be changed. 

Another, second, issue that manners solve is that of how to use, or defIning 

the semantics of utilizing a classical interface in a programming language 

providing abstract data types. For example, given a set of method signatures, 

is there a semantic dependency inherent within the pennissible sequence, 

alternative and repetition of invocation of operations, meaningful to that 

domain. What is the flow that semantically ties together the valid ways in 

which a set of API's (mterfaces of multiple classes) or interfaces of a given 

class are to be used? Manners provide that answer in the fonn of a fonnal 

specification of their £low and usage. 

In addition, certain pre-conditions have to be satisfied prior to invocation of a 

method and another set are guaranteed to be valid after its invocation- similar 

to the notion of software contracts. 
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Although contracts provide the valid state before, invariants during and 

pennissible state after the invocation of a method, manners provides the 

abstract specifIcation for the realization of the contract as a whole; not from 

an implementation perspective but from an abstract one. The actual 

implementation of the manners can be conducted in a variety of ways: hard

coded all the way to using a gr.unmar to represent the manners. 

Interface is separated from implementation so multiple implementations may 

be created to fu1ftll the interface and a hitherto unachieved flexibility if thus 

gained. Similarly, it can be said that manners provides a semantic separation 

of concerns that is sought when we separate interface from implementation. 

Interfaces however provide little or no semantic constr.lints on the way a class 

or type should behave as a whole (not just within the context of the contract 

of a single method) 

A third area is that of context-aware compooents. Object technology is 

becoming the technology of choice for progranuning ubiquitous computing 

devices and their supporting environments. In pervasive computing domain, 

context is an important and powerful concept, refening to the physical and 

social situation in which objects are embedded. 

A new set of issues must be confronted in building context-aware applications 

in new and emerging domains such as pervasive computing other than merely 

the business systerm domain. The notion of component manners is a key 

solution to many of the issues inherent in developing such applications and 
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their supporting enVIronments. For example, components in a pervasive 

computing system context as well as business systems needs to represent and 

interpret contextual infonnation. 

4.2.3 Levels of Integration 

Enabling levels of integration to achieve on demand e-business in a utility-

based model of computing requires the adoption of infrastructure necessazy 

to support dynamic re-configurability. This dynamic reconfigurability 

increases with each level of integration outlined in Figure 17. 

Figure 17: Levels of Integration of Services 

[18] 
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4.3 CONTEXT-AWARE COMPONENTS 

Computing systems that can confIgure, tune and repair themselves are called 

"autonomic." Let's dissect these attributes and explore their signifIcance with 

respect to software application and architecture. 

The three main notions are: 

• Self-ConfIguration 

• Auto-tuning 

• Auto-repair 

These attributes have been achieved in the autonomic computing domain of 

haniware systems, such as the IBM Eliza project. We need to explore a 

practical path to achieve these attributes in a software computing system, 

specifICally one that exhibits the agility and responsiveness required by the on

demand computing paradigm. 

An autonomic computing system is composed of a fmite number of 

autonomic components that have knowledge above and beyond the average 

object: they know how to collaborate with one another and how to fonn valid 

compositions and constructs based on npidly changing and on-demand 

specifications. 
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Thus, the components are context-aware (CAq: they can distinguish between 

valid and invalid combinations and collabomtions. In order to know their 

colleagues within a collabomtion, the CACs need to know: 

Who they are interacting with; requiring the other CAQ to publish their 

service interface, contracts and manners 

The context in which they are being "dropped" as if they were "dragged and 

dropped" onto a domain canvas will detennine their rules and behavior. The 

context and state will limit and redefme their the boundaries in which policies 

nrust be applied and rule sets nrust be chosen for applicability and subsequent 

action taken. 

4.4 THE GAP 

The world of e-business on demand covers a wide spectrum On the one 

hand are resource usage as utilities to maximize computing power, storage 

and infnlStructure and on the other end of the spectrum are the 

capitalization of application level services that can be defmed, re-conflgured, 

assembled and delivered on demand with "just-in-time" integration 

capabilities. 

The promise of Web Services as an enabling technology that will enhance 

business value through providing capabilities such as e-services on demand 

will tmnsfonn the way business is conducted and products and services are 
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offered over the web in conununities of interest: business partners, 

customers and even competitors (e.g., auctions). 

There are two perspectives relating to Web services as depicted in Figure 18: 

Two Perspectives on Web services . The "outside-inwards" perspective is 

the user's perception; no components, only services available. Once on

demand e-business is realized at the application and business leve~ service 

availability will be on-demand rather than static and pre-detennined. 

In the "inside-outWards .. perspective the lIT department that provides the 

service must do so based on some fonn of container, for management of 

the services and correct partitioning and alignment with the business. 

The enterprise component providing the services becomes an Enterprise 

CDmponent Services (ECS) provider. 
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Two perspective. 

• Outside Inwards 

- User .... only the aervlce 

• Insldeout 

- The anterprlae GOmponent aervlces provider '''X-Provider'') 

Figure 18: Two Perspectives on Web seIVices 

However, the world of on demand e-business and the realm of Web services 

need a very explicit link in order to enable business value derived from 

application level versus infrastructure level on demand e-business. 

TIlls gap is filled with the nonon of context-aware components; or 

components that have manners. A context-aware component (CAq can be 

rapidly assembled with other CACs to provide just-in-time integration of 

applications to deliver new competitive value, not delivered with the 

previous configuration based on a previous set of requirements. 
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Key to the enablement of context-aware components is the notlon of 

manners. Manners are an abstract specification of the re-configurable 

behavior of a context-aware component. 

The following illustration in Figure 19: Manners Enable Context-aware 

Components, describes the notion of manners enabling context-aware 

components with an example. 

Components Have MaMe,. 
Order Entry Scenario 

event 

1. Am lin ._ .... IIUtMn .................... oantat? 

2. What type of c:uMIcIIMr (1IOI'IM11 .... tlnum)' 
s. What type of order? 

4. PlI.r ru ... on orMr typeJ Whlch ... bMt or rule. .ppIy' 
I. sa tIM ...... In etock, 
... If not, NOrCIer. 

MIIIt •• ~""'() 
...... _IIIt( ............ , 

lit. Perfoml ActIonI te*tMuthorIutlonO, ~nI(.mount) 

Figure 19: Manners Enable Context-aware 

Components 

Once a CAe receives a message or responds to an event, first its context is 

checked, then its state is checked which is usually "session dependent". Then 
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the subset of rules that apply are filtered to a reasonable set that corresponds 

with the rules relevant to the given context. This is akin to the notion of 

manners in human life: rules govern the behavior appropriate to a given 

context. Then, if the rules apply, an action is taken or a workflow is initiated 

or an exception is generated. 

4.5 CONTEXT-AWARE COMPONENTS WITHIN 

A SERVICE-ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE 

We introduce the notion of context-a-ware soft-ware components that can be 

composed to create an application and whose valid collaborations can be 

declaratively defined It pnon; through an abstract specification of their 

manners within their operating (infrastructure) and application (functional) 

context. These components can come in three types outlined below. 

4.6 COMPONENTS: TRADITIONAL, SERVICE 

AND AUTONOMIC 

A component can be defined as an assembly or composition of seIVices; 

their interface, implementation and binding (to a protocol required to effect 

the execution of the logic of the implementation). This is akin to the notion 

of an object-oriented type (instantiated as a class) which exhibits a certain set 

of characteristic behavior. The behavior is often aggregated in the interface 

which defines the object type and becomes the method signatures of the 

class than implements the type. 
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In the world of J2EE, for example, a Java class can become an EJB by 

virtue of implementing the EJBHome and Remote interfaces and thus 

providing a set of standard method implementations that can be managed 

by the component container. 

In the case of Entity Beans, for example, the container manages not only 

transactions, security, serialization but also persistence and caching. 

Message-Driven components introduced in J2EE through the EJB 2.0 

specification add the missing asynchronous element to enterprise 

components that can fire-and-forget a message, with the understanding that 

the underlying protocol on which JMS rides will guarantee the asynchronous 

delivery of the message request! notification. 

The next step in the evolution of components came when it was realized 

that it is useful to distinguish component granularity: 
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Granularity has an impact on size, scope, usage complexity and 
performance. 

• Granularity: Usage Complexity i@I.Ii"f!.td§ 
• Fine-grained 

• Scope: Single program 

• Medium-grained 
• Multiple applications 

• Scope: 

One type/class ~ 
• 

• 

- project, framework, 
Business line or product line 

• Large-grained (Enterprise Components) 
A collaboration cluster ~ • , 

• Multiple applications, product lines and business lines~ __ ~ 
• Scope: enterprise 
• Less usage complexity; deaner interfaces ",-",-r- _ 

• Less network chatter -+ 
- Higher performance 

• Ease of internal changes (if built in a standard 
manner e.g., a la Enterprise Component 
pattern) An Enterprise Component 

Figure 20: Granularity has an impact on size, 

scope, usage complexity and perfonnance. 

4 . 6 . 1 Web Services Composition 

/. 

Similarly, from a web services perspective, the BPEL4WS standard defines a 

component composition model for Web services. Although not a fonnal 

component container, the aggregation or composition thus created needs to 

be managed by an implementation of the BPEL; for example in the 

BPEL4JEngine (see www.alphaworks.ibm.com). 

Taking a step further and adding the following attributes to a component, 

we deem it "autonomic" [134]: 
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• Self-Configuration 

• Self-optimizing 

• Self-Healing 

• Self-Protecting 

The WS-Context and WS-Policy standardization efforts aim to address the 

space of defining extra-functional aspects of a WSDL setvice description 

which may be linked to policies that can be declaratively specified rather 

than hard-coded. This enables the realization of component and setvice 

manners. 

4.7 THE GROUP CREATES CONTEXT 

An application is created through the aggregation of a group of components 

-- often selected on the basis of the setvices they provide. However, in a 

transactional context, for example, components require lmowledge of their 

mutual dependencies, on each other and on the system as a whole: their 

personal aspect and holistic aspect, in order to know which component's 

setvice to call next in the chain of collaborations that are on-going as a 

business process or computation unfolds. This grouping of objects or 

components itself creates a context which can be externalized as the group's 

context and a mediator c1ass can be responsib1e for the instantiation of the 

collective, group based on the state of the group of components. For 

example, the shipment of a 1000 computers will require different mode of 

fulfillment (handJing) than one computer, especially when there are 
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contracted quality of selVlCes involved that nrust guarantee on time 

shipment of all the batch of computers to a remote location. 

4.8 SUMMARY OF THE NOTION OF MANNERS 

Manners are rules governing behavior of a reuse element (like a class or a 

subsystem) 'Within a given context (usually, a business context). 

Manners cover a wide spectrum, from business analysis expression of 

business rules assigned to a reuse element to a grammar-oriented object 

design specifICation based on a domain-specifIC language for a business. Here 

are some considerations regaIding manners: 

1. Business rules should become fIrst-class constructs of the object 

and component paradigm. 

2. 'Therefore, a class has not only identity, state and behavior, but 

also manners. 

3. Manners are rules governing the behavior of a reuse e1ement 

(class, ... , subsystem (-- > component), ... ) within a given context, 

plus the meta-data needed to express the context, the rules and 

the conditions. Examples: XML, EjB Deployment descriptors, 

the Configurab1e Profile pattem (part of the CBDI Pattem 

language) ["defIne a profile for each user type, so you can change 

the rules governing how the user type interms with the system, 

their workflow, the rules that they have to abide by when they are 

offering products and services in a given offICe in a given 
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geographic region (context) for a corpomte (customer type) client 

within these time frames (duration constraint). 

4. Object discoveryvs. component discovery- >fme-grained objects 

vs. medium to large-grained components. Instead of starting at a 

fIne level of granularity, start with a higher level of reuse. Start 

your analysis at the subsystem level (a larger grained reuse 

element). Identify the manners for the business domain. What are 

the rules governing behavior in this business domain? What are 

the contexts in which business events occur? What rules 

/ workflow should be triggered? 

5. Write a domain-specifIC language to describe a business domain. 

This consists of a set of production rules. They can be 

externalized and represented as XML. This enables a subsystem'S 

DSL to govern the laws of its business objects and how they 

inter.lCt and collabomte to fulfill a business purpose. 

6. The EnteIprise Component pattem is used to implement a 

subsystem whose manners were described using the DSL. The 

DSL essentially captures the workflow within the subsysten{* see 

point 6.3 below] . 'I'lm workflow is managed by a Mecliator within 

and 

workflow among a set of loosely coupled medium-gnUned 

components or plain business objects. The Mediator uses a Rule 

Object to externalize its worldlow. Its colleagues {the components 
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or business objects; that's their name in the Mediator design 

pattern) may each have a Rule Object that governs their 

rules. IN this way, you can change a component's behavior at two 

levels in a non-intrusive way: change the workflow by changing 

the Mediator's Rule. Change the business component's Rules by 

adding new Rule Objects (Conditions or Actions). Thus, the 

Entetprise Component, which realizes a subsystem, will have 

realized its manners through the Mediator's workflow Rule 

Object. This can be represented as a grammar. This grammar (e.g, 

an XML DID or Schema) can be parsed using standard XML 

parsing tools to decouple the woIkflow of the Mediator from its 

Colleagues (the business components or objects). - Thus, 

we have buih an adaptive system with three key attributes: 

dynamic configumtion, dynamic collaboration and self

description. 

6.1- The ability to adaptively change the workflow without stopping 

the application is dynamic confJgUI'ation. 

61- The related ability of altering a set of collabomtions between 

objects or components ""on-the-flt is called dynamic 

collabomtion. 

6.3-Footnote: the subsystem gmmmar or manners, describes the rules 

governing the behavior of the subsystem under events and 
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invocations made to its facade. It also contains meta-data (the 

grunmar) which can be queried (reflection) from another 

component who asks for our component to describe itself. 1bis 

attribute is called self-description. 

7. Thus, manners is a semantic notion of manners - rules + context 

+ meta-data 

8. Manners can be represented in a spectrum of realizations or 

implementation mechanisms: 

8.1. If-then-else 

8.2. Polymorphic Strat.eg}C-like implementation 

8.3. Rule Type - Rule Object + Type Object 

8.4. State Machine 

8.5. Grammar (this ties it in with the notion of a domain-specifJC 

language). 

It is important to note that 'We must "pay as you go"; if 'We don't need the 

power, we must se1ect a simp1er implementation mechanism 

4.8.1 Component Consciousness: Rules and 
Ontologies for Semantic Awareness of 
Usage Contexts 

The degree of awareness a component displays with regard to its context 

and environment detennines, to a large extent, the success of its behavior 
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within that context as well as its ability to fulfill requirements arising from 

being situated in the context. 

4.8.2 Manners and Modularity 

4.1.2.1 Formalizing the Notion of Modularity 

The modularity of a component-based on-demand system is based on a set 

of elements that are considered members of the set. The modularity criteria 

can be expressed as a predicate X - {x isAMenberCf X I P{x)}. Pamas 

expressed a criteria for decomposition in which the modularity criteria is 

based on design decisions. The idea is to decouple design decisions that are 

likely 

to change so that they can be changed independently. Design decisions can be 

fonnallydefmed by predicates (DDP's). 

4.8.2.2 The Key de.lgn decl.lon. 

Component functionality F, or services exposed are a design decision. 

Component service level agreements S, are a design decision. 

Component manners M, are an additional constmint applied to a set of 

existing design decisions. 

X - { x isMembetOf X I P{x} and Q(x) or R(x}}. 

Component granularity G, is also a design decision. 

The toplogyof a component is its ability to maintain its shape despite changes 

to its state and behavior. 
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Stability of a component combination is a tensor describing the stress on its 

fonnal manners speciflCation. 

The mpidly reconfIgumble architectwal style conductive to on-demand 

application composition and just-in-time integration is achieved through the 

notion of context-aware components, or components that have manners. 

Manners is best described with the following illusmtive example: assume you 

want to design a capability of a software banking (account management) 

component that tmnsfers funds from one account to another. 

4.9 AUTONOMIC COMPUTING AND MANNERS 

A systematic view of computing modeled after a self-regulating biological 

system. 

4.9.1 Agents and manners 

Agents are autonomous objects that tend to be of smaller level of 

granularity than the enterprise components whose manners are cost

effective to externalize and manage. Agents can exist within a larger 

enterprise component boundary and support the runtime functionality of 

the internal opemtioDS of such an enterprise component. 
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4.9.2 Components and Manners 

Needless to say, that in all of the above cases, the underlying theme is that the 

behavior of the component, whether an agent, an autonomic component or 

an object, needs to be SpeCiflC in an abstract manner and yet be executable, to 

enable the mapping from a specifJCation level to an implementation level 

This behavior is contingent upon the context, state, policies, rules that exist 

and are externalized as manners. 

Thus, the addition of manners to any component makes them effectively a 

context-aware component. 
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5 CHAPTER FIVE: 

EXECUTABLE BUSINESS 

USING GOOD 

Objectives 

IMPLEMENTING 

SPECIFICATIONS 

• To describe how to create executable business process specifICations 

using Grammar-oriented object design 

• Discuss the specifICation, design and implementation of a tool 

implementing Grammar-oriented Object Design 
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5.1 SEMI-FORMAL, CONFIGURABLE AND 
EXECUTABLE BUSINESS SPECIFICATIONS 

The notion of a precise business specification that is precise enough to be 

used to generate or execute business flow within a business application was 

a delicate balance of fonnalism and the constraints of realism imposed by 

pragmatic necessity: deliver artifacts that are not just intellectual exercises 

but that add value to the design and implementation of business systems 

projects. 

One of the first hurdles was to introduce the notion of business modeling 

into the software development life cycle. As late as 2000, business modeling 

was not a fonnal part of the industty de facto standard, the Unified 

Software Development Process (initially Rational UnifIed Process). 

Although there are various business process modeling methods, Jacobson 

was the first to utilize object-oriented notions to perfonn business 

engineering [48]. Eriksonn and Penker were the fIrst to publish a treatise on 

the utilization of UML, business patterns and many this with business 

modeling [35]. This empowers the business analyst to specify their often 

highly ambiguous business requirements and functional requirements with a 

degree of accuracy that the software architect can help in developing as well 

as carrying to fruition. 
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This fusion of the nottons of domain-specific languages, semi-formalism 

specifications with component-based software engmeenng and object-

oriented analysis and design with an emphasis on adaptive software 

architectures is called Grammar-Oriented Object Design (GOOD). 

If specifications are not executable then above discussion points towards 

what is probably the closest approximation that can be made. 

5.2 TOOL ARCHITECTURE 

The architecture used the GOOD Dynamic Controller architecture: 

Business Grammar 
Orchestrating Flow of 

Appl ications 

Architecture 

General Purpose 
Language 

Domain-specific 
Language 

General Purpose/ Language 
3GL/4GL 

Imprecise 
GUI Tools 

Class Libraries 
Frameworks 

"Business Grammar": 
Formal 

Language 

Language 

EJB 
COM 

Web Service 

Figure 21: GOOD Dynamic Controller 
Architecture 

Precision 
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The controller used a special scanner that read from the input stream, events 

or using specialized tokens, an LL(l) Parser, a code generator and an action 
. . 

seIVlce regIStry. 

There is a standalone and integrated version of the Business Compiler that 

was developed. 

5.2.1 Internal Representation with 
Grammars and Input Mechanisms 

The Business Compiler is a tool that implements GOOD. 

GOOD Business Compiler Tools 

Easy to Visualize and create first iterations 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

.. 
• • .... _ _ 1. - -- _ .. _. __ .... . 

- - _ .•.. __ .. _._ . 

Issues E-!J~~~ 
u4J .... ..:.. ---~-'· • 

Transfo rmation .. _ _ __ __ ___ '. • 

Bi-directional _ _ . • 

Guidelines; Well-formed ness (WF) XM L Representation o f Grammar 
Enforcing WF Appropriate /or Computer Processing 
Metadata (descriptions, fo r now) 
Roundtrip 
Consolidation 

Figure 22: GOOD Business Compiler 

_ .... .:,... .. .;::,. . . -,..." 

~- -:;~~:-.:-:_ I 

- -;':§::~~.:=Mo 

Textual Representation of Grammar 
Easier to maintain 

Export 
Text Format 

The GOOD Business Compiler takes two types of input, namely, a Rational 

ROSE activity diagram can be imported and a business grammar (manners) 

generated. Alternatively, the business grammar can be input via a text editor. 

The intennediate interpreted representation is in an XML standard that was 

developed for this putpose. 
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After extensive industrial parser evaluation it was detennined that there were 

too many dependencies inherent in the public domain and commercial 

parsers. Thus an LL(l) parser was written to seNe as the parser/interpreter 

for the business grammar. 

5.2.2 Syntax of the Business Grammar 

The syntax of the business grammar is a standanl LL(l) syntax which can be 

described as follows: 

• Seqllel1ce 
- Prmss - (Do7bisFlrst, Do7bisS«Inl, Do7bisThird) 
- Patent Process = { Filing, P~-examination, Publication, 

Examination, Post-examination} 
• Conditioll4ir~ lImnclJil'Jg 

- Prmss - (DahisFim I YaiMa')iJo7bisFirst, Do7bisStIInJ) 
- P~-examination = { Initia1 Operations I PCf 

Operations } 
• Loops 

- Txns - {displayMenu, Txn, Txns} I doc ~ceived 
• Comments 

- / /This is a comment 

We will explore an example of a granunar for an account management 

component. 

• Write a large-grained component that provides the following 
sel'Yices 

• Oteck balance 
• Debit 
• Czedit 
• The component ~quiles 
• Access to legacy systans for database and sys~ms of recold 
• Rules 
• An kcount can be Savings or Cllecking to start with 
• Customers a~ either Regular or Platinum 
• If a Customer is Platinum and they owrdraw, then they can get 

an automatic loan based on their credit worthiness (requires a 
sel'Yice called OteckCredit( ssn)} 
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We now need to perfonn domain decomposition according to the method 

and write a business domain grammar for the account management 

component. 1his can be done in two ways, a direct entry in a text editor or 

through its specification via an activity diagram. 

Here is the gr.unmar that was written for this pwpose using a text editor. 

Account Mgt - {Login, Txns, Logout} 
Login - {# displayLoginPage, login, # getUseridAndPassword, # login, 
Cl1eckLoginResult } 
Cl1eckLoginResult - { { success, DisplayMenu} 
I {invalidUseridOrPassword, # displayinvalidUserEnor, Login} 
I newEnor, # displayNewERRor, Login I {enor, # displayEnor,Login} 
} 
DisplayMenu - { displayMenu, # displayMenu, # getTxnType} 
Txns - {Txn, DisplayMenu, Txns} I end 
Txn - { {accoundnfo, Accoundnfo} 
I {debit, Debit} 
I {credit, Oedit} 
I {transfer, Transfer} 
} 
AccountInfo - {getAccount, # getAccount, # displayAccoundnfo(account)} 
Oedit - {getOeditPammeters, # getOeditPammeters, 
# perfonnOedit(srcAccount, amount)} 
Debit - {getOebitPammeters, # getDebitPammeters, # getGJstomerType, 
Cl1eckFund, ClleckFundResult} 

ClleckFundResult - { 
{success, # perfonnDebit(s~count, amount), ClreckTxnResult} 
I {invalidAmount, # displayAmtEnor} 
I {insufflCientFund, # displayFundError} 
I {error, # displayGenemlError} 
} 
ClleckFund - {regulatGJstomer, # checkFund(s~count, amount) 
I platinumGJstomer, # checkOedit(srcAccount.getBalanceO-amount) } 
ClleckTxnResult - { 
{success, # displayDebitCDnfinnation} 
I {invalidDebitAmount, # displayDebitAmtEnor} 
I {error, # displayGenemlError} 
} 

Transfer - { 
# getTransferParameters, 
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# detennineCustomerType, 
ClreckFund, 
# perfonnDebit(srcAccount, amount), 
# perfonnCredit(srcAccount, amount), 
Confmnation 
} 
This involves ClteckFund, ClteckFundResult 
ClteckFund - { 
regularG.tstomer, # checkFund(srcAccount, amount) 
I platinumCustomer, # checkCredit(srcAccount.getBa1anceO-amount) 
} 

Alternatively, here, in Figure 23, is a rendition using Rational RC6E of the 

flow of the system using an activity diagram in UML notation. 

FJgWe 23: Activity Diagram as input into 
Business Compiler Tool 
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A sample user-interface for the Business Compiler may look like the 

following: 

ProductlOllS 

511ft· . n at t. finitTe$lDala. Account Mgt 
Account Mgt •• fdisp/ayLOQlnSClHn.l OQln . TXM • ...-. 

login · . 10Q1I1 • • getUse,'dAndPa~wo"i. ' IoQm. CheckLoginResult 
CheckloQlnResult .•• uec .... ' eXJlt.ogmPf>ase. DisJllll\lMenu 

CheckloglnRas ult . • lnva l1<IIJ.erldOcPu.vord • • d,spIayE"or. lOQln 

CheCkloginResult ·. er ror • • <JI4/>I8yE"or. LOQI/1 

ChecklOQlnReSult . • e4l\eol 

Otspl$enu ·' d i ,p14y~tnu. fd~enu. 'gtIT)(f)T~ 

Logout ·. 10Qout • • toQooI. ChecklOQOUlResull 

ChecklogoutResult •• • uce .... • dlsplay()¢Od9!e 

!>'tack 

. dlSplayLoglnScroon 

Log,n 
Tlms 
logout 

Status 

Inpul 

login 

ProductIOn dpptrcct. 

ACIJons 

checkCrtdrt 

chlclcfund 

dlsplayAccountlnfo 

dl.ptayCl.artConflrmluon 
d,splayOebrtConf,rm.uon 

dlsplayEnor 

d,.playOood9ye 

d,splavLOgmScre.n 
d,spla-;M.nu 

d,splayTrintferConfl,m lIOn 
.IOIlOQmPhase 

Figure 24: Sample user-Interface for GOOD 
Business Compiler 

The Business Compiler outlined above is an implementation of a Dynamic 
Controller Architecture. A Static Model-View-Controller architecture outlined 
below. 
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In the dynamic controller, the middle tier is not implemented in the same 
level of programming language as the View or the Mode4 but in a higher-level 
business language. The advantage of this an:hitecture is that changes to 
business requirements and seIVice level agreements can be realized by making 
confJgUnltion changes to the dynamical controller which is in-line with 
business specifications. 
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The Design of the realization of the Dynamic Controller 
Architecture: start simple with a "Hello world" 
(Display Login Page) 

«rlvn,,,,,I,. Controller» 

Figure 26: Dynamic Controller Sample 
Architecture N-tiered Realization 
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The dynamic controller architecture uses the implementation of GOOD in 

the form of the Business Compiler Engine. TIlls serves as the dynamic 

controller of the architecture. 

Dynamic Controller Layer 

r I I AdionSeMces J GIIewIy SINIIt P rseO Are Stateless 

'" I \ 
-1 

Ebazaar Actions Business 
1rrc>loments ActlonSorvlce OynControiIer Complier showLoginO 

f T 

Public void showLogin(){ 
1 

llpertonn action 
Businoss Granvnar 

II pushlnput based on 
I 

Start z (#showLogin()} 

the button clicked 
public void 
setState(ObJectSlore 0)( 

} 

\ ) Public class 
DynController(}{ 

Void DynController(}{ 

V super(); 

Figure 27: Dynamic Controller layer 

Figure 27 shows the dynamic controller layer, showing the relationship 

between actions, the layer that is the dynamic controller (versus a static 

controller) and the Business Compiler Engine. 
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The Design of the realization of the Dynamic Controller 
Architecture 

Parserlmpl 

Figure 28: The Design of the realization of the 
Dynamic Controller Architecrure 

5.2.4 Key Considerations 

• There is a Busbrss A rrhita:ture in plare or rmis to k dtfox:ri 

• R~ is to allaw the busbrss rrrxlE1e!s to ri£fin! am represent tkir mm 

busbrss pra15s.f/,mH, Wthad: ~ depenien:e en IT t:urn:trarni t:im?s 

• A m)el )Gt rmi a degrre if procisicn to create prr1X1:yfX5, praiuctim S)5tem and 

srfomre in wrral tbtt W1l sU{JfXJ'tt the busin:ss bing rrrxlekri. 

• M aielers hare a strwgprior k~ or tkir busbrss dmuin; 

- ... a subject matter expertise that is invaluable to the 

successful execution of a software development project that is 

designed to support the business. 
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• we ther(are use gramntr-aienBJ cJ:j«t tJ:sigrz (G(X)[)) to awte a formti 
sp«:ifiratim if the !:vms dantinanJ exlDlte it USltg a Busms Carpiler 
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6 CHAPTER SIX: IMPACT AND 

IMPLICATIONS OF GOOD 

Objectives 

This chapter discusses the relationships, impact and implications of GOOD 

on software architecture, business architecture 

• To explore the specifIc implications of GOOD for Setvice-oriented 

Architecture and Web SeIVices 

• To explore the impact of GOOD in shaping on-demand computing at a 

functiona1level 
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6.1 IMPACT 

ARCHITECTURE 

AREA ONE: SOFTWARE 

6.1.1 Implications of GOOD for Software 
Architecture 

The categorization of rules, components and workflow into three levels of 

granularity is not a coincidence. There are multi-dimensional separations of 

concerns [98] that are addressed by this distinction of levels. 

A dynamically re-conf"lgurable architecture is defIned as an architectural style 

that is configurable to meet functional needs and tunable to be meeting 

non-functional requirements through enabling optimizations necessary to 

fulfill service level agreements to ensure quality of service [14]. Yaghoub, et 

al., (2000) describe some of these optimizations for data-intensive web-

based systems [97]. 

In order to accommodate these configurations and optimizations, variant 

aspects of the software architecture Im1St be identified as early as possible 

[12, 141 encapsulated, separated out of the main stream of application or 

business logic that conducts day;-to-dayoperations of the business processes 

or the functioning of the real-time system, and finally be externalized to 

provide axes of conftgurability. Arsanjani, et al. [12] describe the process of 

conducting these extemalizations of such properties in a Conflgurable 

Proflle. 
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6.1.2 Architectural Styles 
The next domain that resides at the junction point is that of software 

architecture and its associated styles. Garlan and Shaw [68] have been the 

initial pioneers in this field. 

Software architectural styles are key design idioms [8,24]. UNIX's pipe-and

ruter style is more than twenty years old; black-board architectures have long 

been common in AI applications. User interface software has typically made 

use of two primary runtime architectures: the client-server style (as 

exemplifled by X windows) and the call-back mode~ a control model in which 

application functions are invoked under the control of the user interlace. Also 

well mown is the model-view-controller (MVq style [15], which is 

commonly exploited in Smallta1k applications. This architectural style is more 

recent, and has an associated meta-model [38]. 

The architectural problems encountered in organizations today stem from a 

rigid architectural style that was introduced in a random fashion as the 

application systems grew and evolved. The result of each change was a more 

brittle architecture. Enhancements to enterprise applications that typically 

focus their domain within a product line or business line typically introduce 

more entropy into the already sannted structure of the architecture. Having 

not been designed for change, with technologies that provided very little 

flexibility has resuhed in IT application architecture not being able to support 

the often changing and rapidly evolving requirements of business goals, 

drivers and processes. 
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The notion of decomposition [73] and separation of concerns [99] are key 

notions common across architectural styles. For a highly-reconfigurable and 

adaptive architecture, these notions gain prominence and become critical. 

Subdivision of system functionality into components is essentially the 

traditional problem of modular decomposition. As such, components 

which encapsulate a cohesive set of features or function-points, or which 

encapsulate functionality likely to change, are appropriate candidate 

components, and would be appropriate modules in any style. In particular, a 

message-based component architectural style affords good separation of 

concerns by supporting implicit invocation via notification. 

Thus the key characteristics of a strong component-based architectural style 

are: 

• Cear separation of (often multi-dimensional) of concerns 

• Loose coupling 

• Externalized coupling control 

• The ability to control the coupling and flow of component 

collaborations without significant impact on the operation, 

functionality or perfonnance characteristics of components. 

• Encapsulation of a set of cohesively related changing aspects or 

concerns 
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• Layering: only higher level components are visible to any 

component and the dependencies are not on actual lower level 

components 

• Adaptability or configurability: The ability to rapidly reconfigure a 

component configuration or a component itself to be relevant and 

Pluggable within a given context. 

The notion of highlr-reconfigurable architectures comes into play with the 

notion of services on demand as the need for dynamically composing 

application and infrastructure components becomes apparent within the 

realm of services on demand, in a utilio/"based model of computing. Each 

large-grained component knows its manners and the valid ways of 

interacting with its environment. 

Rules build manners which build self-awareness and context-awareness in 

autonomous components, enabling them to be combined in valid 

pemmtations on an as-need basis. This highly re-comIgWable software 

architecture describes the manners of components through GOOD. 

Languages can be used to describe architecture in general and a 

HRA/DyRec in particular. 

6.1.3 Architecture Description Languages 
Architecture Description Languages (ADL) describes the structure and 

construction of software architecture. In this sense they are akin to 

connector and port defInition of components as well as the notions of a 
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component composition or assembly of components. These specialized 

languages provide a mechanism for a more fonnal description of software 

architecture. 

6.2 IMPACT AREA TWO: 
GOOD FOR 

IMPLICATIONS OF 
SERVICE-ORIENTED 

ARCHITECTURE AND ON-DEMAND COMPUTING 

6.2.1 Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) 
This architectural style is based on the even stronger separation of interlace 

and implementation than that presented in object-oriented programming. A 

SeIVice Provider creates a SeIVice and Publishes it to a SeIVice Broker who 

will provide a SeIVice Discovery mechanism (such as lIDDI, Unifonn 

Description, Discovery and Integration standard). Then a third role, the 

SeIVice Consumer will Find a SeIVice using the SeIVice Broker's SeIVice 

Discovery mechanism. Once found, the Service is Bound to and directly 

invoked in a peer-to-peer fashion from SeIVice Consumer directly to SeIVice 

Provider, as simply as you would click on and open an HI'ML link to bring 

forth its contents. This Triad of Producer, Consumer and Broker fonn the 

three roles of an SOA 

This style has been implemented (starting in 2000) using the notion of Web 

. 
selVJCeS. 
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6.2.2 Separation of Representation from 
Presentation 

The Internet gave access to docwnents. The next step in the evolution of 

this paradigm of inter-connectedness was to provide not only access to 

infonnation (static), but to setvices (dynamic) able to be invoked over the 

Internet. In order to be able to invoke a setvice over the Internet, a new 

programming and modeling paradigm was needed to augment the notion of 

Remote procedure Calls (RPq and take into account the recent 

developments in standardization of messages through the eXtensible 

Markup Language (XML) and J2EE technologies. 

The notion of setvice-oriented architecture was introduced that provided a 

set of standards such as SOAP (Simple Object Access ProtocoQ , WSDL 

(Web Services Description Language) and registries (UDDI, Unifonn 

Description, Discovery Interlace) to discover available setvices. Using the 

more involved and complex SGML as its basis, but simplifying notions 

which led everyone away fonn SGML but a selected comnrunity, and 

focusing on e-business concepts while creating a viable and marketable 

subset called XML proved to be a solution to a long standing problem of 

separating the representation of data from its presentation (via HI'ML or 

WML for example, based on the needs of a given device the user was 

utilizing). Not only being able to "defIne your own tags" but to base 

electronic interchange of information content for specific industries and 
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applications started a trend of standardization that has been since ongoing 

(www.oasis.org) . 

6.2.3 Web Services 
Web seIVices are the interfaces that are exposed in a distributed, application to 

application interaction across the World Wtde Web 

(http://www.w3.0rg/2OO2/ws/). They are a realization or instantiation of an 

SOA, using technologies and standards such as WSDL (Web SeIVices 

Description Language), SOAP (Simple Object Access Protoco~, UDDI and 

XML (extensible Markup Language). Various other standards are being 

completed. 

6.2.4 On-demand Computing 
On-demand computing refers to the ability of a computing environment to 

dynamically respond to changes in its environment or requirements and 

respond to the threat or opportunity that has arisen. On-demand computing 

has been defIned as an environment whose attributes are Open (based on 

open standards versus proprietary technologies), Virtualized (based on the 

grid seIVices such OGSI (Open grid SeIVices Architecture» [144], Integrated 

(application within and between partners in a value chain are integrated 

seam1essly end-to-end} and Autonomic (the infrastructure and computing 

environment bas the ability to adapt to failures and self-heal, self-confJgUre, 

self-optimize and self-describe itself). 
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Other models have been described as the Enterprise NelVous System, the 

Dynamic Enterprise, Just-in-time integration, etc. 

This is reminiscent of the SEI Capability Manuity Model level 5, optimized, 

where feedback loops provide input into a statistically self-regulating system 

Arsanjani outlines an Integration Manuity Model (IMM) [15] that shows how 

integration can be taken to higher levels to achieve this ideal of dynamic 

realization of business needs required by on-demand computing. 

6.2.5 A Utility-based Model of Computing 
Providing infonnation technology, applications and infrastructure as a utility 

is not a new concept. It's realization; however appears to be more and more 

realistic and economical. 

A variable cost structure defmes a "pay as you go" model where the client 

pays only for the amount of metered services rendered. 

This is similar to the Application Service Provider or ASP model where 

software functionality is provided in a metered fashion, nruch like electricity 

or water: a software package is not purchased but made accessible for usage 

on a fee for unit-of-usage basis, such as fee per transaction, or volume, 

"number of clicks" or customized reporting or billing capabilities. 

Figure 17 shows a maturity model for the levels of increasing integration of 

seIVices. This implies an incremental increase in the integration capabilities 
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of the applications and business at each level. To take the quantum leap into 

the next phase or level, an organization must undergo a transformation or 

evolution (drastic or steady depending on its current state). 

Levels of Integration of Servlcu 

,. .... -.,;........... 1111 
........... - I ......... 
IAIfIIIIII'IlI~rr 

Figure 29: Levels of Integration 

Utility-based computing is an aspect of on-demand computing. In order to 

realize utility-based computing, a standard mechanism for its large-scale 

creation and consistent deployment is needed. Grid computing provides 

such a standards and technology basis. Grid Computing is emerging as a 

next-generation parallel and distributed computing platfonn driven by the 

Internet, Web services technologies, and setvice-oriented computing 

architectures. Grids enable the sharing, selection, and aggregation of 

geographically distributed resources, such as computers (pCs, workstations, 
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clusters, supercomputers), data sources, and scientific instruments, for 

solving large-scale problems in science, engineering, and conunerce. Thus, 

the word "Grid" has come to denote middleware infrastructure, tools, and 

applications concerned with integrating geographically distributed 

computational resources. Grid semces is a powerful combination of web 

semces and grid computing [136]. 

The path to realizing a highly decoupled set of interacting components that 

can be mixed and matched dynamically to fonn applications on demand is 

realized through grammar-oriented object design. Each semi-autonomous 

component is a context-aware, context-sensitive component that knows 

how it can be combined through understandjng its own set of valid rules of 

combination. In a word, these components have manners. They behave 

correctly through their context-awareness and can combine with other such 

self-aware/ context-aware components to produce a type of complex 

adaptive systems that we call dynamic applications. 

6.2.6 Grammars and Formal Definition of 
Document Structure 

XML oms brought the notion of grammars back to the forefront 3 
; 

defming a document's structure by using elements, attributes and entities. 

This evolved into the XML Schema specification. 

5 Although SGML had pioo.eered this, it had DOt piDed much adoption.a 
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XML was extended and used for various aspects of information interchange 

(validating and non-validating XML parsers, Document Type Definitions 

and XML Schema [OASIS]), remote invocation (Simple Object Access 

Protocol [MS-IBM] defInition of services via Web Service Description 

Language (WSDL), XPath, Xfonns, XSL (XML Style Sheets) and XSLT 

(XSL Transformation) and WSIA (Web Services for Interactive 

Applications) [Arsanjani et all, etc., 'Were introduced. 

Thus, using XML to transact business-to-business interactions abounded: 

ebXML (e-business markup language), TPML (tnding Partner Markup 

Language). 

6.3 IMPACT AREA THREE: THE 
IMPLICATIONS ON BUSINESS MODELING AND 
BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE 

Although current object-oriented analysis and design methods and mxleling 

languages have each a rich set of semantics and syntaX to support the 

modeling of software systeIm, their support for business mxleling bas been 

nx>re limited. In addition, there is no fulllife-C}(:1e support for the chal1enges 

posed by component-based development and integmtion (CBDI). The 

transition and traceability from business modek to software component 

an:hitectures is by no means SIlX>Oth. This paper explores extensions to 

current methods to fully support ~DI across the life ~ starting from 

business mxleling and throughout the software development lifecycle. 
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We propose Granunar-oriented Object Design (GOOD) as a method of 

identifying and mapping reusable subsystems in a business model to a welI-

mannered component-fIrst software architecture. The latter architecture 

assumes the modeling and design process is based on an assembly-based 

paradigm of wiring pre-built or customized components that have been 

designed for change and 'With the intent of repeated long-tenn reuse and 

customization. 

6.3.1 Methods and Business Modeling 
Cmrent object-oriented methods have been augmented to include work 

products and activities for business modeling or have "standa!dized" 

extensions [144]. Examples of these methods include the Rational Unified 

Process [112], the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [84] and the IBM 

Global Services Method [47]. Business Extensions for the UML, the Business 

Domain in Global Services Method and the Eriksson-Penker extensions to 

the UML for business modeling [35] directly support business modeling. 

Business Modeling supports software modeling by identif}mg the infonnation 

systems that best support the opemtions of the business [111], selVing as a 

basis for functional and non-functional requirements, and as a basis of 

refmement into analysis and design, as well as, providing a basis for 

identif}mg suitab1e components [19]. 

The transition from business modeling to software modeling is not a smooth 

or well-understood process. Often, different teams that have different 
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tenninologies, diagr.unming, visualization techniques and goals perlonn the 

activities of business and software modeling. Thus a way to seamlessly map 

these onto one another is required. 

6.3.2 Business Architecture and 
Enterprise-scale Components 

There are many defmitions and interpretations of what is signifIed by 

component-based development and integration (CBDl) and what defmes a 

"component" [23]. A software component is "a unit of composition with 

contractually specifJed interlaces and explicit context dependencies only. A 

software component can be deplo~d independently and is subject to 

composition by third-parties" [25]. To fully realize component-wale, we 

propose an operational definition of how to actually build a technolog}<

neutral components using architectural patterns, based on the need for 

components to be elevated from small-grained objects to cover a richer 

spectrum of granularity up to the enterprise-level business process. These 

large-grained enterprise-scale components can be wired together and adapted 

in a modular fashion to incorporate new behavior and business rules across 

business lines and product lines. 

We defme an Enterprise Component (EO as a compound design pattem that 

will allow design-time specifICation of technolOg)Lneutral components whose 

realization mechanism can be based on any standard run-time component 

models such as EJB or NET. An EC is a compound pattern consisting of a 

Composite Mediating F~ with "pluggab1e" Rule Objects [151 that is, 
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business rules that can be adaptively plugged into a component business 

model without violating the open-closed principle. 

6.3.3 Business Modeling 
A complete architectural speciflCation of an information technology system 

includes information about how it is partitioned and how the parts are 

interrelated. It also contains information about what it should do and the 

purpose it nrust seNe in the business [19]. One of todays foremost software 

development challenges is the need to balance business demands for faster 

time-to-market with a relatively volatile set of requirements on the one hand, 

with the need to deliver quality, reusable code. This challenge is becoming 

overwhehning to software development organizations. It calls for various 

techniques such as ensuring adherence to Me~r's open-closed principle [66], 

using adaptive object modeling [11] [143], and designing components with 

pluggable business rules [7]. All approaches nevertheless require strong 

business requirements based on an understanding gained through business 

modeling. The prevalent tacit expectation seexm to be that during softw:ue 

modeling, the gap in understanding of business needs, rules, goals and 

perspectives will somehow be fu1fU1ed. 

It has been seen that producing business mJdels provides a sound basis for 

creating suitable information systelm that support the business [35]. 

Electronic business systems have the most to gain from an assembly-based 

paradigm founded on component-based development. Unfortunately, 
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balancing the need for ntpid time-to-market with quality has not been easily or 

repeatedly achievable with the prevalent levels of ambiguity in business 

requirements (usually with little or no signifIcant business modeling) and the 

indetenninate way they are mapped to the software architecture. This 

mapping will simply not work for component construction that demands 

partitioning of a domain into subsysteIm with -well-defIned manners. The 

business analyst nonnally bases business requirements on the knowledge the 

domain expert captured, but this approach does not guarantee precision or 

tr.tceability. Software engineers are thus left to exercise unnecessary creativity 

in an area in which they are not -well conversant - the business domain. This, 

in tum, leads to entropy in the software architecture, }ielding mismatched 

expectations and systeIm that do not fIt business needs. 

6.3.4 Software Modeling and Architecture 
Optimally, software is mode1ed by taking the business requirements that are 

an output of business modeling and perlonning analysis and design activiries 

on the solid basis of coITeCt and prioritized business needs [30135147]. We 

propose explicitly basing the initial modeling on domain-partitioned 

subsystems that map to distinct business domain such as Account 

Management, Glstomer Relationship Management, Rating, Billing, Product 

Management, Procurement and Shipping. Subsequently -we suggest 

discovering the business rules and constntints governing the behavior of the 

domain plus the meta-data required to reflectively query the component for 

rules and seIVices at run-time; i.e., the subsystem manners. The manners are 
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represented as a business domain-speciftc language that can be adaptively 

modifted at run-orne [110]. 
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7 CHAPTER SEVEN: METHOD SUPPORT FOR 

THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF RE

CONFIGURABLE COMPONENT-BASED, 

SERVICE-ORIENTED SYSTEMS 

Objectives 

• To provide key activities and artifacts that support the design and 

implementation of component-based and service-oriented systetm 
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T enninology 
The following diagram summarizes the key notions in this method in terms of 

the differentiation of business and IT terminology. 

Each of the constructs we are using in the 7 step process have 
relations to business and IT 

Business 
level terminology 

I Fun::~~nal I 
Bu~ness 
Process 

Technology (IT) 
level terminology 

lr""u- s-e--c-as-e-s""l 

I Subsystem I 

I ~::;:'~::t I 
I C::!~:!!t I Satisfies functional domain requirements 

Goals 
I d::~:~t I Satisfies Non-functional 

Services 

Figure 30: Business and IT Terminology 

7.1 EXTENSIONS TO CURRENT METHODS FOR 

COMPONENT-BASED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 

The following chapter describes the artifacts and aCUvlUes that extend 

current object-oriented methods for performing component-based software 

engmeenng. 
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As outlined in [14] and in [12], we adopt a combination of a top-down and 

bottom up approach to component-based service-oriented system design. 

The top-down aspect comes from taking business perspectives and models 

into consideration: business function, process, sub-process, business use

cases are elaborated and fonn the outlines of component boundaries. 

This creates a blueprint for a component domain mode4 allocating 

conceptual containers for which to categorize and later actually use to 

implement services and chunks of business functionality often enunciated in 

the fonn of use-cases. 

Components provide boundaries and containers for services {often 

discovered through use-case analysis and goal service model creation [14] to 

reside in. 
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7.1.1 The Layers of Service-oriented 
Computing and Architecture 

Consider the following Figure 31 as a map describing a conceptual view of 

the end-state of an SOA 

.. .. .. 
.!o! E 
~ ; 
.. c 
11)0 

(,) 

Figure 31: Layers of a Service-oriented 

Computing Architecture supporting Services 

on Request 

A SOA is not one component or technology; it is more of an appmui1 to 

designing a layered enterprise architecture consisting of multiple 

infrastructure and application components that rely on a set of loosely-

coupled interfaces called service descriptions. 

An SOA builds on several layers of the architecture as shown in Figure 31. 

An SOA often composed of services or components provided by the 
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underlying (often finer-grained) la~r of seIVices. The set of services that is 

available to be composed into a Business Process Architecture through 

mechanism such as BPEL, used to create an orchestration of seIVices, is 

founded upon a la~r of exposed SeIVices. This la~r of SeIVice Architecture 

provides (functional perspective) and supports (non-functional perspective) 

the exposure of seIVice interlaces (service descriptions. At some point, 

however, these services must be provided by some component in the 

seIVice provider's implementation domain. 

Legacy systeIm fonn the fIrst la~r of an enterprise architecture; systeIm 

invested in for decades. Subsequently, legacy systeIm find themselves with 

the need to integrate with new object-oriented systeIm (2). Object 

architectures are often too fme grained to be of any real use in a value-net in 

a cross enterprise sense. These systems are thus often re-partitioned into a 

more coherent, organized and reusable set of enterprise component (3). 

These components contain various business and technical components that 

provide functionality to support the business. In mining out the true 

business level of functionality from system required functionality, seIVices 

can be defmed and exposed at the boundary of these components and 

combined with selVices newly discovered or created to fonn the fourth layer 

(4) in the SOC architecture. Note that these services can themselves be 

composite: i.e., consist of other combination of fme~gnined services. 
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These services can levenge packaged applications (10) that expose their 

services through more than merely API's, although API's can be levenged 

at the legacy, object or component architecture layers. 

Layer (5) is created by combining these services into composite services that 

do not merely aggregate functionality ("subsuming": "the big fISh eating the 

smaller fish" ) but do so in a collaborative (peer to peer) fashion using 

on:hestration as their key composition mechanism. This differentiating 

factor allows the creation of goal-oriented business processes. 

'These business processes support transactions that ultimately require 

presentation to a human or to a virtual interface ultimately traceable by a 

human. This Presentation Level (6) may be composed of any mechanism. 

fIowever, portlets and portal technology seems to be the direction that most 

enables combination and re-combination of services that have a "face". A 

good example of a standard that supports this ~ Web Services for Remote 

Portlets (WSRP) and the Web Services Experience Language (WSIA). 

In many fmancial applications as in many MIS or EIS (management or 

executive infonnation) systems, the need for Business Intelligence (BI; layer 

9) comes into play and helps decision makers monitor and make decisions 

about the running of the business. Thus, the need for more seamless 

integration of BI into the service-oriented computing framework arises. 

The integration of all the disparate layers can be accompmhed through a 

Service Bus supplied by the Integration Layer (7). 
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At the cornerstone of services lies the implementation technology which 

needs to be monitored and metered to ensure and enforce quality of service 

(layer 8). 

In many cases the usage scenarios described in section 3.4 above enables the 

leveraging of a layer in the architecture to enable new application 

functionality and integration. 

The above figure describes an end-state. How do we achieve this end state? 

There are four major approaches that can be taken to achieve this in a 

stepwise fashion as described in 4.5.2. Often, we will see it is prudent to 

combine steps. This combination is shown in section 4.5.2. Then the 

method for SOA is described in 4.5.3. 

7.2 THE FOUR MAJOR ApPROACHES TO SOA 

There are generally four ways to approach SOA as depicted in Figure 32: 

Four Approaches to SOA : top-down, bottom-up, totally GreenfJdd (start 

from scratch) and through package integmtion. The four approaches to 

creating or incorporating an SOA include top-down business architecture 

driven, bottom-up leveraging of legacy assets through componentization of 

externalized services, package integration and green fJeld development. 
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Top-down: Business Architecture driven 

Definition and roadmap of services 

Package Integration: ISV dependent exposure of 

Functionality as services (beware: API <> Service) 

'--____ -... ~----..J 
V 

Bottom-up: Leverage assets I expose services 

through Legacy 

Transformation 

Service-oriented Computing 

Figure 32: Four Approaches to SOA 

The top-down business driven approach uses a decomposition of the domain 

into business processes, sub-processes and business use-cases. The business 

use-cases common to lines of business are usuallydone as a priority as they 

leverage reusable assets. 

Services can also be created by leveraging existing functionality in legacy 

systems. The approach of legacytransfonnation with the process of legacy 

knowledge mining, extemalization and componentization are generally used 

to achieve an SOA from this bottom-up approach. 

Integration with or migrating to an SOA with packaged applications is tricky: 

packaged applications are often locked in terms of exposing their functionality 

in anything but the most rudimentatyfashion through API's. The API 

approach is a fine-grained approach, differing from that of Services, which 

tend to be more coarse-grained and business aligned. 
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Greenfield refers to regular ground-up Java -based development that then 

exposes the services needed by the enterprise and detennined by the top

down business driven approach. 

To succeed in migrating to an SOA, a combination of approaches is often 

required. Also, migrating to an SOA cannot be done in an ad-hoc technology

focused fashion: "buy the tools and generate the WSDL and the SOA is in 

place." The latter approach of technology and tool focus is unrealistic, error

prone and extremely risky: tools cannot partition or discover the right 

granularity or functionality of services that are business aligned and that can 

be composed into usable orchestrations through standards such as BPEL6
• 

6 Business Process Execution Language. 
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7.3 A METHOD OR DEVELOPMENT ApPROACH 

FOR SOA 
Therefore, a method or development framework is required whereby services 

are discovered (top-down) and leveraged (bottom-up; from legacy and 

packaged applications) . TIlls section introduces such a method and describes 

the IBM SOA Method. TIlls includes a combination of techniques and steps 

that describe how to ernploytop-down and bottom-up techniques to succeed 

in creating/ migrating to an SOA 

TIlls method consists of seven main steps. Although there are many more 

details in standard practice, we will focus only on the most salient features of 

the method through these steps. 

Top-down is the business driven part providing 0 
a holi stic analysis driven by business 
needs 

• A blueprint for enterpr1se component 
services is created that is It1en realized by a8 
combination of existing legacy functionality 
and new devetopment efforts 

Goals, processes, rules and servioes are taken ~ 
into account ~ 

Bottom-up part of the approach uses a 
characterization of the existing systems 
and components and how they map back (» 
10 business function to help outiine the 
assets available to realize each of the 
components. o 

Figure 33: Seven Main Steps of SOA 

Development Framework/Method 

eco-system or value chain: 
areas of the business: 

pose domain Into subsystems 

subsystems Into business and 
Tec:hoololJY com ponents and services 

compose the flow for subset of process 

Determine business goals, sub-goals 
and Services required to fulflll objectives 

Assign services and flow to components: 
Refactor components as needed: 
Extricate logic and rules: partition 

Specify details of components and 
Services and flows 

Use design and an:hlteclural patterns and 
Best-practices to design Internals of service 
components 
Build vs. Buy vs. Subscribe VS . Transform 
Vs. Wrap; how will I realize my services 
Component functionality? 

Leverage existing assets : legacy, package 
Etc. 
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Note that Figure 33 does not show the possible parallelism of activities, but 

simplifies the picture by assuming a more step by step approach. In practice, it 

is recommended to conduct some steps in parallel as depicted in Figure 34. 

Component 
SpecifICation 

Service Allocation 

Domain Decomposition 

Subsystem Analysis 

Goal Service Modeling 

Variation-oriented Anal.. . 

Component Service 
Realization 

Figure 34: Some Parallel Steps in Executing 

the SOA Method 

The top-down aspect comes from taking business perspectives and models 

into consideration: business function, process, sub-process, business use-cases 

are elaborated and fonn the outlines of component boundaries. 

'This creates a blueprint for a component domain mode4 allocating conceptual 

containers for which to categorize and later actually use to implement services 
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and chunks of business functionality often enunciated in the fonn of use-

cases. 

Components provide boundaries and containers for services (often 

discovered through use-case analysis and goal service model creation) to 

reside in. 

Below we will outline the seven key steps necessary to support component-

services architectures . 

7.3.1 Domain Decomposition 

In this step we analyze the domain into its constituent business architecture 

consisting of business processes, sub-processes and use-cases. Recall that 

every business process is a goal oriented process. From a business 

perspective, the domain consists of a set of functional areas. 

We decompose the domain into functional areas across the value-net; these 

are often good candidates for implementation as technology subsystems. 
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Each Enterprise Component maps to a functional area or 
business process within the business domain. 

• Enterprise Business Components are defined in a top-down 
fashion by taking into account the nature and evolution of 
the business, its goals, conceptual model, process model, 
rules policies models. 

Functional Areas 

Figure 35: Step 1 Domain Decomposition into Functional Areas and 

Processes 

In this step, we thus identify the functional areas across a value-chain or 

value-net and define the ~ of the effort: 

• Is it within the enterprise across one, two or more business lines? 

• Is it across a value-chain within business partners in a supply chain? 

Thus, the figure below depicts an overall business process 
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Figure 36 shows the decomposition of the domain into processes, sub-

processes and business use-cases. These business use-cases are good 

candidates for business services, ultimately exposed as a WSDL interface 

(service description) on an owning entetprise component. 

Business Model Architecture: Process to Use-case Breakdown 

I ~~c.;iOOSS 

14. Business 
Process 

Business Nea : Domestic Econom 

Una of Business: 
Inlellectual Proper1y Rights Manageman :: 
Patent Processing management 

~dentificatiO~ IPresentationl1 Selection I I Purchase II Fulfillment I 

Figure 36: The Hierarchy of Domain 

Decomposition in Business Architecture 

Definition 

Domain 

Decomposition 

These use-cases will now become the seIVlces that are exposed on the 

subsystem ~ater, entetprise component's interface as web services). 

The Business use-cases thus serve as candidates for business services in the 

SOA; their definition was business driven and aligned, offering a common, 

reusable "chunk" of business functionality. In the business use-cases, it is 

important to note the data to be input and output from each service or 
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external invocation and have it defined at least at a high level, to be refined 

during component and service specification. 

The term functional area is a business term. As we move into design, each 

functional area will be mapped to one or more subsystems in the 

architecture. Often the mapping is one-to-one as shown in Figure 37. So for 

each functional area we will often find at least one subsystem that will then 

be identified and elaborated as design continues. 

Each Functional Area or Business Process can be thought of as 
an IT subsystem that creates a natural business driven boundary 
for large-grained enterprise components that provide services. 

Figure 37: Functional Areas and Processes 

Map to Subsystems that will become 

Enterprise Components 

· • • 
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Functional Areas are a business nOllon while the subsystems are a 

technology notion; there is a straightfotward mapping between them; often 

one to one. 

Object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) tends to produce large object 

graphs. Hence, note the departure from traditional object-oriented analysis 

which would yield a large number of fine-grained objects first. Here, the 

larger encompassing (perhaps virtual) structure is first identified and them 

its constituent elements are refined (through a more top-down approach) or 

allocated (of we leverage legacy for example). 

Next we create a domain specific language describing the composition and 

flow of the functional areas in the domain. This business grammar will serve 

as the manners that will drive the system as a whole. 

7.3.2 Subsystem Analysis 

The functional areas, their relations in the value-chain of the domain, their 

business processes, sub-processes and business use-cases as well as high 

level rules have been identified in domain decomposition. 

Now, we are moving into more of design and into more of architecture and 

technology driven decisions. Subsystems are a large-grained unit of 

conceptual modeling that naturally follows a business driven top-down 

domain decomposition. 

The business use-cases often collaborate to support a business process such 

as Figure 38. Subsystem Analysis refines the business use-cases into system 
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use-cases that support a given business process, often corresponding to the 

functional area's subsystem 

A Business Process which corresponds to a subsystems often consists of 
mber of business use-cases 

orders complicated 

received? is it to use 
more than 

Telephone? 
one credit 

FAX? 
checking 

Web site? 
agency? 

Direct from 

ERP system? 

interact with 

my inventory 

system? 

What do I do 
if I have 

multiple 

locations and 

multiple 

inventory 
systems? 

«Business Process» 

Order Processing 

to my my shop fioor 

different systems 
suppliers? interact with 

the other 
How 

parts of my 
automatic is 

business that 
the ordering 

need their 
process? 

information 

How do I and status? 

ensure that all 

the parts from 
my providers 
are available 

when I need 

them? 

electroniC 

order form be 
digitally 

signed to 
assert that 

quality 

assurance 

has inspected 

the order? 

Figure 38: Use-cases collaborate to create a 

business process 

Can my order 
with different control 

systems in system 
order to interact in a 

ensure that I standard 
will get paid? way with the 

systems of 
my various 

shippers? 

: ': , Subsystem 

Analysi,s . 

During subsystem analysis, we take each subsystem identified in the 

previous step and decompose it into its set of constituent business and 

technical components. Thus, we delegate the functionality provided by the 

subsystem to fulfill the functional area's roles and responsibilities to a set of 

constituent business and technical components. Business components 

supply the business functionality required, while technical components 

provide the necessary technical infrastructure to needed to support the 
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business components and operate their functionality. Technical components 

are thus operational and non-functional oriented, while business 

components tend to satisfy functional requirements . 

Thus, by composing these business and technical components, a larger

grained enterprise component can be constructed. This combination of 

business and technical components is not merely structural, but also 

involves the definition of flow. how do the business components 

collaborate to provide functionality to enact business processes? The 

functioning of the business components is enabled through the setvices 

(implemented by the component's finer level object or legacy system 

structure) defined and required by the business use-cases they support as 

shown in Figure 39. 
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Subsystem Analysis: Identify Business and Technical Components 

• Analyze the Subsystem Manners (processing steps) and use-cases to 
discoverlidentify candidate Business Components 

• Use non-functional requirements to find technical components 

• Identify the required functionality for each Business Component 

• In step 5 we will create a Component Specification template for each 
Business Component 

nent 

Use-case 

Use-case 

Use-case 

Use-cases are put on the interface and expose the EC's services 

Figure 39: Step 2: Subsystem Analysis assigns 

use-cases as services and specifies finer grained 

components 

Subsystem 

Analysis 

The business use-cases will reside on the interface to these subsystems and 

the constituent business and technical components will supply the behavior 

necessary to support the service. This may require composite services; i.e. 

those built out of a combination of finer-grained services. 

Hence in subsystem analysis, system use-cases, business and technical 

components, their dependencies and flow, the interfaces of the subsystem 

are detennined. 
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A parallel activity is recommended which guarantees that the business 

services have all been identified. The next step, often done in parallel with 

subsystem analysis describes how new services that are traceable back to 

business requirements and goals are identified and the complete set of 

business services are thus defined. 

It is key to note that for each subsystem we will then design the high level 

flow and composition of that subsystem using a domain-specific language. 

7.3.3 Goal Service Model 

Many times, in OOAD the question of how to arrive at Objects (object 

discovery or object identification) is raised as being a non-trivial, subjective 

activity. The underlining of nouns and intuiting names, events or roles are 

often cited. None of these activities is a precise heuristic which helps 

conceptualize the rationale behind the selection of an object in the domain. 

Similarly, service identification, which implies the discovery of business 

aligned services for the entire organization, presents a similar problem Use

cases provide a necessary but insufficient condition for the identification of 

services in an SOA 

By interviewing business owners, querying them on the goals within the 

scope of work, we can create a tree of related sub-goals that are pre

requisites to the achievement of the initial high-level, often intangible and 

lofty goal. Each level of sub-goal is broken down to a set of further sub

goals until the services required to fulfill them are clear. This is called a gOal

services model. 
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Create a goal-services model of the goals and sub-goals that must be realized 

in order support higher level goals . Associate the services required to 

support the realization of sub-goals . This will make services traceable back 

to the goals that the business indicates it needs to achieve. 

A Goal Service Model (Example) defines sub-goals and services 
required to fulfill them. 

Business Goals 

Pre·requisite Sub·goals 

Service 

Quality 

Continuous Improvement 

Feedback on metrics 

Identi fy Metrics 

e.g. , If of patents challenged 

Provide Correspondence 
Challenge Patent Claim 
Challenge First Office Action 

Figure 40: Step 3 : Goal-Service Model 

O eation 

"Out of 187,000 
patents only 400 are 

challenged" 

Goal Model Creation 
(Goal·Service Graphs) 

The generic form of the above diagram can be seen in the diagram below 

which has service associated with each level of goal! sub-goals. 
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Business Goals -------------------------------- ----- --------

Pre-requisite Sub-goals -\~:::::,~: ----, 
· . · . · . · · · Service --', 
, 
· · · · · 

Service 

---------_ .. --

...... -.............. 

-----

Figure 41: generic GSG (Goal-Service Graph) 

7.3.4 Variation-oriented Analysis and 
Design (VOAD) 

Now that the basic component structures and composition have been 

defined, it is important to conduct an analysis of the stable and variant 

aspects of those components in the context of the business domain and 

project that they will be used within. Apply the principles and techniques of 

VOAD to detennine the extent of the extemalizations of variations. For 

more details on VOAD and its seven principles see [10]. 

7.3.5 Business and Technical Component 
Specification 

Now that the constituents of enterprise components have been identified, 

they need to be specified in detail. Elements such as those shown below can 
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be captured for each business or technical component that will participate in 

a release within the scope of the project. 

Component Specifications specify structure, interface and 
configurations 

• Rules 
- R1 

- R2 

• Services 
- Collect Common Data 
- Define Administrator, etc. 

• Attributes 
- <data element 1 > 
- <data element 2> 

• Uses Components 
- <Dependency on Component 1 > 

• Variation Points 
- Pluggable Rules 
- [Configurable] Workflow 
- Configurability Requirements (come from the corresponding 

Figure 42: Step 5 : CDIDponent Sezvices 

Specification 

«Component» 

Thus, Components (business and technical) and their semce descriptions 

are now specified with greater detail. The next section fills out the 'seIVices" 

section of this template or adds to it to make sure it is complete. 

7.3.6 Service Allocation 
Now that semces have been identified through a combination of domain 

decomposition and goal semce modeling, we can create interface definition 

for the seIVices (e.g., in W'SDL). The next step is to find a home for them: 

who will provide the implementation? The answer will differ based on 
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whether you are a service provider or consumer. A service consumer will 

want to be able to flexibly replace its implementation based on non-

functional characteristics (higher volume handled, less down time) and 

economic factors (cheaper service) . 

A service provider, on the other hand will want to implement the interface 

usmg one or more of its components or existing functionality (if not 

componentized) . 

Service allocation is a step that assigned the responsibility of implementation 

of the service to a given component for maintenance, governance and 

accountability aspects. 

Service Allocation Maps the Services Discovered to Goals and 
Components 

Services 

Figure 43: Step 4: Service Allocation 

. .. This way you not only make sure 
Every service has business value, 
But also that all services have been 
identified. 

c:::::::J Previously discovered services 

_ Services discovered during 
Goal Service 
Modeling 

Service 
Allocation 
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Once the goals and services have fonned the list of necessary services, we 

take the components defined by domain decomposition, subsystem analysis 

and goal service model and assign them appropriate services. 

7 . 3 . 6 . 1 Bus i ness a n d Te chnic a l Com p on e n t 

Realizat io n 

Once the components have been specified in detail, their implementation 

mechanism and who implements them must be resolved. You can build 

everything from scratch. Or you can outsource it completely as a turn-key 

solution. Between these two extremes lies the most common needs of IT 

organizations: to decide what to build, what to buy. However, it is critical to 

note that these are not the only alternatives. There are various alternatives 

other than the traditional build versus buy decision; namely, integration, 

transformation, subscription and outsourcing of parts of the functionality, 

esp. via web services. 
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For each of the services and components, we need to decide how to 
realize their functionality. This is called Technology Realization Mapping 

Components and services have been designed; now we need to realize 
their functionality. It is not just a build vs. buy decision ... This realization can be 

ach;eved ;na numbe, of ways. <3>~~ 

~~ 
Buy: 
Integrate with third party product 

Build New Component Functionality 
("Roll your own") 

Transform legacy to enable functionality 
exposure for this service to reuse 

Figure 44: Step 7 Technology Realization 

Mapping 

Subscribe .'-'. 

<··o·~~so~~~~··> 
.. ........ .. .. ........ ..... . ...... 

We decide how to realize the component by mapping it to a technology 

realization. 

A table can be created such as in Figure 45: Technology realization mapping 

table for this purpose. 

BUlin ... Sub- u..... Component CUrrent FutIn 

procell procell IMrvIcl Impllmtntatlon Technology 

(If1Xllta) AIIIIIIIIon 

mechanism 
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Figure 45: Technology realization mapping 

table 

7.3.7 Summary 

To summarize, the method described here helps map a current business 

model and its underlying IT architecture to a service-oriented enterprise and 

application architecture as depicted in Figure 46: Gment to Target SOA 

Architecture. 

Current Business and Technical Architecture 

Future Enterprise and Application Architecture 

Figure 46: G.urent to Target SOA 

Architecture 

7.3.8 Conclusion 

Service 
Repository 

That concludes the methodology extensions that grammar-oriented object 

design (GOOD) brings to the software engineering process. 
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The next section is the evaluation chapter and uses this method and applies it 

to an example called e-bazaar. 
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8 CHAPTER EIGHT: EVALUATION AND THE 

E-BAZAAR CASE STUDY 

Objective 

• To provide a case-study that demonstrates the implementation of 

GOOD using a realistic e-business project scenario 
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8.1 MAPPING BUSINESS 

SERVICE -ORIENTED 

ARCHITECTURE 

ARCHITECTURE TO 

SOFTWARE 

Grammar-oriented object design has been applied in industrial strength 

projects ranging from patent processing to telecommunications to financial 

services and higher education. Its related tools have also been used in that 

context. This case study is in reality taken from the experiences of three 

major projects that have been successfully executed in industry. The 

distillation of that experience has been cast in this canonical example called 

e-bazaar. E-bazaar explores an online order entry system similar to what 

would be found at a typical e-business website, for example, Amazon.com 

In this case study, we show how to start with high level business architecrure 

and map it onto a service-oriented architecture using GOOD. 

In order to accomplish this we have extended current object-oriented 

methods to include full spectrum (from high level analysis down to 

implementation) support for component-based and service-oriented softv...are 

engineering. This is essential to ensure a consistent and repeatable way of 

analyzing and designing software systems with the GOOD approach [14]. 

These extensions are discussed in the next section. In the next section we 

show how we have extended current methods such as the Unified Process of 

Software Development with additional activities and artifacts such as 

Subsystem Analysis in which the Business Domain is partitioned into 
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cohesive business-process level subsystems with appropnate "manners" 

allocated to each subsystem using a lise-case grammar. 

8.2 EXTENDING THE UNIFIED PROCESS FOR 

BUSINESS COMPONENT-BASED DEVELOPMENT 

We contend that the Unified Process of Software Development can be 

extended, and thus used for a Component-based Development methodology. 

Figure 1 illustrates the Unified Process (UP) with the following extensions: 

Architectural analysis (1), Variation-oriented Analysis (2), Architectural design 

(2a), Variation-oriented Design (3) and Subsystem Design (3a) and Grammar

oriented Object Design (4). Of these, Architectural Analysis is lightly 

impacted and Architectural design and Subsystem Design are lightly altered. 

o 
o 

Architect 

Variation-o oriented o Deslgn(3) 

Design 

Use-case 
Anall'sls 

o 
- D-D-D 

Review 
o 

rchitectural DeSign Design "rcMectura "rcMlct 
Design (2~ ConcurrencyDlstrlbution Reviewer 

~S~f\;'~em ~ ~ 0 
L../ Des n (33) LJ 

Use-case "'" Review 
Design "D Design OnIOn RIII'II'Mlr 

C ss 
Design 

Figure 47: A Workflow Map for extensions to 

the Unified Process of Software Development. 
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8.2.1 Subsystem Analysis Example 

An experienced architect uses patterns that are distillations of past experience 

that are known to work and provide effective solutions to clients across 

multiple projects [42]. The introduction of architectural mechanisms occurs 

here in the UP workflow. Consider how the world would appear to an 

experienced software architect: instead of a large number of fUle-grain 

objects with little reuse potential, the problem domain would be partition d 

into a set of subsystems that could repeatedly be reused in product lin an 

families of applications across multiple projects in various busines lin . 

In every "incarnation", i.e., instantiation, each subs~tem migh 

implemented in a slightly different way that depends on the ompon nt 

realization in the target problem domain context. Howev r, th t of 

i.e., interfaces, and manners that define the cluster comprising th m 

remains unchanged. Consider the following subsys ms th 

identified through Subsystem Analysis, an extension to th 

workflow, for the E-Bazaar example shown above: 

Customer Relationship Management = {Account Management, Contact Manag ment (Add 

Security, Customer Profile and Preferences) 

Order Management::{Order Entry {Shopping cart Management}, Billing, Fulfillment} 

Product Management = {Products, catalogs, Pricing} 

Inventory Management = {Fulfillment {Picking and Shipping}, Vendor M nagemen!} 

Financial Management ={Bllllng, Accounting and Bookkeeping, Accounts Pay bIG, Accountl 

Receivable} 
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Note that Shopping Gut Management can be thought of as part of the Order 

Management subsystem. However, this is architecturally significant so that in 

Subsystem Analysis we consider it to be a separate subsystem abstraction. 

The use-case grammar showing their relationship with regard to the larger

grained enterprise-level subsystem we are calling Online Purchase Sub ystem 

can be written as: 

Online Purchase Subsystem = {Customer Management, Order 

Management {{Shopping Cart Management (Order-Entry)}, Order

Processing, Fulfillment, Billing}, Product management} 

The above domain grammar tells us that in order to build 

components for a larger Online Purchase Component 

four other components relating to the handling of OJstome 

Shopping Carts and Orders. Orders pertain to the b ck-offi th 

occur once an online purchase has been made. The Shopping 

is used to set up the order. Once the order has been confumed, an rd r · 

created that is sent to Accounting {to generate an invoic or hippin 

Inventory in order to Pick and Ship the product. Inventory s I1! this on tl 

Shipping, which actually does the physical shipment. 

Let us consider a use-case within the context of an onlin orcl r man 

system we call E -Bazaar. Especially notewonhy is the pres nta ·on of 

business domain-specific language in the fonn of use-cas grammars inclu d 

in each use-case description. 
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8.3 E-BAZAAR USE-CASE: MAKE AN ONLINE 

PURCHASE 

8.3.1 Overview 

1his use case describes the process of making an Online Purchase using the 

E-Bazaar System, a hypothetical online e-business system that presents 

catalogs of items for customers to order over the World Wide Web. 

Actors. GLstomer (Online GLstomer via Web access channeQ, Shipping 

Vendor, Product Catalog, Credit Verification System, Address Sanitizer. 

8.3.2 Flow of Events: Basic Flow 

1. 1his use case starts when the actor initiates a Purch e for an 

Product in the E-Bazaar System after having browsed and sIc for 

purchase. 

2. The system displays a product item that the user had s lee 

adds the selected product item to their shopping cart. This p 

and adding an item to the shopping cart) is repeated until th 

with the items in his shopping cart. In order to initiate the onlin pure 

the user selects Clleckout. 

3. The system displays an Order Summary (an itemized list of sel d j 

and their subtotal). The user reviews the items and clicks Continu 
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4. The system brings a billing and shipping address screen with the user's 

default billing and shipping infonnation. The user either selects the default or 

selects an alternative shipping or billing address and clicks continue. 

5. The system displays the default payment method with the last four digits of 

the credit card number for user verification. The user accepts the payment 

method or selects an alternative payment method and selects continu". 

6. The system displays an itemized Order. This includes items, ubto 

taxes, shipping charges and total. The user then reviews the 't rms of 

Agreement and checks the "I agree" check box and clicks on ubrnit 

Order". 

7. The system submits the order to the E-Bazaar and displays conf1.11'l'la '00 

of the purchase to the user, along with a thank you note and confumation 

number. 

We will now write a grammar for the above basic flow sc nano. In th early 

phases of analysis, when doing high level use-case modeling, lis of us..-... .." .. '" 

and actors is produced. This list of use-cases, often depicted in 

diagram presents no infonnation about the sequencing of the us -c 

scenarios within them Thus there is a gap between the high 1 

process description, the use-cases that participate in fulfilling the obj ti f 

the business process and the algorithmic representation need d to how th 
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flow of events, services and components that are involved in the realization of 

the use-case. 

Often a sequence diagram is used to realize a use-case; while the more global 

interaction between use-cases is not specified. 

Representation of the use-case or the flow of a set of use-cases (not shown 

here) through a use-case grammar bridges the gap between the business 

description and an liT specification by creating a business level specification 

through GOOD that can be executed. 

We have developed a Tool called the Business Compiler that execute th 

specification provided by a use-case granunar. A use-case grammar IS 

representation of the manners of the use-case or system 

8 . 3 . 3 Use - Case Grammar (Manners 

Implementat ion) 

A use-case grammar is the manners written to describe the domain s cific 

behavior of a set of related and interacting use-cases. The use-case granunar 

shown here describes the higher level flow of the e-bazaar application. 

0n1ine Purchase - {Identification, Presentation, Selection, Purchase, Omfumation, Order PuIfillme.ru} 

IdentifICation - {Cl1aIIenge UerwithLogin, VerifyUerID arxl Password} 

Chillenge Ther with Login - {} 

Verify UerID and Password - {} 
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Presentation - {Display Menu} 

Display Menu -{} 

Selection - {Bro~ Product Catalog, Select a Product Item, Shopping Cut Operation, Clleckout , Selection!} 

Browse Product Catalog - { /I pol} 

Select a Product Item -0 

Shopping Cut Operation - { 

{Add Item to Shopping Cut I Delete Item From Shopping Cut I Save Shopping Cut }. 

RepeatShoppingl} 

RepeatShoppingl - {{stOp, Epilogue} I {continue, Shopping Cut Operation}} 

SeIectionl -{ { stop, Epilogue} I { continue, Selection} } 

Add Item to Shopping Cut - { add Item to Shopping Cut} 

Delete Item From Shopping Cut - {delete Item From Shopping Cut} 

Save Shopping Cut - {save Shopping Cut } 

Ckckout - {O>mplete OrderInfo} 

O>mplete Order Info - { {Verify Billing and Shipping Address I Select Billing and Shipping Addn:sses}, 

{Verify Shipping Method I Select Shipping Method} } 

Verify Billing and Shipping Address - { verify Billing and Shipping Address } 

Select Billing and Shipping Addresses - {select Billing and Shipping Addresses} 

Verify Shipping Method - {verify Shipping Method} 

Select Shipping Method - {select Shipping Method} 

Purchase - {Review Order, ReviewTenm of Agreetrent, {{Submit Order} I Olange Order to QJote} } 

ReviewOrder - {{review and accept, Acknowledge Tenns of Agreement} I {n:ject, Epilog}} 

ReviewTenns of Agreement - {} 

Acknowledge Tenns of Agreement - {} 

Submit Order - {submit Order I Cancel Order} 

Cancel Order -{ cancelOrder} 
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Cl1ange Order to Quote - {change Order to Quote} 

Confmnation - {Send confmnation number to user} 

SeIKi confumation number to user - {send conf I not seOO con£} 

Order Fulfillment - {Pick and Ship Order} 

Pick and Ship Order - {# msg(pick), # msg(ship)} 

Epilogue - { # m;g(Done)} 

Key: Non-terminals start with an uppercase letter; terminal symbols -with a 

lowercase and actions or service requests are prepended by a "# " . 

The use-case grammar is a new artifact that consists of a domain specific 

language specifying the manners of the systems. It combines the notion of 

structured use-case with one of subsystem partitioning and domain-specifi 

languages. Once a domain analysis [4] is conducted and business language 

analysis [69] is completed, the key abstractions of the domain are partition d 

in terms of interacting subsystems that may eventually be realized as software 

enterprise components . Manners are assigned to each subsystem bas d on 

the Business Rules governing its behavior [88]. Subsequent Variation

oriented Analysis is conducted to separate the changing from the more 

stables, less-changing aspects and features; verify what changes; handle 

changing aspects using patterns [42139]; partition the domain into subsystems 

and define manners for each subsystem and their interactions; and, use thre 

layers of interface, abstraction and concrete realization in the aggregate 

inheritance pattern. 
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8.3.4 Business Grammars 

The set of all use-case grammars within a business domain is called a busin5s 

gratrTtnfY. A business grammar can be written for each industrial domain u h 

as Telecommunications, Banking, Higher Education, Healthcare, Distribution 

and Manufacturing. Such a set of Business Grammars can be used jump Jt 

projects and create a revolution in the software manufacturing indusoy. A 

given domain's generic business grammar (GBG) can be customize to 

the needs of a given project. The project team does not have to tart f m 

scratch" and can use established business knowledge of th domain to rv 

as a staJting point for software development projects. A company h vin u h 

assets will have a significant competitive advantage in th marketpbc . 

The main driver for adoption is not only ubiquity of XML 

business process execution but also the availability of ditin 

tools. The first of these tools have been developed the Busin m il r. 

Business Grammars generate Business Languages.. A Busin mun 

Specific Language (BDSL) is an industry or busin 

language that characterizes the key manners or rules gov min 

in the domain's partitioned set of subsystems. There h v n nume 

examples of highly successful implementations of so n 

Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) [1, 4-7,537 6], none of which h a 

DSL in this capacity. 
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Grammar-oriented Object Design (GOOD) uses DSLs in a specific mann r. 

GOOD is concerned with identif}1.ng the Business Language for a giv n 

business domain, partitioning the domain into subsystems based on 

Subsystem Analysis, identifying variations within the subsystem manners and 

applying necessary patterns through Variation-oriented Analysis and D ign 

writing use-case grarrunars that define the Manners for the subsystem and 

context in which it will interact with other component interf c on 

deployed and executing the control flow in a component framework thro h 

pluggable micro-workflows that implement the manners. 

8.3.S Problem Statement 

The e-bazaar is a generic customer to business e-busin v nu wh 
products are categorized into catalogs, they are bro'Wed, selec d and • 
a shopping cart metaphor for purchase. An order is submitted 
made and shipping information supplied. Whereupon the busin 
service provider) will procure, produce, manufacture or pick an 
ordered products to the client after obtaining the n c s ary 
transaction. 

8.3.6 Architecture Analysis 

8.3.6.1 Domain synopsis 

Gtstomers maintain Accounts. Accounts contaIn S curity inforrnaci n 
Address information and preferences. 

Gtstomers use a Shopping Cart metaphor to Add items th y h v 
a result of browsing the Product Catalog. The Catalogs and Prod 
found on legacy databases. 

Once they decide to checkout, a Gtstomer submits an ord r af WU1 

the details of the order and confirming the shipping, billing ad th 
of payment and shipping method. 

Note: When the architect creates a set of key abstractions, s/h doe 0 b 
on repeated experience with the domain or with similar domains. Typi ally 
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the architect will have had patterns of interactions between key ab tractions 
from other projects that s/he comes to bear on the current one. Thus, 
although there may be many key abstractions based on patterns in the 
business domain, they are/ can be grouped in tenns of their reuse-levels at the 
subsystem level. At this level, a subsystem encapsulates the complexity it 
holds by exposing only one subsystem Fa~ade that may include other more 
detailed abstractions within it. Remember that since we are targeting high r 
level of reuse than merely the class, we may have a subsystem th y 
abstraction (clusters of collaborating classes with a fa~ade around th.em such 
as Order, order line item, product and price). 

The following table summarizes the key abstractions with their corresponding 
descriptions : 

Summaty of Key Abstractions 

• Cmtomer 
• Shopping Cart 
• Product 
• Catalog 
• Order 
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8.3.6.2 Internal System Abstractions 

The internal abstraction of the e-bazaar system can be found in the following 

table. 

Customer 

Shopping 
cart 

Order 

Address 

Account 

Line Item 

Customers are online shoppers who 'v 
made a urchase at e-Bazaar 
This is a generalization of mailing add 
and shipping address that the customer 
records as part of the maintain custo r 
accounts use case. Glstomers can hot 
multiple addresses for both shipping d 
b" . 
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picked and shipped and linked to th 
accounting S}'Stem. 

Order Line A Line Item in an Order. 
Item 

Product The product is an offering that the seller 
provides to a buyer for some exchange of 
funds. Products are organized according to 
type, and stored within product catalogs. A 
product has a price associated with it. A 
products' attributes and availability can be 
determined by asking the cart. 

Catalog A catalog is a named grouping of produ 
items that are available as service offering 
for buyers to purchase. The produ t 

~g~rnent department of e-Baz 
mamtaIns catalogs and produCts. Th 
Product Management domain d aIs with 
defIning new catalogs and puttin ProdU 
into catalogs. 

8.3.6.3 External System Abstractions 

The external system abstraction can be found in the following tabl . 

Product 
catalog 
system 

Oedit 
verification 
system 

Address 
Sanitizer 

Shipping 
Com an 

au.u~:; Ul 

or 
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I items. 

8.3.7 Domain Decomposition 

The following is the domain decomposition for the e-bazaar case study. 

8.3.7.1 E-bazaar Context 

E-bazaar S~tem users 

1- Customer 
2- Employee 

Overview 

1.1.1.1.1.1 -

Diagram and Sy s t e m 

Credit 
...... 

lCard _r-

Verification 

.1.1.1.1.5 
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8.3.7.2 Use-cases 

1. Browse online catalog 
Customer is able to browse the main catalog, select products and dd 
them to the shopping cart 

2. Make online order 
Customer is able to make online orders after filling the shopping cart, 
customer address sanitized by Address Sanitizer. And his credit card 
verified byGedit Card Verification System 

3. Review order history 
Customer is able to review the previous order he placed. 

4. Check current order status 
Customer is able to track his order status 

5. Customer Register 
Customer is able to register himself 'With the system for future us 

6. Login 
Each user (customer/employee) has to have an account to logon 
the system 

7. Manage products 
E bazaar employees are able to manage all p 
(add! delete/update) 

8. Manage catalogs 
Ebazaar employees are able to manage product ori 
(add! delete/update) 

9. Process order 
Customer is able to fill in the required infonnation' shippin 
billing address, credit card info; and E bazaar employe 1 t 

prepare that order and send it to the customer 
10. Take telephone orders 

E bazaar employees still using the legacy way of purch ing, whi h . 
by phone. 
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Use-Case Diagram 

x _______ Weke online order 

Customer ~O 

Browse and select 

Re .. ew order history 

r------~>O 
ched< order stalls 

Register 

Log," 

Wenage catalog 

Warehouse personnel 
Process order 

A:l 11r .. ,s I 

Billing ')111m 
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S.3.7.3 Business Functionality 

This section provides some direction on the relative irnponance of th 
proposed system features. As development progresses in the system, th 
features attributes will be used to weight the relative irnponance of th 
features and plan the release content. 

It is anticipated that E-bazaar system will be release for general use t E
bazaar through the following release, which contains th followin 
functionalities 

• Browse online catalog 
• Make online order 
• Review order history 
• Oleck current order status 

• Cmtomer Register 

• Login 
• Manage products 
• Manage categories 
• Process order 
• Take telephone orders 
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8.3.8 Subsystem Analysis 

8.3.8.1 Selected subsystems 

According to Ebazaar system analysis, the following subsystem 'With th ir 
components will be used 

• Product Catalog 
o Catalog Subsystem Facade 
o Catalog 
o Product 
o Mediator 

• Shopping Cart 
o Shopping Cart Facade 
o DB Shopping Cart 
o DB Shopping Cart Transactions 
o Shopping Cart Controller 
o Shopping Cart DB Connection 

• Glstomer 
o Glstomer Subsystem Fas;ade 
o DBGlstomer Record 
o Glstomer 
o DBLogin 
o Login 

• Order 
o Order Subsystem Fas;ade 
o DB Order 
o Order 
o Order Items 
o OrderSC 

Subsystems process flow 

Glstomer Products 
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8.3.8.2 Subsystems relationships 

«subs)6lem» 

--I productcatalogsubs)6tem 

:7 

/ 
<<subs)618m» 

hoppingcarlsub 
S)6lem J 

/ 

Figure 48: CDIDponent Dependencies 
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/ 
/ 
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8.3.8.3 Customer subsystem 

«Interface» 
IOrdel5Li>",,~em 

(i'cm_rrel .... bl¥twmWf ... ) 

.,raaleOrdelQ 

.etOrdet>() 

.etOrdefOelails() 

Customer 

ip_name : String 
Ip_addrasst : String 
Ip_address2 : String 

Iii!J!t1lp_cily : String 
ip_sate : String 
ip_zip : String 

ill_name : String 
iII_addreSS1 : String 
III_address2 : String 

1:Bb1l1_city : String 
bill_sate : String 

ill_zip : String 
iptype : Smng 

a;uSlomerO 
.etAddrassOelall.o 
llsaveAddrassOelalls() 
.etpaymentOetalls() 
llsavePaymenlOetalls() 
.etDefaultpaymentQ 
.etDefaultBllllngShlpplngQ 
.etOrderOetails() 
.etOrdet>() 

« Interface» 
ICusometSub.,...m --

.etAddrassOetalls() : Hoitlttablo 

I
veAddrassOeta ll5(addra...,etall ' : Hoitlttable) ",,'d 

eIPaymentOelails() : Haitlttable 
vePaymentOetalls(paymentdetaU, : Haitlttabl.) "",d 

etDefaultP:.ymentO : CreditCatd 
etOefaultBlillngShlpplngO : ShlpplngMothod 
OIOrdor>() : Amoyll" 

.etOlllerOelaus(ollleriD : String) : Olller 
~eclLog lnO : Boolean 
"'tLoginStatu.o 
.etlOglnStatus() 

«Facade"" 
Cu:tomerSub.,..emFacade 

l
etAddressOetaUo() : Hallhtablo 
veAddressOetails(addre""etaU, : Hollhtabll) \/Old 

elPaymenlOetaUo() : Ha"'tabl 
vePaymentOeta lls(payment "aUa : Hallhtabl.) VOid 

.etDefauIiPaymentQ : Credl oj 

.etOefaultBlilingShlpplng : Shipping Method 

.OIOrdOr>() : Amoyl l" 

.etOrderOetalls(ollleriD 

aeteu"omorO 
.etAddressDetallS() 
aaveAddressDetaliO 
aaveAddressDetaUQ 
aaVlAddressDetaUS() 

Figure 49: Glstomer Subsystem Enterprise 
Component 

® 
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8.3.8.4 Order subsystem 

<<lrterface» 
IOrderSUbly s lem 

(tan .... NI ...... ~flllmnw'-*) 

areateOrderQ 
.et()dersQ 
.elO'derOelaitsO 

«Interface» 
IShoppingCa1SUbaYltem 

(tan .... MlMD)IIwnnw ... 

"'.'.,,0 
.movell em 0 
... " ... 0( ) 
ia:ofl'l)lAeTollllQ 

l 

... rrolal() 

..,bml() 
"tBillA:lct.s.() 
"tStipAdd,. .. () 
-'\CuSbmer() 
~dPIDdu::IO 

()derltem,OB 

atuClID : Str lrg 
.cxtudN~. : Sttlrg 
• .,\I'Y : Inleg_ .\ 
.ollllP'l' lce : OQ,lble 
Dahlpm8'lt Co. I : Do!.ble 
•• xAmOU1t : Ooible 

."'10 :9' .. 
a>rdltrllemsoeo 

OrderOB 
riO : Snno 

uslomer10 : StrlrG 
hlpi\ddreSl1 : String 
hlP"d<!re .. 2 : 5tring 
nlpC lt y : Slmg 

.hlpStlle : 51 ling 

1Io.'oZloCo do : 51'"" 
.llAddreu1 . Stmg 
...,_ ... 02 51r1nO 
It>iUC'y : 51r1ng 
l1>li151 •• : Srlng 
.,lZlpCodo : 9r1nO 

emeQnCn : St1nQ 
" .. NLrnbe< : 51, "11 
.,..-ry .. : Sling 

II:8fdEx ~.I' : Stdng 
It>roerO.tl : SIting 
.hl~C[).t. : SUng 
Itte!lvel8dOete : String 
.NpStelUi : Stnng 
aolalPrloeAmount : OOJ~ 

.oIIlShpnenteo.t : DoiJlfe 
DoteITaxAmou rt : Double 
DolelAmou r< C .... QOd : Ooublo 

Figure 50:0rcier 
Component 

~ ccf ..-» OrdwSloMy ,-.mFecDi 

a-oOodooO 
... a...o 
~0iI0() 

/i~y.a.nFKede() 

I 

I 
I 

OICoMoc 
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8.3.8.5 Product Catalog subsystem 

"."toProd..:t(producl PI'OdI&I ) : .. ood 

~C_.Iog(~I.IogID : String) : Ca.1gg 
"'C8ItIogt() : Arr.ylitt 

~.t'product(ptoduct : PfodUCI) : "'oid 

..... '.P .... ?-~" P .... ~\"'" 

I \ /' 
/'~ 

/' 
/' 

Figure 51:Product 
OJInponent 

Catalog Enterprise 
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8.3.8.6 Shopping Cart subsystem 

Product 
( .. om.tlaz. .... ti'*~l 

roductName : Stong 
r:!IPricePeltlnlt : Double 
DotalQuantlty : Int 
.fgDate : String 
!:Id : String 

.etNameO 
8'roductO 
.etPriceO 
.etNumUnlts() 
.etMfgDateO 
.etldO 
IlI>roductO 

««sing 1 ebn»» 

/ 

ShopplngCarlDBConnecti on 

.,ulldQueryO 

.oUpdateO 
aloseO 
.,pname20 

ShopplngCanClienl 

~-

«Fica de» 

t====Sh=-:.O::.:PP~I. ngCaltF ... d. 

.ddltem(p : PlOduClCatalog) ... Ie 

l
laemoveltemo: ... Ie 
•• tltems() : ArrayLl SI 
II:omputeTotalO: VOid 
.etTotaIO : double 
Ilsubmlt("'Cln : Shopping Carl) 
aetBIIiAddress(add,. Addre.) 
aetShlpAddress(.ddra · Addre.) 
aetCuSlomer(cuSl : CUllOm." ---.J 

V 
~ShOPPlngC 

f--
I:vecarlO 

oldC'IIO 
"ddCIIIO 
'- J 

Figure 52: Shopping Gut Enterprise 
Component 

8.3.8.7 Subsystem business processes 

Olstorner processing 

c ~~X ~ ~~ws~~e~ 
Order processing 



Product catalog processing 

C =3=(:,::~=:) 
Shopping cart processing 

8.3.9 Goal Model Creation (GSG) 

8.3.9.1 Product Catalog GSG 

• Must have all the latest products 
o Produces products 

• Having a manufacture 

• PrrxluaPraIuct 
o Purchases products from other sellers 

• Locating the most valuable sellers 
• Fin1SdIer 
• Getting products from the seller 
• PurrhzePrrxfuct 

• Must have a wide variety of products (cliff kinds) 
o In order to cover the largest group of custo 

• Increase chances of buying per d y 
• Marketing 

o Awareness 
o Special offers 
o Cross-sell from otb r 

partners 
• Must have the products grouped into catalogs for y 

o Maintain the product catalogs from time to time 
• Maintain the quantities 
• StareN~ 
• Maintain the specifications 

• A ddCatah;j A r11Prrrltc 
.~a 
• UpdateCatalog/ Upd:rtePra:/Ja 
• Move them to temporary store 
• Tr~ransferPra:ha 
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8 . 3.9 . 2 Shopping Cart GSG 

• Easy to Use 
o User-friendly Interface 

• Must have features clients need 
o Research competitors for features ( ~ ) <this is a manual 

process> 
o Browse Catalogs 
o SIxmCatalog 
o Select product 
o SIx:mPrrx:Iuct 
o Show Product detail 
o SlxmPrrxluctDetail 
o Add to shopping cart 
o AddPraIuctT05~ 
o Delete Item 
o DeleteItem 
o Update Quantities 
ou~ 
o Update Shipping Method 
o UpdateShippinJvf erJxxl 
o Save Shopping Cart 
o Sa7£S~rt 
o Continue shopping 
o Proceed to checkout 
o Existing customer, just login using his account 
o GetOistorrErL ogjn 
o New customer, has to create an account, and will be 

automatically logged on. 
o GetOistorrErL ogjn 
o Show billing and shipping addresses 
o SlxmBillUw1 ddress 
o SIxmS~ddress 
o ClJ.ange billing and shipping addresses 
o Sa7£l3illirf11 ddress 
o Sa7£S~ddress 
o Ship to the selected address 
o Payment processing 
o SlxmPayrrmtData (if it edsts) 
o SawPayrrmtData (in case if chargs) 
o Submit the order (The order W1l b! saud for tradeing,purpae) 
o SauOrder 
o Show order receipt 
o SIxmDrderTransact:im 
o WlShList 
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o shauPrtferre:JItIm 
o My.Account 
o ShauCusttm!rData 
o ViewCart 
o ShauS~ 
o One-click Shopping 

• Get customer billing, shipping and payment info 
• SubmtOrier (submit the order in case billing, shipping, 

and payment data is set for each customeI) 
o Price Comparison 

• CarparePtia 
• Having a Pleasant Shopping Experience 

o Returning customer 
• Keeping track of customer's proflIe 

• Provide the means for customer registration 
o Re£ister 0Istcm!r 
o Keeping track of the history of 

purchases for each customer 
o Sme PutrJJase Histay 

• Maintain number of purchases for each customer 
• Upc/atPPurrJJas 

• Provide Capability for making Ooss-sells 
o Show wtomer what other purchasers have bought 
o ShouCiherPurrhas 
o Show customer favorite itexm may come with the selected 

product 
o ShouFtmJritelllm 

• Rapid wtomer Fu1fillment and Satisfaction 
o Easyaccess to all catalogs 

• Listing all catalogs 
• S~ 

• Listing products for each catalog 

• ShouP1rxJJm 
o Listing product detail 
o SIxruPrrx:IM:tDe 

• Adding product to shopping 
cart 

• ArlJJtl!frifm~ 

8.3.9.3 Order GSG 

• Selling the largest quantities of products 
o Facilitate product se1ection to the customer 

• wtomer bro'WSeS and selects products 
• L istOtta/qf/L istJln:¥lMts 
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• Add products to the shopping can 
• Proceed in checking out I Continue shopping 
• MmrItemTdJtrJer 
• Show billing and shipping addresses 
• ShouBiJ/itw1 tlinss 
• ShuuShippitf!I1 &s 
• Verif>BillShipPrrms 

• Verifying payment process 

• VeriJjP~ 
o Process the order 
o lJpdt:tJRJnunay 

• Making maxinmm number of orders to be shipped out 
o Placing orders by ~tomer 
o PrrmsOnJer 

8.3.9.4 Customer GSG 

• Keep track of all ~tomers 
o WIDmer profIle 
o wtomer Registtation 
o Maintain WIDmer ProfIle 

• New wtomer 
.~ 

• Update ~tomer's data 
• Update Billing data 
• lJptiaIPBiJlitfIJata 
• Update Shipping data 

• UpdatPS~ 
• Update Payment data 

• UpdaIPP~ 
• Update contact info 
.~ 

• Delete ~tomer's profile 
.~ 

• Show customer's profile 
·S~ 
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8.3.10 Service Allocation 

8.3.10.1 Customer Component Services 

Service Description 
~ Having a profile about each 

customer wants to use the web site 
UpdateBilJDwlata 
UpdateSb;ppirfJlata 
8.3.10.1.1.1.1.1.1 UpdatePaymentdata 

~ Such as phone, email address, work, 
... etc. 
Glstomer cannot update his 
18ERID, but he can update the 
PASSWORD 

lJtiRJEOIstar1!rRemrd NUUir.r~'!; customer's record in the 
database 

ShauCustarer Show customer profile contents when 
he wmts to_~te 

8.3.10.2 Shopping Cart Component Service. 

Service 
S~ 

SbouP1rxMt / 
S~ 

Descri tion 
List main catalogs that customer is able to 
choose what ever he wants in a user-friendly 

o n 
Glstomer can choose . h shippmg meth 
prefers, and then he has to click update option to 
make effects 
Glstomer can save the cwrent S oppmg cart as a 
draft in case he wants to ne this transaction 
Registered customers need to use account, 
but new customer has to create an account 
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ShouBilJirfIt &sf Retrieve billing and shipping addresses from the 
ShauS'-' . ,,!&S database 
StNBilJirfIt&s/ Save billing and shipping addresses in case of 
StneS'-' . ,'!dims changes 
ShouPa:,-TlzM. If it exists, otherwise retrieve null 
StrU?Pd~l,yPntT>md In case of changes 
StmDrrkr The order will be saved for tr.lCking purpose 
ShauOn:krTransaaim List order item; in a receipt that would be printed 

out by the customer 
S L .n. 1'- tern 
IUUr.u. r'1~"""'" WLShList 
Shau04stamData VieW ~tomer's profIle in case he wants to update 

orrevJew 
ShauS' . 1".an: VieW the cwrent shopping cart 

One-click Shopping Submit the order in case billing, shipping, and 
(Su~ payment data is already set for each customer 

~ Price Comparison for the same product with 
other melChants 

Rl!fisterCustarEr Keeping a profIle about the customer in Ebazaar 
database 

s~istay Keeping tr.lCk of the histoty of pUIChases for each 
customer 

p. .n_ Maintain number of es for each customer ~ .. -
sTiiuDherPurrhascJ Show Customer what other pUIChasers have 

bought 
ShuuF trWtiteltern Show customer favorite items may come with the 

selected product 

8.3.10.3 Product Catalog Component. Service. 

Service Description 
~ Having a manufacture to do so 
8.3.10.3.1.1.1.1.1 Pm. Locating the most valuable sellers 

~ r-mn~ products from the seDer 
StaeN~ Cllanged 

inventory 
product's quantity in the 

Maintain Catalog! Add I Delete I Update I VIeW Catalog 
Maintain Product / Product 
A dtJDAAlfp/ A tl:IPrrx:Iuct 
~ 
~ 
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8.3.1 0.3 .1.1.1.1.2 UpdateCatalogi 
UJ I _n J_ 

'IN'''"'W r\.YHU. 

8.3.10.3.1.1.1.1.3 TransferCatalogi Move them to temporary store 

TransferProduct 

8.3.10.4 Order Component Services 

Setvice Description 
L iarAf~/ListPraIJcts Customer browses and selects products 
8.3.1 0.4 .1.1.1.1.1 MarPlterrJ T 0JrrJer Proceed in checking out 

ShauBiJli1w1&s/ Show the default billing and shipping 
ShauS'-" "'!&s data 
SawBiJli1w1 &sf In case of changes 
SINS 1_ " " ,,! &s 
ShauP«-. ...."J)Afn. 

StNPl-r.r' _.:!)aM. In case of changes 
lJpthtelmrntory After processing the order, Ebazaar 

inventory should be deducted 
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8.3.11 Components Specification 

For each of the components, we have a specifIcation of their rules, services 

and attributes as defIned below. 

8.3.11.1 Order Components Specification 

- Rules 
o Order cannot be processed before filling the shopping calt 

o Glstomers who place orders with a purchase amount >$100 
and <$500 will get 10% off. 

o Glstomers who place orders with a purchase amount >5500 
and <$900 will get 15% off. 

o Glstomers who place order with a purchase amount >5900 
will get 20% 

- Services 
o The same services mentioned in Service Allocation section 

- Attributes 
o OrderNumber, OrderDate, OrderTotalAmount, 

OrdetShippingMethod, ... etc 

8.3.11.2 Prod uct Catalog com ponent Specification 

- Rules 
o Ebazaar deals with any kind of products 
o Products shouki be categorized 

- Services 
o The same services mentioned in Service Allocation section 

- Attributes 
o CatalogID, CatalogName, ProductID, ProductName, Qty, 

UnitPrice, DateStored, ... etc 

8.3.11.3 Customer Component Specification 

- Rules 
o All Ebazaar e-business customers should be a registered in 

Ebazaar database. 
o Glstomers buyusing credit cards 
o Ebazaar doesn't accept cash payments 

- Services 
o The same services mentioned in Service Allocation section 

- Attributes 
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o GlstomerID, GlstomerFName, GlstomerLName, 
BillingAddress, ShippingAddress, PaymentData... etc 

8.3.11.4 Shopping Cart Component Specification 

Rules 
o Shopp~ cart should be verifJed before it goes to order 

processmg 
Services 

o The same services mentioned in Service Allocation section 
Attributes 

o SOD, GlstomerID, ShippingAddress, BillingAddress, ... etc 
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8.3.12 Structuring Large-grained Enterprise 
Component 

E. Component Sub-Components 
Glstomer - IGlstomelSubsystem 

- Glstomer 
- Glstome SubsystemF~ 
- DBGlstomerRecon:l 
- Address 

Shopping Cart - IShoppingCartSubsystem 
- ShoppingCatt 
- ShoppingCattSubsystemFacade 
- DBShoppingCatt 
- I)BShoppingCattT~action 

- ShoppingGutI>BConnection 
- Shonning(";:al'tl"'nntroller 

Order - IOrdelSubsystem 
- Order 
- OrdelSC 
- OrderItexm 
- OrderDB 
- OrdelSubsystemFacade 

Product Catalog - lCatalogSubsystem 
- Catalog 
- Product 
- ProductItems 
- CatalogSubsystemFacade 
- DBCatalog 
- DBMediator 
- DBProduct 
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8.3.13 Technology Realization Mapping 
The realization of the functionality of each of the components is now chosen 
and mapped to a physical realization. 

Component Services Physical presentation 
~ DBCustomerRecord 
GeJShippirglata Customer 
GetB~ Customer 
GetCust:rm!r Customer 
UpthteB~ DBCustomerRecord 

Customer UpdtJteShippirglata DBCustomerRecord 
8.3.13.1.1.1.1.1.1 lJIxlateJ>a}1llentcLlta DBGlstomerRecord 

P' • 1:. DBCustomerRecord 
~ DB Customer Record 
ShouOtst:arEr DBGlstomerRecord 

Shopping 8.3.13.1.1.1.1.12 ShowCatalog DBCatalog 
Cart ShouPra1ua / DBProduct 
S~ DBProduct 
A~ToS . CA'Yt ShonninoC~rt 

lJJetzltl!m ShonninoC'~rt 

Tlhtlm:f). 
.. Shonninp('4rt 

TTM. . -ue/haJ ShonninoC~rt 

SII1.tS'''''l'Y:'' ,.!)Jrt DBS . rCJUt 

~Jl!i!z GJstomer 
ShauBiIJirw1 ddwss/ Glstomer 
SW" 'Addwss Glstomer 
StNBiIJirw1 ddwss/ Glstomer 
StIU!S L • • ,"! ddwss OJstomer 
ShouR .1),gJll OJstomer 
Stltll!Pl-J' >fltttA. OJstomer 
sfnOrJer Shoftft'not. 1ut 

ShoaOrJerT1'Il1I6fX1im Order 
S,.,.,.,.. . ':1_ • _ tI!n'J Qder 
ShouDtstamData OJstomer 
ShouG' mt ShoftninoCJUt 
One-clickShopping (S~ On:ier 
Cm~ Product 

(Ebazaarl Amazon) 
." GJstomer 

S .n. ~ . 
Order , ...... , ..... _y 

T . n. 
.Order 

_v_. 
Sfnlf Order 
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ShouP moriteIteJn Order 
PrrxiuaPraJua Product 

(Ebazaar I Amazon) 
8.3.13.1.1.1.1.1.3 ~~aaer Product 

(Ebazaarl Amazon) 
PurrhasePralwt Product 

(Ebazaarl Amazon) 
StmNeuQtattity Product 

(Ebazaarl Amazon) 
A~ Catalog 
A~ (Ebazaar I Amazon) 

/ 
Product 
(Ebazaarl Amazon) 

Product 1JJd::ataIo;/ Catalog 
Catalog ~ (Ebazaarl Amazon) 

/ 
Product 
(Ebazaarl Amazon) 

8.3.13.1.1.1.1.1.4 UpdateCatalogl Catalog 

~ 
(Ebazaarl Amazon) 
/ 
Product 
(Ehazaarl Amazon) 

8.3.13.1.1.1.1.1.5 TrmsfetCatalogl Catalog 

TrmsferProduct (Ehazaarl Amazon) 
/ 
Product 
(Ehazaarl Amazon) 

ListCatA/qJ/ Catalog 
L istPrrxUts (Ehazaarl Amazon) 

/ 
Product 
(Ebazaarl Amazon) 

8.3.13.1.1.1.1.1.6 MmeItJmTdJrrJer ShoppingCart 

Order ShouBiJJirwt&s/ Glstomer 
ShouS'-' . r!&s ClJstomer 
S~~&s/ OIstomer 
SINS L • • ~ -! tJ:Inss GJstomer 
ShauPwJ" ~TlAf.A GJstomer 
StNPK.. ~Tlt.tJa. GJstomer 
1" ·Dmer 
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8.3.14 E-bazaar Grammar 
The following is an U( 1) gr.unmar for the e-bazaar canonical application case 

study. This code is ex«Jlt4Jie in the Business Compiler. 

initial symbol = Start 

Start = {#initTestData, Online Shopping, Epilogue} 

Online Shopping = ~dentlfication, Presentation} 

Identification = {Challenge User with Login, Verify UserlD and Password} 

Challenge USer with Login = 0 

Verify UseriD and Password =0 

Presentation = {Display Menu} 

Display Menu ={Options} 
Options = { 
{customer, Customer}1 
{administrator, Administrator}! 
{stop, Epilogue}} 

Customer = { 
{online Purchase, Online Purchase}1 
{orders History, Orders History}} 

Online Purchase = {#msg(maln catalog), {browae Items, 8rowae Il8ma}!{maln Menu, CIoIe}} 

Browae Items = { 
#msg(catalog Items), 
{product Detail, Product Detail}! 
{main Catalog Ust, Online Purchase}! 
{main Menu, Close}} 

Product Detail = { 
#msg(product detaN), 
{add to Cart, Add to Cart}! 
{continue Shopping, OnUne Purchase}} 

Add to cart • { 
#msg(acId to cart), 
{main Catalog, Online PurchaseH 
{proceed CheckOut, Proceed CheckOut}} 

Proceed CheckOut • { 
#Irnsg(check out), 
{payments, Payments}! 
{main Catalog, Online Purdlase}} 

Payments = { 
#msg(payment frame), 
{terms and Conditions, Terms and CondItlons}1 
{main Catalog, Online Purchase}} 
Terms and CondItions • (1Imsg(1ermI and conditions), Accept Tem'II and CandItIona then 
Proceed} 
Accept Terms and Conditions then Proceed • { 
{submit Order, Submit 0rdeI1I 
{save Order, Save ~I 
{cancel, Prelentatlon}, 
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Submit Order = { 
{#msg(submit order)}. 
{continue Shopping. Online Purchase}j 
{cancel. Presentation}} 
Save Order = {#msg(save order). Presentation} 

Orders History = {View Order History} 

View Order History = { 
#msg(vieworder history). 
{view Order Detail. View Order Detail}l 
{main Menu. Close}} 
View Order Detail = { 
#msg(order detail). 
{view Items. View Items}1 
{main Menu. Close}} 
View Items = {#orderItems. Close} 

Close = {Options} 

Administrator = { 
{maintain Product Catalog. Maintain Product Catalog}! 
{maintain Product Types. Maintain Product Types}} 

Maintain Product Catalog = {} 
Maintain Product Types = {} 

Epilogue ={#msg(Done)} 
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8.3.15 Dynamic Controller Architecture for 
E-Bazaar 

The above grammar has been used to drive the dynamic controller indicated 

below: 

The Detailed Interactions in the Dynamic Controller Architecture 

Login.jsp 

M'tMfth
M :==: M2L¥«9·M 

-WI,I;4-

........ 

GOti~AI[>"··"'·"· · L ........... . 
: WalO 

OK : ..• .••.••••••••••••• ~.ToP.II«D<oI.~ 
dynClJ1 .passDataToPa<se~Data) q ~Token(oata)) 

dynClJ1.1n1tO q 

BUilneaa 
Compiler 

Business Grammar 

Start = {#showLogln. 
//Wait. A. B. C} 
A= ( ok • #CoOK I 

cancel. #DoCancel) 
t 

dynClJ1 pauOll1llToPIIMtjOlta) 

( If lIrs!TIme then pne() 
If ""tTl,..., then parser1ITll1.Parse() 

else ( (Olta). nobfyw;lll(): Il 

If null create DynConlrOlierOO else retum Instance 
SIt1nQ 0.111 • ·ok· ) ._ 

Figure 53: detailed Interactions of a Dynamic 
Controller Architecture 

Figure 53 depicts the detailed interactions of a dynamic controller us d in th 

e-bazaar case study. 
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9 CHAPTER NINE: CONCLUSION 

9.1 THE PROBLEMS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS 
USING GOOD 

Building reliable and stable software edifices that withstand the test of 

changing requirements -- functional and non-functional-- has been found to 

be a complex, daunting and often unattainable task as many cancelled 

projects give testimony. This histolY of less-than-successful projects that 

have over-run budgets without delivering desired functionality within 

acceptable time frame and service level requirements is a testimony to the 

complexity and elusive narure of designing and maintaining stable and 

reliable, yet changeable software architectures. 

Building and maintaining functionality in a software application is an 

expensive entetprise. To decrease this expense, so~ engineers have 

turned to rapid prototyping, to building so~ modules [77], 

components or assets that only need to be assembled. Thus, reusing units of 

available or easily obtainable assets has been the holy grail of system 

development. Its attainment would be synonymous with attaining business 

competitive advantage and by extension, the achievement of business 

objectives and success. This initiative is synonymous with the focus on 

component-based development. 
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Lack of reuse or fragility with respect to changing requirements is not the 

only cause of project failure. Organizational issues and politics, human 

factors, communications, expectation and risk management are among the 

other causes of a project's downfall. The above can be categorized as the 

organizational factors in project success. 

The inability to meet the expectations and requirements of the business 

clients is one of the more salient aspects of failed projects where billions of 

dollars are essentially wasted and precious human time is misspent. Either, 

the wrong functionality was being built or the right one could not adapt 

itself to change fast enough. 

Thus, the ability to integnte changing requirements into existing 

functionality is a key success criterion for project success. This criterion is 

adaptability or changeability. 

Grammar-Oriented Object Design (GOOD) uses Domain-specifIC 

Languages (DSL) to provide a formal specification for the composition 

(static) and flow (dynamic) of a set of loosely coupled, ~ 

aggregated set of software components that support a business domain. 

In this dissertation, GOOD is proposed as a software engineering method 

that facilitates the creation of a dynamically re-configwable uclUtectural 



style by providing a more seamless mechanism that maps business 

architecture onto component-based, service-oriented software architecture. 

This is achieved in such a fashion that changes to requirements are primarily 

controlled by the representation of the business architecture. The resulting 

architectural styie can be used to represent the structure, composition and 

flow of software components providing services that are fonnally defIDed by 

a conftgmable profIle that externalizes the variations of the semantics of a 

component services architecture in the fOml of tntnneI5. Manners can be 

implemented using domain-speciflC business Janguages (DSBL). 

Further, the re-conftgorability and dynamic re-composition capabilities of 

software architecture are specified and reponed on. The software 

architecture uses a spectrum of smaR to coarse-paiDed compoaents and 

se!Vices for accomplishing this goal. 

The unique approach outlined here is to use domain-specifIC languages, 

patterns and component-based and service-oriented software engineering to 

produce a highly re-configurabJe arcbitectural style. In this approach, we do 

not advocate the usage of DSBLs and code geneman to produce a domain

specifIC implementation of a nlnning app1ication. Rather, we apply a unique 

and well-formed combination of geneml-purpose programming languaps 
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such as Java or C# with domain-specific languages (applicable to business 

domains) in order to define Configurable Profiles for Enterprise-scale 

components that expose services for composition and invocation. 

1bis thesis also includes a review of the pertinent literature that has been 

published on component-based software engineering, domain-specific 

languages and software architecture and architectural styles. 1bis establishes 

the framework in which GOOD is able to be effectively utilized. 

Thus, dynamic re-configuration must be realized and implemented 1ll a 

pervasive fashion across the following spectrum. 
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Figure 54: GOOD provides the capability to 
create pervasive dynamic reconfigurability 
across this spectrum 

In order to re-configure a value net to achieve competitive advantage, an 

integrated architecture will enable responsiveness but not drive it. The driving 

factor is the capability to define configurations and then to dynamically alter 

them to meet new functionality and quality of service requirements. 

Virtualization is partly enabled through extemalization of composition and 
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flow; responsiveness comes from the capability of dynamic re-confJgUIability 

(DR). DR should be supported across the spectrum of our infrutructure, 

tools, development environments, reference architectures, best-practices and 

methods; all the wayup to reference business models. 

This thesis has demonstrated that Granunar-ol'iented Object design provides 

the capabilities needed to create the pelVasive dynamically reconfJgUIability 

required. 

9.2 PRIMARY CONTRIBUTIONS 

GOOD has been tested and implemented on many industrial strength 

projects since 2001 and has been adopted as a method and is in use in 

industry. Academia have also based research and publications on GOOD. 

Grammar-oriented Object Design (GOOD) is An evolution of software 

engineering methods for creating a dynamically re-confIgWable architectul'2l 

style based on enterprise components and services. An integration of 

component-based, semce-oriented engineering with domain-specifIC 

languages, software architecture, business rules, self-integration of context-

aware autonomous components. 

Business Grammars represent the flow, structure and composition of a 

business domain. 
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Variation-oriented Analysis and Design ( VOA/VOD) are a set of 6 

techniques and artifacts along with examples to partition a system or part 

thereof into its more stable and less stable aspects. 

Subsystem Analysis identifies key subsysteIm within the business domain 

and provides a fonnal description for them 

Goal-oriented Component identiftcation and SpecifICation consists of the 

Identification and specifICation of candidate component abstractions during 

business analysis based on the notion of encapsu1ating design decisions. 

Reuse levels consists of the levels of base class, aggregation, inheritance 

hierarchies, clusters, subsystems, frameworks, patterns, domain modeL.. 

Each of these can be chosen as the unit of abstraction, and we are not 

constrained to use the object or class as the sole unit of abstraction. 

Manners are the rules governing behavior of a component within a given 

context. They are presented with a set of patterns for its implementation. 

Context-aware Software Components define the chmcteristics necessary to 

design and implement dynamically m:onfigurable architecture by 

understanding how to behave within a given context as defmed by the 

manners that have been externalized in the components. 
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An Enterprise Component provides a standard and consistent way of 

designing large-grained components in enterprise content through the use of 

patterns. 

CBDi Pattern Language is a Pattern Language for Component-based 

Development and Integration. 

The Rule Pattern Language is a Pattern Language for Business Rules 

Modeling, Design and Implementation. It defineS a spectrum of design and 

implementation options that can be used within a given context as 

appropriate. 

Patterns for Web SeIVices Architecture are a Pattern Language for the 

design of service-oriented architectures using web services technologies. 

Dynamic Configuration, Collaboration are used to produce just-in-time 

integrating, on-demand application component assembly. They are the 

cornerstones of a dynamically reconfJgUrab1e architecture. 

Mapping Business Architecture to Softw.are Architecture consists of 

defining a set of steps and artifacts that result in the more seamless mapping 

of business architecture to component-based software architecture. 'I1Us 

helps bridge the semantic gap between business and liT through the 

creation of an abstract formal specifation of the higb-1evel business 

functionality that can be mapped dnctly onto component-base software 

architecture. ExtensioDS to c:urrent methods for component-based and 

service-oriented software engineering 
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A set of activities and workproducts have been identified and utilized on 

projects since 1994 that extend object-oriented methods for component

based development. 

Dynamically re-configurable architectural style is a blueprint (components, 

connectors and constraints) for creating an architecture that will suppolt 

dynamic re-conflguration and re-composition. 

9.3 THE FUTURE 

Future work is anticipated to gain even fwther industrial strength using the 

methods, architecture, tools and techniques of GCX)D. This will be 

enhanced to provide the ability for software to be implemented as context· 

aware components on a Jarge scale. 

An industry around context-aware components will be created. Busiaess 

modelers will create and retain business languages as key enterprise usets. 

Large integrators will produce generic business languages that will facilitate 

prototyping, design and imp1ementation of software. 

requirements to help management information systems maR decisions of 

software projects. 
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